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ABSTRACT
In this study I examined my thinking and professional growth through the
use of reflective journals. The study documents my understanding and use of
reflective journals as a tool for learning and thinking over time. I examined my
sixteen reflective journals in an effort to make sense out of what it means to be a
teacher.
In this study I was guided by the question; What are the ways in which I
reflect and think about myself as a teacher and my teaching, as evidenced
through my journals. Analysis focused in four areas. The first was on the
content of the journals. This included my topics, issues, and questions which I
wrote about. A second analysis examined how I used my journals to think and
reflect. A third component explored how I reflected on my beliefs and practices.
The fourth area identified what supported and interfered with my thinking and
reflecting.
Through this study I examined my learning process and the ways that I
use journals to support my thinking and professional development. My findings
inform other teachers to consider reflective practice and supports the use of
narrative for research. This study provides implications for teacher educators
and professional developers to consider participants' prior knowledge and
current beliefe when implementing professional programs. Participants need to
be recognized as part of the process when involved in professional
development.

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
It is the journey which enlightens us, not the destination.
—Anonymous

Dewey (1938) suggests that reflection helps learners organize ideas for
future use. Teachers' use of reflection has shown a positive impact on teachers'
pedagogy (Harste, 1994; Richardson,1994; Short & Burke, 1991; Anders &
Richardson, 1991; Hollingsworth, 1989; Munby, 1984; Goodman, Meredith,
Smith, & Goodman, 1987). Some practitioners explore their teaching practices
by recording their reflections in teacher journals or personal journals. Others
reflect through a dialogue with an "other" (Fenstermacher, 1994), and some
contemplate while "in action" (Schon, 1983). No matter how teachers choose to
rethink or reexamine their practice, there's no doubt that it enlightens their
thinking.
Newman's (1991) critical examination of her own teaching provided me
with a glimpse into another person's thinking. Hunt (1991) says that in this type
of research, we learn something about the possibilities of seeing by coming to
understand how this particular person sees the world. I identified personally
with Newman's examination of herself and found that reflection was a tool I used
but did not take full advantage of for thinking through teaching issues. Like
Newman, I am trying to make sense out of what it means to be a teacher. I new
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that journaling and reflection played a key role in my professional growth but I
wanted to understand their role through careful study.
The purpose of this study is to examine my thinking as an educator
through analyzing my reflective journals. The data sources for this study are
sixteen reflective journals which I kept over a ten year period. This study is
influenced by my deeper understanding and use of reflective journals as a tool
for learning and thinking about teaching. This research enables me to look at
myself and interpret my thinking over time.

Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study is to examine my personal process of thinking
and reflecting on my teacher beliefs and practices and to explore the
relationship between these beliefs and my professional development I
systematically examined the reflective journals which I kept throughout my
graduate coursework. The journals span a period of time from Fall of 1986
through Fall of 1995. In particular, this study explores and is guided by the
broad question: What are the ways in which I reflect and think about myself as a
teacher and my teaching, as evidenced through my journals. Four specific
questions which support the guiding question are:
1. What are the topics, issues, and questions that are significant to my
thinking?
2. How do I use my journals to think and reflect?
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3. How do I reflect on my beliefs and my practice?
4. What supports and/or interferes with my thinking and reflecting as a
teacher?
To understand the connection between professional development and
learning I have integrated theorists' views from the fields of narrative research,
teacher research, literacy research, cognitive psychology, and professional
development. I believe that the processes which support literacy development
are the same general processes which support all learning. Learning must occur
within an environment which will support and promote meaningful, authentic
experiences. Barnes (1992) states that, "...curriculum should be treated as
composed of meaningful activities..." (p. 20). For me, the authoring cycle as a
cycle of inquiry is a framework for a positive learning environment for both
students and teachers as learners.
This study is based in my views of teaching and learning. I believe that
people, no matter what their age, do not passively absorb information like a
sponge. They acquire knowledge naturally through regular, active explorations
of their environment (Eisner, 1994; Rothman, 1991; Short & Burke, 1991; Brown,
Collins, & Duguid, 1989; Lazerson, McLaughlin, McPherson, & Bailey, 1985;
Dewey, 1897d in Kliebard, 1986). From an early age, children form powerful
theories about the world through their experiences (Goodman, 1993, 1986;
Harste, Woodward, & Burke, 1984). Based on similar beliefs, cognitive
psychologists are researching constructivism, the idea that students "construct"
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knowledge based on what they already know (Rothman, 1991; Barnes, 1992).
Learning is an activity which makes deliberate use of the social and
physical contexts in which it occurs. All learning Is influenced by individual
schemas, knowledge, experiences, and feelings within particular social contexts.
In communication, oral or written, the message received Is never identical to the
message sent because the receiver, the reader or listener, brings to bear his or
her schemas In interpreting the message. The speaker or the writer tries to
encode a message In language, but because no two people's experiences,
thoughts, and feelings are ever identical, the message received is never quite
Identical to the message sent. From the listener's or reader's point of view, then
meaning is not In the spoken or written word; the text itself. Rather, meaning
arises during a transaction between the words and the listener or reader
(Rosenblatt, 1938, 1978; Weaver, 1988). Because learning takes place in a
social environment, students create and generate their own knowledge and
curriculum through a process that Involves a variety of experiences and class
negotiations.
One framework which supports the students' learning is the authoring
cycle where experiences always start with students' personal knowledge (Short,
Harste, with Burke, 1996; Harste, Short with Burke, 1988; Short and Burke,
1991). Students then ask questions for Inquiry, reflect, share with others,
present, and take some new action. As students take a new action they also
have new questions which propel them into their next inquiry. The authoring
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cycle Is a cumcular framework which supports learners of all ages.
Research Focus and Questions
In this study I want to examine my personal process of change as a
teacher by analyzing the journals which I have kept throughout my graduate
course work. The journals span a period of time from Fall of 1986 through Fall
of 1995. In particular, this study explores and is guided by the broad question:
What are the ways in which I reflect and think about myself as a teacher and my
teaching as evidenced through my journals. Four specific questions which
support the guiding question are:
1. What are the topics, issues, and questions that are significant to my
thinking?
2. How do I use my journals to think and reflect?
3. How do I reflect on my beliefs and my practice?
4. What supports and/or interferes with my thinking and reflecting as a
teacher?
Grounded theory and ethnographic strategies will be used to examine the
pedagogical thinking and content of my journals. Ethnographers seek to learn
from people (informants) rather than study people (subjects) and seek to
describe a culture (Hubbard and Power, 1993). The goal is to understand a way
of life from an insider point of view. Morse (1994) suggests that a good
researcher is "not confined methodologically by being trained in and limited to a
single strategy. Such a restriction limits the types of questions the researcher
may ask and types of results he or she can obtain, and restricts the strength of
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the research" (p.223).
Qualitative researchers tend to analyze their data inductively (Bogdan &
Biklen, 1992). They do not search out data or evidence to prove or disprove
hypotheses they hold before entering the study; rather, the abstractions are built
as the particulars that have been gathered are grouped together. Grounded
theory, emerges from many disparate pieces collected as evidence that are
interconnected (Glaser & Strauss, 1967).
Systematic, intentional inquiry into my teaching (Lytle & Cochran-Smith,
1990) will guide me as I examine my professional reflections and learn from my
own teaching experiences. I will construct a picture that takes shape as I collect
and examine the parts. Bogdan and Biklen (1992) describe this type of data
analysis like a funnel: "Things are open at the beginning (or top) and more
directed and specific at the bottom. The qualitative researcher plans to use part
of the study to learn what the important questions are. He or she does not
assume that enough is known to recognize Important concerns before
undertaking the research" (p. 32).
This qualitative study has theoretical underpinnings related to the
phenomenological perspective. Phenomenological mode research attempts to
understand the meaning of events and interactions to ordinary people in
particular situations (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992; Van Manen, 1990).
Phenomenologists know that one's own experiences are also the possible
experiences of others (Van Manen, 1990).
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"Phenomenological inquiry begins with silence" (Psathas, 1973). This
silence Is an attempt to grasp what it is they are studying. What
phenomenologlsts emphasize is the subjective aspects of people's behavior.
They attempt to gain entry Into the conceptual world of their research
participants (Geertz, 1973) In order to understand how and what meaning they
construct around events in their daily lives. They believe that multiple ways of
Interpreting experiences are available to each of us through Interacting with
others, and that it is the meaning of our experiences that constitutes reality
(Greene, 1978). Reality Is socially constructed (Berger & Luckmann in Bogdan
&Biklen, 1992).
Qualitative researchers believe that it is Important to approach people
with a goal of trying to understand their point of view. Reality comes to be
understood to human beings only in the form in which it Is perceived. Bogdan
and Biklen (1992) state that.
While qualitative researchers tend to be phenomenological in their
orientation, most are not radical Idealists. They emphasize the subjective,
but they do not necessarily deny a reality "out there" that stands over and
against human beings, capable of resisting action toward It (Blumer,
1980). ...Thus reality comes to be understood to human beings only In
the form In which it Is perceived. Qualitative researchers emphasize
subjective thinking because, as they see it, the world Is dominated by
objects less obstinate than walls. And human beings are much more like
The Little Engine That Could." We live In our imaginations, settings
more symbolic than concrete" (p.35).
Symbolic interaction, often synonymous with qualitative research. Is
compatible with the phenomenological perspective and basic to the approach is
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the assumption that human experience is mediated by interpretation (Blumer,
1969). Objects, people, situations, and events do not possess their own
meaning; rather, meaning is conferred on them. Through interaction individuals
construct meaning. Individuals interpret with the help of others and therefore
meaning is always subject to negotiation (Bogdan & BIklen, 1992).

My Story
Many years I ago I set out to change the world-tiie world within the four
walls of a classroom. Determined I could make a difference, I chose to get a
degree in elementary education. The journey to become a teacher started when
I was in high school. What did I want to with the rest of my life? I had thought of
being a nurse. But knowing that the sight of blood made me queasy that goal
was short-lived. In my junior year of high school I decided I wanted to be a legal
assistant. After a year of business prep classes and membership In the
Cooperative Office Education (COE) student organization, I decided that this
was not for me. As a COE student, I worked in an insurance office every
afternoon. I decided that filling out forms and filing papers was not the career I
wanted. I began to search for a more people-oriented field. My last semester of
my senior year In high school I tutored at a local junior high school. Finally, I
found a niche-helping others. Tutoring was fulfilling. I enjoyed showing Demitri
strategies for math and helping him be more successful in school. I applied to
the College of Education at the University of Arizona as an elementary school

major and was accepted. Little did I know then about the amount of paper a
teacher "pushes" and files.
I began my teacher career like many new graduates-without a job. I
substituted and tried to get my name out to principals. In October I interviewed
at a school and, although the interview was interrupted by a fire drill, I got the
job. My first assignment was teaching first grade. I was hired because all of the
other three first grades were too large. I was given all of the students who had
been retained the previous year. The teachers who taught with me said these
would be my "model" students. There were seven students who had been
retained. One of these children had leukemia and had undergone a bone
marrow transplant the previous year. Her eyes had developed cataracts
because of the medical treatments and she had to wear very thick glasses.
Even with the glasses, her vision was poor. A second child had double hearing
aides. I had a total oftwenty four children, diverse in many ways, but it was my
own classroom and I was thrilled. Full of energy and idealism, I loved teaching
and i loved those students. Every class is special, but none so dear as the first.
The first year I taught I had a grade level support team who told me
exactly what I was to do, including the units to study, workbooks to use, and
field trips to take. Their dictates gave me little flexibility or time to develop my
own classroom experiences. I was to disseminate what others told me was
appropriate for teaching first grade students~the students which they had
selected for my classroom.
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The next year, I had to change grade levels and was "promoted" to sixth
grade. I had been hired due to overcrowding and because I was hired after the
school year my first grade position was advertised and given to a more senior
teacher in the school district. A teacher retired and I was given the option to
take his sixth grade class or leave the building for another first grade classroom.
Because I had built relationships with the faculty I felt I should stay at the same
site and try the new grade level.
Teaching sixth grade was where I started examining everything I saw
happening in the routine of a school day. The previous year I had a little
flexibility in creating and using materials or questioning what materials were to
be used. The grade level team guided most of my efforts. Although at times this
was helpful, I didn't have the opportunity to explore and experiment. As a sixth
grade teacher I was now basically on my own. Physically in the building I was a
great distance from the other sixth grade teachers and neither of them were
interested in grade level planning or mentoring the "new kid on the block". As
time passed in the new school year, I began questioning my implementation of
the school curriculum, the textbooks, and the written curriculum guidelines of my
school district. Over the next few years I would focus heavily on curricular
implementation and ways to utilize textbooks.
In January of the first year of teaching sixth grade, I started a master's
program in reading. I selected the field of reading because I initially thought I
needed to teach students to be better readers so they would be more successful
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with the textbooks. Although I later came to view the problem as not necessarily
the students' inability to read but the unfriendliness of the text to the students, I
found resources that helped me to answer some of my queries.
Shortly after starting my graduate program, I became aware of the
thematic approach through a teacher who taught fifth grade in the portable
across from me. This also was my infroduction to using literature sets and
"whole language" ideas. For me, the thematic approach involved taking a
theme, such as flags, and creating experiences for students within each
discipline which connected to that theme. My students did art with flags, studied
various counfries and their flags, looked at how cloth was used to make flags,
and the like. I was very happy with this new approach and felt that it helped to
eliminate some of the problems my students had with the dry, difficult social
studies and science textbooks.
Over the years I read research and refined my teaching to include a
variety of materials and activities. I purchased several sets of multiple copies of
literature; I created games to enhance students' participation; I worked on
semantic webbing strategies; and I purchased many "how to" teach books. I
moved to a more child centered curriculum and tried to create a diverse set of
themes that included as many students' interests as possible.
I finished my master's degree and was very satisfied with my teaching.
As the years passed I continued to read current field research and add to my
repertoire of materials and strategies. Three years ago, after I had begun a
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doctoral program, I came to another major shift in my thinking when I heard
about inquiry based curriculum. At first I thought that it was just like thematic
teaching but was a different word for the approach. My questioning related to
the similarities and differences between theme units and inquiry has led me on
an intense inquiry of my own thinking and my assumptions about curriculum. I
questioned and reflected on my classroom, on student learning, and on various
aspects of the "school" curriculum. I wondered what does it mean to know, to
see, to explore curriculum? How do I share control of learning with students?
Throughout this time I spent considerable time evaluating and
reevaluating the various components of my teaching. Graduate coursework
helped me to define terms, strengthen and reevaluate my beliefs, and look more
broadly at issues. I was very interested in learning about how students and
adults learn and came to realize that all learners go through similar processes
while developing thought, language, and knowledge. Newman (1991), in a
reflective look at herself as a teacher states, "Learning is learning; it doesn't
matter whether the learner is five or forty-five years old. The conditions which
foster engagement aren't dependent on a learner's age. Distinguishing between
public school and university teaching, in fact, creates unnecessary barriers to
communication; it leads to a breakdown of collaboration among people engaged
in the same enterprise" (p. xiii-xv). Through using language effectively to solicit
thinking from and with others, organizing ideas, analyzing, summarizing, and
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theorizing, we can understand both the capabilities and limitations of language
(Goodman, Smith, Meredith, & Goodman, 1987).

Supporting Other Teachers
My interest in my own changes and in ways to facilitate and support other
teachers in their professional development led me to an inquiry related to
teacher beliefs regarding practice and professional development. Recently, I
have had the opportunity to work with other teachers where we formed a small
study group to discuss curricular issues and pedagogical concerns. The group
consisted of three other women who teach first grade and myself. Two were first
year teachers and the third had taught for twelve years. Over a year period, we
met at least once a month. In the spring every effort was made to meet biweekly
and the focus centered around literacy issues relating to strategies for reading
and writing.
The group began as a way to share ideas on how we each taught reading
and what strategies we used to help students build fluency. The two new
teachers felt ovenMielmed by the diversity of students' capabilities in their rooms
and wondered how to meet all their needs. We each shared activities in an
effort to compare what we did. From the areas of differences in our activities, we
decided to try new experiences in our classrooms. We also shared materials
and read articles related to invented spelling and writing workshop.
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I had dual roles In the group as both a participant and a facilitator. It was
difficult doing both because I was often viewed as the "experf since I have an
educational background related to reading. Frequently I silenced myself so that
I did not share but facilitated the discussion. By doing this I lost out on
participating in some decision making about the group's topics.
Concern over the progress or lack of progress their students were making
related to reading and writing dominated our discussions. Phonics was the topic
most frequently discussed. These teachers used phonics workbooks and
individual phonics worksheets as a major part of their reading instruction. What
role did phonics play in supporting developing readers and writers? Would
"Hooked on Phonics" help? These questions lead the group to examine the role
of phonics in the classroom and what phonics materials which were being
utilized. Professional articles related to spelling and writing workshop in primary
classrooms were also read and discussed.
As I worked with the teachers in the study group at my school, I noticed
that even though they wanted my professional opinion, they weren't always
interested in trying new strategies, especially when the idea was more
progressive than what they were currently implementing. I began to see how
their beliefs sometimes kept them tied to what they were currently doing in the
classroom. Their current beliefs helped them to decide what to keep practicing
and what to consider altering. Their struggles with belief and practices led me to
reflect on my own story of my professional growth as a teacher.
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My story begins and becomes a shared experience with my readers. As I
share my struggles related to teaching, it is my hope others will reflect and
connect to their own teaching stories and professional development. The rest of
this chapter sets the framework for the importance of narrative in our personal
and professional lives. The chapter ends with a section on the role of teacher
research. Teacher research connects narrative, education, and research by
encouraging teachers to question and problem solve their experiences from their
classroom. Teacher research recognizes teachers' knowledge and thinking as
important characteristics in teaching and enables teachers to learn and make
sense out of their own experiences and profession.

The Role of Narrative
Barnes (1992) supports teachers' research of their own teaching when he
writes,
Some of the bravest teachers have gone on to investigate their own
contributions to lessons and how these shape students' talking and
writings. Such investigation and reflection by practicing teachers is worth
many pages of formal research carried out by others, for this helps them
to become better listeners to their students, more aware both of the
importance of talk in learning and of their own influence upon it (p. 7).
What makes my story about teaching relevant to others, why is it important to
tell? One reason I want to share my story is to provide support and
encouragement for others who are on a similar journey of exploring the practical
and theoretical foundations of our profession. I see myself as similar to other

teachers, an educator trying to make a difference. Most people enter the field
because they want to work with students and make a difference in their lives
(Fullan, 1993). Staying there is often a struggle, especially with the high amount
of isolation teachers feel, not to mention the difficulties of teaching, personal
issues, vulnerabilities and social pressures which can lead to a sense of
frustration.
In The Teacher Lore Project, Schubert and Ayers (1992) set out to know
more about what reflective teachers had learned from their experiences. They
asked two questions: Why weren't these teachers and others like them given a
chance to share what was learned from their years of service as teachers? and
Why are teachers so often invisible and silent even in their own worlds? In part,
my research helps to answer these questions and illustrates to other teachers
that they are not alone in their individual endeavors of learning and developing
professionally. It also breaks the silence of one teacher and may empower
others to share their personal stories and demonstrate that together we have
much to offer each other. Our professional difficulties are similar. Through
collaboration and collegiality we can empower ourselves and one another to
help make the difference that drew us initially to the educational field.
Finally, this research is supported by the belief that, Teachers are able to
formulate questions about language and learning, design and carry out inquiries,
reflect on what they have learned, and tell others about if (Goswami & Stillman,
1987, preface). Writing down our stories shapes our thinking (Applebee, 1984).
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We learn to write and write to learn. As we show our life to an audience, we also
learn about the events we're writing about. In writing about our lives and beliefe,
we come to understand aspects of our lives we hadn't thought of before. The
process of reexamination encourages others to view theory and practice through
new lenses and may help us to see that the tried was not always the true. It may
also allow us to embark on a new journey without a well-planned route or a
particularly clear map (Mayher, 1990).
All of us learn, and continue to learn, from our colleagues, our
experiences, and from our distant teachers, those separated from us not only by
geographic distance but by time. Vera John-Steiner, (1985) in her study of the
processes of creative individuals, found that a range of artists and scientists
learned from what she called "the legacy of their distant teachers." She
explains:
In the need to discover their own teachers from the past, there is a
recognition of the importance of an intense and personal kinship that
results when the work of another evokes a special resonance in them.
Once such a bond is established, the learner explores those valued works
with an absorption which is the hallmark of creative individuals. In this
way, they stretch, deepen, and refresh their craft and nourish their
intelligence, not only during their early years of apprenticeship, but
repeatedly throughout the many cycles of their work-lives (p.54).
What I offer to my readers is the sharing of a mutual struggle to provide
the best learning environment for learners. By transacting with my journey,
others can reflect and examine their practice and beliefs. We can learn about
the possibilities of seeing by coming to understand how another sees the world

(Hunt, 1991). The greatest support we can expect from others is not the surety
of adoptable answers, but the excitement and rewards of becoming part of a
wider professional community that takes our journey seriously and recognizes
the need for mutual respect along the path as we each find our own way
(Mayher, 1990; Newman, 1990; Meyer, 1996).
Doyle (1992) suggests that educators can systematically examine the
knowledge structures of comprehension processes that teachers use daily to
interpret classroom events, reflect on the many dilemmas of teaching, and
navigate the complex task environments in which they work. This study enables
me to look at myself and interpret my thinking over time. These understandings
will also support my ability to facilitate others with whom I support in study
groups, professional development, and new teacher mentor programs.
Understanding myself will lead me to a better understanding of others.
Stories are constructions that give meaning to events and convey a
particular sense of experience (Carter, 1993; Thompson, 1993). My story of
looking at my thinking through the use of reflective journals will enable others to
connect and make sense out of their stories. I can make meaning with others
through storytelling. As a storyteller and a critic, I am in the position to use my
story to create personal insights and to suggest to others ways in which the story
might be interpreted with others. Thus, through my story, others may reflect on
their own teaching and learning experiences. The possibility for future dialogues
between and among fellow educators becomes enhanced as we all come to
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value individual teacher stories and not only an "other's" perspective of teachers.
Most research which I have reviewed related to teacher thinking has been
conducted by others, not teachers looking at themselves. Narratives are one
way to encourage teachers to tell their stories and inform others about the life
within the classroom.
Narrative Stories
Narrative is a basic way of responding to the vast amounts of information
we encounter daily. The human brain has the ability to perceive patterns and
organize othenwise fleeting images and perplexing experiences, usually in the
form of narrative. Bruer (1993) contends that the human brain actually "runs" on
stories. Many contemporary thinkers argue that the narrative mode is a supreme
means of rendering othenwse chaotic, shapeless events into a coherent whole
saturated with meaning (Bruner, 1986; Coles, 1989; Rosen, 1988).
Recognition of the importance of story is not a new concept. Traditionally
speaking, story has been credited with providing sufficient power to preserve
and transmit culture (Silko, 1977). Barbara Hardy (1977) attests to the value of
narrative when she writes,
"We dream in narrative, daydream in narrative, remember, anticipate,
hope, despair, believe, doubt, plan, revise, criticize, construct, gossip,
learn, hate, and love by narrative. In order to really live, we make up
stories about ourselves and others, about the personal as well as the
social past and future" (p. 12).
Narratives of many types are being opened and explored as people write,
become authors of their own lives, and discover their voice. Jerome
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Bruner(1986) wrote that "narrative deals with the vicissitudes of human
intentions" and identified storytelling as a human mode of thought {p.16).
Alasdair Maclntyre (1981) has stressed the fact that actions become intelligible
when human beings tell about their intentions. "Narrative history of a certain
kind turns out to be the basic and essential genre for the characterizations of
human actions" (p. 194). Charles Taylor (1989) has written that "because we
cannot but orient ourselves to the good, and thus determine our place relative to
it..., we must inescapably understand our lives in narrative form, as a 'quest'"
(pp. 51-52).
Narratives not only provide meaning and belonging to our lives, they
attach us to others and to our histories by providing a tapestry rich with threads
of time, place, character, and even advice on what we might do with our lives
(Witherell & Noddings, 1991). Narratives also contribute to reflective awareness
because they provide opportunities for deepened relationships with others and
serve as springboards for ethical action. Understanding the narrative and
contextual dimensions of another can lead to new insights, compassionate
judgment, and the creation of shared knowledge and meanings that inform
professional practice.
Narrative has the ability to present many interesting paradoxes with the
use of traditional story elements, including setting, characters, theme, plot, and
style. In addition to these basic elements, teacher narratives move into the
realm of reflections on teaching (Jalongo & Isenberg, 1995; Witherell &
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Modelings, 1991). Schubert and Ayers (1992) prefer to use the term "teacher
lore" to describe this written reflection of the experience, the reconceiving of the
meaning and purpose of one's life and contribution as a teacher. Teacher
narrative often offers reassurance and renewal, shows teachers at their best and
worst, and affords us the luxury of examining closely and thinking deeply about
education. Stories inspire and expand our vision as we consider what we know,
how we know, and what and whom we care about. In the end, narratives remind
us of our ideals and prompt us to become better educators and child advocates.
To educate is to take seriously both the quest for life's meaning and the
meaning of individual lives (Witherell & Noddings, 1991). Through stories and
accounts teachers explore and examine past events and impressions as if they
were present, reflect on different teaching contexts, or even anticipate future
courses of action as if they had already occurred. Elbaz (1991) refers to a
unifying feature of story where unity is something we seek to accomplish in our
lives and is made possible when matters are arranged in a consistent story line.
She states. The accomplishment of story thus always involves both the creation
of a coherent meaning and the successful resolution of whatever conflict
threatens meaning" (p.95).
Robert Coles (1989) claims that it is only through stories that we can fully
enter another's life. Witherell & Noddings (1991) state that stories join the
worlds of thought and feeling, and give special voice to the feminine side of
human experience—to the power of emotion, intuition, and relationships in
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human lives. Narrative enables us to meet ourselves and the other in a mutual
quest for goodness and meaning. As Catherine Keller (1986) says, relative to
the concept of relational self and an affinity with all beings, "We connect, all of
us, spaciously, timefully" (p.248).
According to Jalongo and Isenberg (1995), narrative has several
interesting features. These include: historical/contemporary, individual/group,
thinking/feeling, simplicity/complexity. A brief description of each is listed below.
Historical/contemporary provides a "here and now" quality and also
captures and preserves the past. A story that happened several years
ago still has a current message to convey as well as elicit contemporary
stories with a similar theme.
Individual/group are stories which illuminate one person's life experience,
yet in doing so evokes stories from others and remind us of our
interconnectedness.
Thinking/feeling help to connect knowing with feeling and by linking
thought with action help to contradict deeply rooted dichotomies in
Western thought. Narrative connects thinking with feeling and action and
combines our personal and professional selves.
Simplicity/complexity allows what appears to be a simple, taken for
granted story to capture the complexities of what it means to teach.
Narrative can break down the theory/practice dichotomy be being
simultaneously abstract and concrete (Clandinin, 1993) pp. 6-8.
Teacher narratives are individual narratives which tell the life of teachers'
classrooms. Teacher narratives illustrates individual stories of what it means to
teach. Teacher narratives use the features of narrative to show the complexities
of teaching.
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Teacher Narrative
A teacher's life is not an orderly professional pathway, but a personal
journey shaped by context and choice, perspective, and values. Teachers often
rely on stories to understand what happened and why; to understand what it is
we are learning as we live our lives in our classrooms (Meyer, 1996). Playing a
strong role in the students' growth and development nurtures a teacher's own
growth and development (Jalongo & Isenberg, 1995). Past students' stories
become like case files that a teacher will return to as a tool for closely
examining what he or she did and thinking about what might be done differently
next time. In moments of discouragement, teachers will draw upon their
reservoirs of success stories as a source of strength and support. Narrative is
uniquely well suited to that personal/professional travel. Through story, one
student at a time, teachers organize their thinking and tap into the collective,
accumulated wisdom of their profession.
Personal narratives are taken from direct experiences, explained in detail,
structured by events or episodes, and told or written in story form. Narratives
are often used to communicate meaning and explore underlying values and, as
such, these personal narratives are frequently the basis for reflection, discussion
and debate. Personal stories have three components: experiences, concepts
and themes. According to Smith (1989),
Experiences are the 'facts' that happen to us. They are the people,
places, and events that become part of our history....Concepts are beliefs
or ideas we have about ourselves and others that we use to screen and
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interpret experiences and to guide our behavior....Themes are the
general, abstract, principles that summarize and consolidate experiences
and concepts. Themes give unity to personal stories. They are like
templates that organize the concepts of a personal story into a coherent,
meaningful whole (pp. 8-9).
Because teacher personal narratives center on teaching and learning,
they might better be termed professional stories or stories of practice. Teacher's
professional stories are much more than charming anecdotes. Rather they are
experiences that evoke stories from others, encapsulate professional
perspectives, and lead to professional insights about the meaning of teaching.
According to Jalongo and Isenberg (1993, 1995) a good and useful story of
practice has at least four key characteristics:
1. It is genuine and rings true. A real teacher story resonates within
each of us, is not contrived to be cute, not edited to show the teacher
in the best possible light, not sensationalized to evoke public reaction.
2. It invites reflection and discourse, which are fundamental to reflective
practice. A good teacher story leaves us fairly bursting to respond,
sometimes with comments about the story told, sometimes with
questions, or insights about the underlying issues, sometimes with a
story of our own, or sometimes with strenuous opposition.
3. It is interpreted and reinterpreted. Authentic teacher narratives go
beyond "kids say the darndest things" and look beneath the surface
again and again to discover underlying meanings. The experience
does not change, but the concepts and themes used to interpret it
change as we amass other experiences and become more reflective
practitioners. The same story can be viewed from different vantage
points.
4. It is powerful and evocative. Teachers' stories can elicit strong
emotions (pp. 10-12).
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Teachers' stories, the positive and negative personal accounts of our
lives in classrooms, are central to the type of inquiry and reflection that lead to
professional development and personal insight (Jalongo & Isenberg, 1995).
Through the careful examination of real-life classroom experiences, teachers
explore the complexities of what it means to teach. The narrative mode helps
teachers to consider daily dilemmas, examine motives and misgivings, savor
successes, and anguish over frustrations.
Perhaps William Ayers (1992) says it best in his prologue to Teacher
Lore: Learning from Our Own Experience:
Who understand the peculiar demands of teaching, the mind wrecking
and back breaking moments of it, the forest of paperwork that surround it,
the endless preparation for it, the invasiveness of it into every corner of a
life? ...To say that teachers are the ones who understand, know, and can
say seems so obvious that it is beneath reporting.... The secret of
teaching is to be found in the local detail and everyday life of teachers;
teachers can be the richest and most useful source of knowledge about
teaching: those who hope to understand teaching must turn at some point
to teachers themselves (p. v).
Valuing Teachers' Knowledge
No matter how powerful the story, in order for teachers' stories to realize
their full potential, we must validate the types and uses of educational
knowledge. It is unfortunate that in the field of education, personal perspectives
on what it means to teach and to learn often take second place to hard data,
facts, and figures. Some consider stories as soft, subjective, and value-laden.
This controversy between soft data and hard data is much more than a minor
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disagreement; it is a pliilosophical and pedagogical conflict of great proportions
(Bogdan, 1980). Carter (1993) points out that
researchers have been telling stories about teaching and teacher
education rather than simply reporting correlation coefficients or
generating lists of findings. This trend has been upsetting to some who
mourn the loss of quantitative precision and, they would argue, scientific
rigor. For many of us, however, these stories capture, more than scores
or mathematical formulae ever can, the richness and indeterminacy of our
experiences as teachers and the complexity of our understanding of what
teaching is and how others can be prepared to engage in this profession
(p.5).
Darling-Hammond (1993) says that conflict in education is largely based
upon "issues concerning the types of knowledge sought and the uses to which
knowledge should be puf (p.768). She continues that in determining the goal of
knowledge one must decide whether the goal is to determine the one best
system of educational practice and thus control curriculum and teaching. Or is
knowledge to be used for illuminating the complexities of human learning for the
purpose of enriching teachers' own thinking and about their practice and
empowering them to see teaching and learning through many lenses?
McLaren (1988) believes the controversy is a debate between aesthetic
truth and objective truth. Aesthetic truth involves a holistic evaluation of what
"works" based on an intuitive appraisal of the total performance. As a group,
teachers tend to favor aesthetic truth and mistrust objective truth when it resorts
to measuring and fragmenting information (Jackson, 1992; Glasser, 1990). The
aesthetic truth questions usually tell the story. How do children respond to
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literature? How can we optimize every child's learning? It would be a mistake to
attempt to answer these questions of quality through quantity.
The actual stories of practicing teachers address these issues and gets to
the heart of the matter. Through story, educators can achieve a multiplicity of
perspectives. Jalongo and Isenberg (1995) argue that stories should not be
held in low regard, like an unsubstantiated opinion in comparison with a
research report. Rather, they are part of an emerging case study literature that
experts from all fields use to organize their thinking, develop professional
repertories, reinvent curriculum, and contribute to their growth as professionals
(Grossman & Shulman, 1994; Shulman, 1992).
Meyer (1996) claims that stories are a viable and valid form of research
because our stories teach us and teach others as we share them. Telling our
stories liberates teachers because it is one way we claim our classrooms as
belonging to us and our students. Our lived experiences as teachers help make
us better teachers, keep us alive as learners, and help us to understand what is
unfolding before our eyes within our classrooms. Our stories become our power;
in the telling, we become articulate experts about our classrooms.
The issues of what qualifies as knowledge in teaching, as well as whose
knowledge matters, affects teachers' lives and constitute many of the
philosophy/reality conflicts. A teacher's practical knowledge of child
development may lead to a specific child-centered style of teaching which may
be in opposition to a supervisor. The conflict has much to do with power and
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authority, with whose knowledge "counts", the teacher's personal, practical, and
professional knowledge or the supervisor's, and with the influence of the
textbook and test publishers. Clandinin (1986) points out,
Teachers are commonly acknowledged as having had experience but
they are credited with little knowledge gained from that experience. The
omission Is due In part to the fact that we have not had ways of thinking
about this practical knowledge and in part because we fail to recognize
more practically oriented knowledge (p.177).
Recognizing teachers' practical knowledge makes a difference in
teachers' ways of knowing being valued. What teachers know needs to be
respected, including the knowledge attained through experiences.
Teachers' Wavs of Knowing
Knowing is a form of doing and there is no simple sense in which we
apply our knowledge. Britton (1987) suggests that in any confrontation, what we
know must be reformulated in the light of what we perceive and our knowledge is
thus forever on the move. This idea is supported by Barnes (1992) who
discusses the metaphor of knowledge as a series of systems interpreting the
world. This point of view identifies learning to be a matter of changing the
system by which interpretation is carried out; the changes become
transformations not additions.
Teachers can "know" something in a variety of ways: directly through
lived classroom experience, vicariously through the observed or described
experiences of other teachers, formally through profession reading and study, or
intuitively through their value systems (Jalongo and Isenberg, 1995). Belenky,
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Clinchy, Goidberger, and Tarule (1986) have argued that there are different
"ways of knowing." Their research suggests that there are some predictable
events in the growth of knowledge. The sequence of these common themes is
dependent upon the teachers' views of knowledge and their ability to articulate
their ideas. Belenky et al. describe the progression as follows;
1. Silence is experiencing the self as voiceless, without the capacity to
receive or generate knowledge.
2. Receive knowing is seeing knowledge as absolute and always in the
possession of "authorities."
3. Subjective knowing is distrusting authority and understanding
knowledge as personal and originating within one-self.
4. Procedural knowing is perceiving knowledge as objective and
rationally derived, though subject to multiple perspectives.
5. Constructed knowing is understanding knowledge as "constructed,"
the knower acknowledging and taking responsibility for shaping
knowledge (p. 15-16 in Jalongo & Isenberg, 1995).

Narratives are the key components in the authentic study for teaching, for
until we understand the context and appreciate the perspectives of those
involved, any understanding of what it means to teach and learn will remain
fragmented and disconnected from the real world of teaching. If, as teachers,
we regard ourselves as constructors of knowledge rather than purveyors of
someone else's' ready-made answers, teachers' knowledge will then assume
even greater importance. Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1990) state.
What is missing from the knowledge base of teaching, therefore, are the
voices of the teachers themselves, the particular contexts in which

teachers work, the questions teachers ask of themselves and others, the
ways teachers use writing and intentional talk in their work lives, and the
ways that teachers interpret experiences as they strive to improve their
own practice (p.2).
Teachers need to share their teaching experiences and value what they
bring to the research community. Teacher researchers offer a different and
valuable perspective to the field of education.

The Role of Teacher Research
I consider myself a teacher researcher, my questions come from my
experiences in elementary classrooms, professional readings, and discussions
with colleagues and professors. I consider my students as co-researchers and
informants (Hubbard and Power, 1993). Their academic and personal growth is
an influential factor for my professional development.
As a teacher-researcher, I find myself in a dual role. The multiple roles
enable me to take various stances at different points in my work day. Yet, these
multiple roles can also be trying. In actuality each role never ceases to exist but
is just less prominent at a particular moment. Because I value both
perspectives, it is important that 1 use both positions in this study. As tiie
teacher, I bring information to the study about myself which another researcher
would not know or might not come out in conversation. As a researcher, I am
able to systematically pursue interests and ask questions which pertain to my
inquiry.
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Since I am both the researcher and the teacher in this classroom, I am
not just an observer but a full participant. I am a part of the community which I
am investigating. Being a full participant enables me to know more about the
students and my own insights than a researcher who is an observer.
Defining Teacher Research
Most of the past research on teaching has involved teachers as the
researched rather than the researchers. Teachers have long been subjects or
objects of studies for research conducted by university-based scholars
(Cochran-Smith &Lytle, 1993; Schubert & Ayers, 1992,1994). Classrooms
have been sites for the collection of data on classroom management and
climate, patterns of classroom behavior, personality attributes, social
interactions, and instruments of instruction. Results from these types of projects
have informed teachers but have often objectified teaching and frequently
ignored teachers' roles as theorizers, interpreters, and critics of their own
practice (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1993; Schubert & Ayers, 1992,1994).
Teachers can no longer be expected to merely be recipients of the
knowledge generated by professional researchers. Teachers can not continue
to acknowledge the value of other researchers' work for their professional
practice and accept its validity for their day-to-day decisions. Although teachers
have been regarded as decision makers in their own classrooms, they have
rarely been included in decisions about research as knowledge generation.
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Teacher research, an effort to recognize teachers' knowledge and
thinking as critical components in teaching, is a movement which enables
teachers to learn about their own profession by studying their own experiences
(Harste, 1994; Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1993; Hopkins, 1993; Hubbard & Power,
1993; Schubert & Ayers, 1992; Short & Burke, 1991; Witherell & Noddings,
1991; Goodman, et al., 1987). In a review of what happens when teachers
conduct research as a regular part of their roles as teachers, Goswami and
Stillman (1987) note the following observations:
1. Their teaching is transformed in important ways: they become
theorists, articulating their intentions, testing their assumptions, and
finding connections with practice.
2. Their perceptions of themselves as writers and teachers are
transformed. They step up their use of resources; they form networks;
and they become more active professionally.
3. They become rich resources who can provide the profession with
information it simply doesn't have. They can observe closely over
long periods of time, with special insights and knowledge. Teachers
know their classrooms and students in ways that outsiders can't.
4. They become critical, responsive readers and users of current
research, less apt to accept uncritically others' theories, less
vulnerable to fads, and more authoritative in their assessment of
curricula, methods, and materials.
5. They can study writing and learning and report their findings without
spending large sums of money (although they must have support and
recognition). Their studies, while probably not definitive, taken
together should help us to develop and assess writing curricula in
ways that are outside the scope of specialists and external evaluators.
6. They collaborate with their students to answer questions important to
both, drawing on community resources in new and unexpected ways.
The nature of classroom discourse changes when inquiry begins.
Working with teachers to answer real questions provides students with
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intrinsic motivation for talking, reading, and writing and had the
potential for helping them achieve mature language skills (preface, not
page numbered).
Because many teachers have sophisticated and sensitive observation
skills, they are better able to analyze the patterns and discrepancies which occur
in classrooms (Cochran-Smith and Lytle, 1993). As teacher researchers use
their interpretive frameworks as practitioners to analyze data, their emic
perspective is a view which is not possible from any other outside observer.
Patterson, Santa, Short, and Smith (1993) suggest that rigor in teacher research
exists because of the teacher researcher's explicit and well-developed
philosophical point of view which guides reflection, creativity and
responsiveness in gathering information, refining inquiry, and taking action.
Teacher Research as Svstematic Inauirv
Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1993) define teacher research as "a systematic,
intentional inquiry by teachers, which makes accessible some of the expertise of
teachers and provides both university and school communities with unique
perspectives on teaching and learning" (p. 5). Boomer (1987) wants research to
simply to mean "finding out in order to act effectively" (p. 7) and prefers to use
the words "inquiry" or "investigation". These definitions are not so different from
that of the word "research" as found in Webster's New World Dictionary (1978):
"to travel through, survey, see careful, systematic, patient study and
investigation in some field of knowledge, undertaken to discover or establish
facts or principles" (p. 1208).
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Hubbard and Power (1993) view teacher researchers as artists-inresidence creating a craft. They state that teacher researchers use "classrooms
as laboratories and students as collaborators, and are changing the way we
work with students as we look at our classrooms systematically through
research" (p. xiii).
Similarly, Patterson, Santa, Short, & Smith (1993) define teacher
researchers as individuals who "seek to understand the particular individuals,
actions, policies, and events that make up their work and work environment in
order to make professional decisions. They engage in moments of reflection
and inquiry in order to take action that will help their students learn better" (p. 78). Teacher researchers are teachers who reflect on students' learning, as well
as their own, inquire through multiple data sources, and then act on their new
conclusions.
Teacher research is based in research methodologies which draw from
anthropology, sociology, and linguistics and from the traditions of qualitative,
interpretive research (Cazden, 1986; Erickson, 1986; Evertson & Green, 1986 in
Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1993). Research reflective of these perspectives views
teaching as a highly complex, context-specific, interactive activity in which
differences across classrooms, schools, and communities are critically
important. Interpretive teacher research provides detailed, descriptive accounts
of customary school and classroom events that shed light on their meanings for
the participants involved. Britton (1987) suggests "every lesson should be for
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the teacher an inquiry, some further discovery, a quiet form of research, and that
time to reflect, draw inferences, and plan further inquiry is also essential" (p.15).
The term teacher research has been traced to the "action research"
movement in the 1950's and 1960's. Lewin (1948 in Cochran-Smith & Lytle,
1993) characterized action research as "comparative research on the conditions
and effects of various forms of social action, and research leading to social
action" (p. 8). Stenhouse (1984) argued that teachers involved in action
research strengthen their judgments and improve their own classroom practices.
Stenhouse also claimed that research was the route to teacher emancipation
and that researchers should justify themselves to practitioners, not practitioners
to researchers. Hopkins (1993) refers to classroom research as "an act
undertaken by teachers to enhance their own or a colleague's teaching, to test
the assumptions of educational theory in practice, or as a means of evaluating
and implementing whole school priorities. ...My vision is of teachers who have
extended their role of teacher to include critical reflection upon their craft with
the aim of improving ir (p. 1). Boomer (1987) suggests that "'action' research is
deliberate, group or personally owned and conducted, solution-oriented
investigation" (p. 8, italics in original). Boomer's definition leads him to conclude
that research is deliberate learning.
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Summary
The purpose of this study is to examine my thinking as an educator
through analyzing sixteen reflective journals. These reflective journals are a
tool for learning and thinking about my beliefs and practices. In particular, this
study is guided by the broad question: What are the ways in which I reflect and
think as evidenced through my journals? The role of narrative, teacher
narrative, and teacher research are used as a framework for this research.
The second chapter is the professional literature review. To understand
the connection between learning, teaching, and professional development, I
have integrated theorists' views from the fields of literacy research, cognitive
psychology, and professional development. The third chapter describes the
methodology and data collection for the research. The fourth chapter illustrates
the analysis related to the content of the journals. The fifth chapter is the
examination connected to the process of using journals. The sixth chapter
explores the answer to my third question by discussing how I reflect on my
beliefe and practices. The seventh chapter depicts what supports and/or
interferes with my thinking and reflecting as a teacher. The eighth, and final
chapter, discusses the implications of the analysis and connects my story to the
current research on narrative and teacher narrative. In addition, this chapter
informs teachers, teacher educators, and professional development facilitators
with reference to knowledge, understandings, practice, and beliefs and how to
utilize journals as a tool for thinking, reflecting, and learning.
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CHAPTER2
PROFESSIONAL LITERATURE REVIEW
When I was young and free and my imagination had no limits, I dreamed
of changing the world. As I grew older and wiser, I discovered the world
would not change, so I shortened my sights somewhat and decided to
change only my country.
But it, too, seemed immovable. As I grew Into my twilight years, in one
last desperate attempt, I settled for changing my family, those closest to
me, but alas, they would have none of it.
And now as I lay on my deathbed, I suddenly realized: If I had only
changed myself first, then by example I would have changed my family.
From their inspiration and encouragement, I would then have been able to
better my country and, who knows, I may have even changed the world.
-Anonymous, words on the tomb of an
Anglican Bishop (1100 A.D.) in the
crypts of Westminster Abbey

Using the Past to Inform the Future
Throughout my twelve years of teaching I have taught almost every age
level of elementary students and what has remained consistent year after year is
the complexity and the diversity of students in terms of cultural backgrounds,
school experiences, literacy experiences, and a variety of developmental and
age levels. How I perceive the diversity of students' learning and how I have
tried to create a classroom which tries to meets the needs of individual students
has changed throughout my career. Each year the past informs my practice.
Several major influences have impacted my thinking on creating and
negotiating curriculum with children. For the last few years I have tried to
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understand the connection between professional development and learning. To
do this, I have integrated theorists' views from the fields of literacy research,
cognitive psychology, and professional development. I believe that the
processes which support literacy development are the same processes which
support all learning. Learning must occur within an environment which supports
and promotes meaningful, authentic experiences. For me, the authoring cycle
as a cycle of inquiry is a framework for a positive learning environment.
Throughout my professional development I noticed that various
components were important to consider in my own professional growth and in my
work with teachers. I identified various frameworks which have been used in
professional development programs. In this chapter I review the literature which
supports teaching and professional development. Reflecting on my learning
helped me to examine my beliefs about teaching and learning and was a
continual part of my professional growth. Through the literature review on
professional development I identified programs which were more successful in
supporting teachers in reflecting on and changing their beliefs and which also
considered teachers' knowledge and beliefs as part of the professional
development process. The major areas of the professional literature which
relate to the focus of this study are the role of reflection, processes of learning,
the role of teacher beliefs, the role of professional development, and
professional development models.
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Each area reviewed had a specific relationship to the study. Literature
related to reflection was read to determine what others have learned about the
Influence reflection has on teaching and learning. I also wanted to know the
various ways in which people reflect and what supports reflective practice.
Process of learning was important because I wanted to identify how people
acquire knowledge. I read literature related to teacher beliefs to find out how
teachers identify their beliefs and also how beliefs are changed. I also wanted
to know what others have written about the relationship between belief and
practice. Information related to professional development was read to determine
how others view the professional growth of teachers. I wanted to know how
others view the process of professional development and the specific
components of successful professional development models.

Role of Reflection
Teachers must be supported in their efforts to learn from experiences
(Richardson, 1994; Short, etal, 1992; Richert, 1991; Lester & Onore, 1990;
Goodman, etal, 1987; Munby, 1984; Schon, 1983). To learn from experience
teachers need time to think about the experience. Having an experience does
not constitute learning about it; having an experience and then thinking about it
to make sense of it does (Richert, 1991).
Dewey (1933, 1938) suggests that reflection is the driving force behind
action and allows learners to organize ideas for the future. Once a person

chooses to face a situation containing a difficulty or perplexity, reflection begins.
Dewey (1933) saw reflective thinking as a way lo transform a situation in which
there is experienced obscurity, doubt, conflict, disturbance of some sort, into a
situation that is clear, coherent, settled, harmonious" (pp. 110-101). He
described five phases of reflective thinking. The five phases do not follow each
other in a set order but outline the fundamental traits necessary for reflective
thinking:
1. suggestions, in which the mind leaps fon«/ard to a possible solution
2. an intellectualization of the difficulty or perplexity that has been felt
(directly experienced) into a problem to be solved, a question for
which the answer must be sought
3. the use of one suggestion after another as a leading idea, or
hypothesis, to initiate and guide observation and other operations in
collection of factual material
4. the mental elaboration of the idea of supposition as an idea or
supposition (reasoning, in the sense in which reasoning is a part, not
the whole, of inference)
5. testing the hypothesis by overt or imaginative action (p. 107-116)
Reflection leads to creating a personal vision. Dewey (1933) wrote.
Thinking enables us to direct our activities witii foresight and to plan according
to end-in-view, or purposes of which we are aware" (p. 17). Personal vision
gives meaning to our work (Fullan, 1993). Fullan argues that the more one
takes the risk to express personal purpose, the more likely he or she is to find
others to share this purpose. Personal purpose is the route to organizational
change.
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Schon (1983) believes that reflection is an important aspect of
professional practice. He describes three processes as part of reflection. The
first is knowledge-in-action. This is a tacit understanding gained through
experience. Reflection-in-action, also referred to as reframing, is the definite
thinking about what is going on as it happens. The third component is reflectionon-action which is reflecting on what happened after the fact.
Russell and Munby (Russell & Munby, 1991; Munby, 1984; Munby &
Russell, 1992,1989) have directed their research at understanding reframing
(Schon, 1983) and how the interaction between a teacher and his or her
experience gives rise to knowing how to teach. Russell and Munby (1991)
explain that "the essence of reflection-in-action is this 'hearing' differently or
'seeing' differently" (p. 164). They further explain, "Reframing involves 'seeing'
or 'hearing' differently, so the process of perception is a unified process in which
observation is interpretative, and this is reflected in language, in particular in
changes in metaphors" (p. 165). In the case studies they portray, reframing of
experience facilitated the use of pedagogical acquired in courses, workshops,
and conferences. Reframing also mediated between theory and practice,
revealing new meanings in theory and new strategies for practice.
Schubert and Ayers (1992) contend that only reflective teachers are able
to grow continuously. They suggest that reflective teachers genuinely have
twenty or thirty years of experiences, instead of one year of experience twenty or
thirty times. At the heart of teacher lore is the reflection on experience, the

reconception of the meaning, and the purpose of one's life and contribution as a
teacher.
Reflective practice involves more than simply thinking about what one is
doing and what one should do next. Peters (1991) suggests that it involves
identifying one's assumptions and feelings associated with practice, theorizing
about how these assumptions and feelings are functionally or dysfunctionally
associated with practice, and acting on the basis of the resulting theory of
practice. Reflective practice involves critical thinking and learning, both of which
are processes that lead to significant self-development.
Peters (1991) describes reflective practice by using the term "data" as an
acronym for conceptualizing a four step process which involves a kind of data
collection and then assembling the information about oneself and the situation in
which practice occurs. Analyzing the data can then lead to one or more theories
about practice and the possibility of improvement. The four steps include:
1. Describe the problem, task, or incident that represents some critical
aspect of practice needing examination and possible change.
2. Analyze the nature of what is described, including the assumptions
that support the actions taken to solve the problem, task, or incident.
3. Theorize about alternative ways to approach the problem, task, or
incident.
4. Act on the basis of the theory (p. 91).
Similarly, the reflective practice concept, observable behaviors, the
decisions we make, the actions we take, and the way we act, are governed by

personal action theories (Osterman & Kottkamp, 1993). In reflective practice,
"theories" are linked with daily existence and experience. They are the ideas
and assumptions we hold about how things should and do work. Espoused
theories and theories-in-use are the two types of personal action theories.
Espoused theories are what we are able to say we think and believe.
They exist on a conscious level and can change with relative ease in response
to new information or ideas. Espoused theories do not directly influence
behavior. Actions can sometimes be inconsistent with intentions.
Theories-in-use are the other types of personal action theories. These
are elusive and difficult to identify yet far more powerful in influencing how we
act. These theories contain the assumptions and beliefs that actually guide our
behavior. Theories-in-use are deeply ingrained in our consciousness and
cannot easily be articulated and are not easily changed (Argyris & Schon, 1974).
Theories-in-use build up and solidify over a long period of time through
acculturation and are reinforced by ongoing experience in the culture.
Van Manen (1977) suggests a hierarchical model of levels of reflectivity.
According to Van Manen, there are three distinct levels of reflective practice that
can be seen, at least ideally, as paralleling the growth of the individual teacher
from novice to expert or master teacher. The first level is concerned with the
effective application of skills and technical knowledge is the classroom setting.
At this initial level, reflection entails only the appropriate selection and use of
instructional strategies and the like in the classroom. The second level involves
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reflection about the assumptions underlying specific classroom practices, as well
as about the consequences of specific strategies and curriculum. In the second
level, teachers begin applying educational criteria to teaching practice to make
individual and independent decisions about pedagogical issues. Finally, in the
third level of reflectivity, critical reflection, requires the questioning of moral,
ethical, and other types of normative criteria related directly and indirectly to the
classroom.
Judith Irwin (1987) explains that a teacher who engages in critical
reflection has a concern for justice, equity and the satisfaction of important
human purposes within the larger social context. A teacher at this level would
be able to not only make decisions which would be beneficial for the long-term
development of students in the classroom but also contribute to educational
policy beyond his/her individual classroom.
Sparks-Langer and Colton (1991) focus on the elements that foster
reflection and reflective practice for classroom teachers rather than hierarchical
levels. In a synthesis of the research on teachers' reflective thinking they found
three significant elements: the cognitive element, the critical element, and the
narrative element. The cognitive element of reflective thinking is concerned with
the knowledge that teachers need to make good decisions in and about the
classroom situation. The critical element is concerned with "the moral and
ethical aspects of social compassion and justice" (p.39). The narrative element
has to deal with teachers' narratives. Teacher accounts of their own
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experiences in the classroom take multiple forms and serve a variety of
functions. The key aspect of the narrative element of reflective thinking is that
such narratives serve to contextualize the classroom experience, both for the
teacher and for others. Consequently, narratives provide us with a much richer
understanding of what takes place in the classroom and in the teacher's
construction of reality.
Reflective practice helps to empower classroom teachers. It is a tool for
teachers to improve their own teaching practice and to become better, more
proficient, and more thoughtful professionals. In addition, Brubacher, Case, and
Reagan (1994) list these benefits:
1. reflective practice helps to free teachers from impulsive, routine
behavior
2. reflective practice allows teachers to act in a deliberate, intentional
manner
3. reflective practice distinguishes teachers as educated human beings
since it is one of the hallmarks of intelligent action (p.25)
Teachers often write reflections to understand their current
understandings and to examine changing conceptions. These reflections lead to
a development of their own voice and perspective on their views and beliefs. In
some research, a teacher keeps a journal and a researcher responds to the
teacher's text. This strategy often leads to extended conversations through
written dialogues which elaborate, amend, and update interpretations of both of
the writers. These dialogues, in turn, lead to more reflective thinking and
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teaching, and given time and support, more reflective practitioners (Hunsaker &
Johnston, 1992).
Journals as a Tool for Thinking and Reflecting
Journals are kept for strong pedagogical reasons. This section explores
how journals help people to make sense out of their world and why journals are
a useful tool for reflection. Also discussed are the various components of
journals and types of entries. The last part of this section deals with oral
reflection and shows the importance of people having the opportunity to talk and
think about ideas with others.
Holly (1989) suggests that journal writing is useful because it helps the
author to better understand him- or herself, teaching, and the nature of the
profession itself because it enables someone to chronicle practice and reflect
on, analyze, and plan experience. Holly lists six reason for keeping a personalprofessional journal.
1. "You actually do if—Writing necessitates a time-out from the motion
of a busy day. Many professional tasks and opportunities go
unachieved, but keeping a journal demands a time-out from the rush of
activity, and provides a tangible result.
2. The writer "starts to figure out" the journal subjects and topics as the
writing proceeds; it brings him or her one step closer to acting on
behalf of concerns discovered in the writing.
3. There is "a record to look back on," so analysis and planning can
follow.
4. With a record of experience, the writer can "extend or revise" later.
The journal provides ongoing documentation for analysis and
evaluation.
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5. The journal offers a way to sort through the multitude of demands and
interactions to highlight the most important ones. Reflective writing
enables learning from experience by capturing selected pictures from
the flow of events.
6. By writing and returning to what is written, there is time for making
connections that might othenwise be overlooked, (pp. 8-9)
Fulwiler (1987) argues that human beings find meaning in the world by
exploring it through language, through their own easy talk language, not the
language of textbook and teacher. These language explorations may be oral as
well as written, and are often expressed in language characterized as quite
personal and colloquial. Thus, using journals are based on the following
assumptions about the connections between thought and language (Fulwiler,
1987, p. 5-6);
1. When people articulate connections between new information and what
they already know, they learn and understand that new information better
(Bruner, 1966).
2. When people think and figure things out, they do so in symbol systems
commonly called languages, most often verbal, but also mathematical,
musical, visual, and so on (Vygotsky, 1962).
3. When people learn things, they use all of the language modes to do so,
reading, writing, speaking, and listening; each mode helps people learn in
a unique way (Emig, 1977).
4. When people write about new information and ideas, in addition to
reading, talking, and listening, they learn and understand them better
(Britton, 1975).
5. When people care about what they write and see connections to their
own lives, they both learn and write better (Moffett, 1968).
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Journals demonstrate how students may learn to write and write to learn
in ways that constitute thinking (Macrorie, 1987, Fulwiler, 1987). Journals have
successfully been used in a variety of teaching situations from pre-school
through university. Fulwiler (1987) suggests that entries should be frequent,
long, self sponsored, and in chronological order. Journals support mental
modes because they enable writers to record on the following types of entries:
1. Observations: writers see something of interest and attempt to
capture it in language. This activity is primary to scientists, who must
witness in order to test, as well as to literary scholars, who must read
in order to interpret.
2. Questions: writers use journals to formulate and record questions:
personal doubts, academic queries, questions of fact, administration,
and theory. It is more important, here, that there be questions than
that yet there be answers.
3. Speculation: writers wonder aloud, on paper, about the meaning of
events, issues, facts, readings, patterns, interpretations, problems,
and solutions. The journal is the place to try out without fear or
penalty: the evidence of the attempt is the value here.
4. Self-awareness: writers becoming conscious of who they are, what
they stand for, how and why they differ from others.
5. Digression: writers departing as they write from what they intend to
say, sometimes to think of personal matters and sometimes to connect
apparently disparate pieces of thought.
6. Synthesis: writers putting together ideas, finding relationships,
connecting one course or topic with another.
7. Revision: writers looking back at prior entries, realizing they have
changed their minds, and using the journal to update and record their
later thoughts. Ann E. Berthoff recommends this as a systematic
practice and such endeavors "double entry notebooks" (1978).
8. Information: Does the journal contain evidence that reading has been
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done, lectures listened to, facts and theories understood? Journals
that read like class notebooks will be dull, but journals should give
evidence that attention is being paid to course materials, (p.3)
Journal entries have some common qualities and often the language of
journals will look a lot like speech written down (Fulwiler, 1987). The following
are noted features:
1. Colloquial dictation: the word choice will often be informal,
characterized by short, simple words, contractions, abbreviations, and
whatever other language shortcuts will serve to show the writer his or
her thoughts with a minimum of exertion and a maximum of speed.
2. First person pronouns: in many ways each journal entry is a matter of
personal reflection on this or that issue, what the write thinks as
opposed to what someone else may think. Consequently the frequent
use of"!" marks both the speaker's position and concern.
3. Informal punctuation: whatever gets the job done is most likely to be
used: expect more dashes than semicolons in journal entries: more
underlining ttian quotation marks or footnotes.
4. Rhythms of everyday speech: journals are dialogical in nature, often
documenting a running debate between a writer and one of his or her
several selves: in such a conversation there is simply no point in
writing in formal or pretentious prose.
5. Experimentation: this category leaves room for the unpredictable, for
whatever form, style, voice, or persona a journal writer wants to try on
for awhile (p. 2-3).
PialoQue Journals
One type of written reflection is dialogue journals. Other common names
for dialogue journals are think books, learning logs, or diaries (Macrorie, 1987).
Holly (1989) makes the following distinction between logs, diaries, and journals:
...the log is an objective record of information (pages read, attendance,
activities, lesson plans): the diary is a personal document on which the
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author can record log-type information but is primarily a book for
expressing the author's thoughts, reactions, ideas, and feelings related to
everyday experiences; and the journal is a document that includes both
the objective data and of the log and the personal interpretations and
expressions of experience of the diary, but which moves beyond these to
intentional personal and professional reflection, analysis, planning, and
evaluation (pp. 23-26).
Staton (1985) defines dialogue journals as interactive, written
conversations carried on by student and teacher frequently and continuously
over an extended period of time. The dialogue journal is a teacher-developed
practice first documented in the sixth grade classroom of a teacher in California
(Staton, Shuy, Kreeft, & Mrs. R, 1982). Dialogue journals allowteachers to
engage students in the natural, purposeful use of written language in an
immediately meaningful format.
Dialogue journals are often started with a teacher suggesting students
begin communicating by asking, in an initial entry, what he or she has to say.
Students then share the responsibility for determining topics for conversation.
Each student has a journal in which he or she writes an entry and leaves it for
the teacher to respond in. Teachers then respond to each journal personally
and privately. Once students and teachers become comfortable with the
practice, mutually interesting topics emerge that may continue over many turns,
with each participant contributing additional comments. Throughout this
process, journal writers learn from making mistakes and half-forming ideas.
Students learn to think by working their way through real questions, with real
interest and real intent (Macrorie, 1987).
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Dialogue journals are similar to face-to-face conversation (Shuy, 1982,
Staton, et al, 1982,1988) and not like formal writing assignments given in
school. The dialogues include a rich variety of language functions essential to
knowing and using language: requesting information, complaining, evaluating,
reporting personal facts, promising, speculating, arguing, and persuading,
warning, advising, offering opinions, and apologizing (Staton, 1985).
Dialogue journals are defined by a set of essential, distinguishing
characteristics (Staton, 1985, p. 132-133):
1. Writers are free to express their own purposes, and to communicate
about real concerns and issues, introducing their own topics and
commenting on anther's topics.
2. There is a focus on meaning and on mutual understanding rather on
correct form. Unclear statements elicit clarifying questions or
restatements, rather than red marks.
3. The communication is private and subject to public scrutiny neither during
the dialogue, nor aftenward, without consent.
4. There is time for reading ad reviewing before responding.
5. The exchange takes place in a tangible form, such as a bound
composition notebook, readily portable and equally accessible to both
parties.
Reflective Writino Conversations
Another way to promote reflective thinking with dialogue is writing
conversations (Newman, 1991). Writing conversations are when two or more
people get together for the purpose of talking about pieces of their writing.
Learning about how other people solve their writing problems helps individuals
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to solve their own writing problems, as well as get useful feedback for writing.
Newman hopes the writing conversation groups will meet at least one of several
goals. Their purposes include: 1.) allow the writer to experience his/her words
read aloud; 2.) give the writer an opportunity to explain the intentions behind the
writing; 3.) let the writer hear readers' interpretations in relation to his/her
intentions; 4.) set a challenge, one the writer can't actually answer at that
moment but which will lurk and guide the writing in unexpected ways; and 5.)
help sort out a problem by allowing the writer to consider alternative ways of
proceeding (p. 200). The writing conversations support collaboration and
establish trust as people come together to talk about pieces of work (Atwell,
1987).
Carter (1994) found in her work with novice teachers that not only do
teachers bring prior knowledge to the experience but how they approach
evaluating these experiences is important. Those teachers who were more
analytical in examining their experience were generally more successful at
applying their formal training to classroom practices.
Learners enhance and extend their worlds of knowing through a mental
dialogue between individual conceptions of events and public and scientific
concepts found in books, newspapers, magazines, lectures, films, and
combinations of them (Goodman, et al, 1987). One way conceptions are refined
is through soliloquizing. Soliloquizing is where people present their own
thoughts to themselves in an effort to examine and consider their ideas. For
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many people, the opportunity to reexamine and ponder ideas is thought to be a
luxury. Adequate time for individuals to reflect on a regular basis should be
viewed as an essential element of the school day.
Dialoguing with Others
Dialogue is a powerful tool for learners to give them the opportunity to talk
and think about ideas and listen intently to others. Peterson (1992) defines
dialogue as a special kind of talk. "Dialogue is unlike conversation, where
people experience the delight that comes from entertaining ideas in a context
where being with others is of foremost importance. In dialogue, people are
important but constructing meaning is a primary concern. ...Dialogue has a
focus, and participants join for the purpose of understanding, disclosing, and
constructing meaning" (p. 103). Hearing ideas out loud helps an individual to
test and redefine them. Dialogue requires thoughtful listening and responding
and encourages participants to be collaborative and to co-produce meaning.
The strategy of practical argument (Fenstermacher, 1994) assists
teachers in using dialogue to become more reflective about their practice.
Practical reasoning is the thinking we do about our actions. When teachers
engage in practical reasoning, they connect the objectives of their action (what
they are trying to accomplish) with the ways and means of obtaining these
objectives. Practical reasoning is always undertaken with respect to some
action, or some plan or intention to act. It is different from formal, logical
reasoning, which is always prepositional in character. Practical reasoning
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always concludes in an action or an intention to act in a certain way. Because of
this, it is a powerful way to scrutinize teaching practices.
Practical arguments are useful because they call on the teacher to set
forth the premises that provide an account of the teacher's actions. The teacher
must state what he/she is trying to accomplish, what reasons he/she had for
linking actions to this end, and what he/she thought was the context or situation
that led to his/her acting the way he/she did. The specification of premises calls
for considerable reflection on the part of the teacher.
Reflection is a vital practice in teaching because of the way most teachers
learn to practice their profession. Many teachers teach the way they were
taught as students. Others learn from parents who were teachers, courses in
teacher education, and/or from observing and receiving advice from more
experienced teachers. Goodlad (1984) points out that school, regardless of a
historical period or geographic location, has been largely the same for the last
hundred years. This leads to teachers having personal constructs about how
things are supposed to be which seem to be static and impermeable (Lester &
Onore, 1990). Reflection helps them examine these constructs so that change
can occur.
Fenstermacher (1994) also identifies the sources of problems with
teaching practices. One main problem he identifies, "...is that our understanding
of teaching and learning is derived from the very culture in which it takes place.
The beliefs we have about teaching, learning, schools, and students, as well as
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all the other critical ingredients of education, are formed and shaped by the
settings in which we work" (p. 27). Thus the experiences that shape a teacher's
sense of what it is to be a teacher and what is required to teach in a particular
setting at any given point in time can be highly miseducative for that teacher. In
other words, when teachers' conceptions of what and how to teach and to what
ends are heavily shaped by their experiences in school, those teachers stand a
fair chance of failing to educate the learners in their charge. Therefore, the
teacher is neither pursuing nor attaining educative ends; ends that are grounded
in the acquisition of enlightenment, the realization of high ideals of human
culture, the ability to exercise the responsibilities of informed citizenship, and the
capacity to conduct oneself according to common standards of decency, respect,
and regard.
One way to counteract these past images of teaching and teaching
practices is to stand away from the experience and reflect on it. Practical
argument contributes to a teacher's capacity for reflection by providing
perspectives on the experiences of teaching, by offering a means to reconsider
the experience, and by encouraging the reconstruction of the experience.
Practical argument can be a part of professional development provided
professional development is viewed as a way that teachers can acquire abilities
or capacities to teach themselves and to inquire into their own teaching for the
purpose of getting better at what they aspire to accomplish as a teacher.
"Practical inquiry" (Richardson, 1994) provides teachers with the means to

examine their own practices, to critically assess these practices and the
consequences that follow from them, and to make choices about teaching
differently or even becoming a different kind of teacher. Thus, the purpose for
practical argument is to become reflective about a teacher's pedagogical
actions. Practical argument offers three levels of impact: reflection, the
exploration and reconsideration of one's own beliefs as they affect one's
practices, and the growth of autonomy on the part of the teacher.
Reflective practice is a special kind of practice which involves a
systematic inquiry into the practice itself. It also requires that the educator be
open to a scrutiny of beliefs, values, and feelings that may be strongly held and
about which there is great sensitivity. Reflective practice may not always be
pleasant, but it is almost always rewarding. Peters (1991) and Osterman and
Kottkamp (1993) state that reflective practice enables the practitioner two
rewards, better service to others and professional development.
Professional development which includes reflection and explorations of
one's beliefs are important in changing instructional practices. When teachers
have an active role in the process, change is more likely (Richardson, 1995;
Fullan, 1991; Griffin, 1991; Lester & Onore, 1990; Griffin, 1986). Beliefs are
thought to drive practice. In addition, experience and reflection on action lead to
changes In, and possible additions to, beliefs. Through reflection and analysis
of the situation, teachers often can make sense of what is going on in the
classroom and make adjustments.
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Reflection is a powerful tool for thinking and learning. Specifically, the
use of written reflection. In this section I discussed how reflective practice
empowers teachers to improve their teaching practice and to become more
proficient and thoughtful practitioners. Written journals support mental modes
and I describe Fulwiler (1987) and Staton (1985) characteristics related to the
use of journals. These also were considered as coding terms for analysis
related to the content of my journals.
The next section explores the processes of learning and discusses the
importance of social interaction and authentic experiences for knowledge
acquisition.

Processes of Learning
Schools, teacher education, and professional development programs
need to take into consideration not merely the learning outcomes of students but
also the ways in which people learn. This section is an overview of how people
acquire knowledge and discusses three approaches to learning. The processes
of learning relate to this study because it shows how learning is the same for all
learners. Through understanding the processes of learning I understand my
process of learning and also that of my students, teachers, and others. This
section relates to the study because it discusses the importance of the learner
and the connection of experiences to the learner. The section ends with a
description of the authoring cycle which is framework for curriculum and
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illustrates how learners become authors of their own lives. This model enables
people to build on previous experiences and to construct new beliefs as they go
through the process of learning.
People, no matter what their age, do not passively absorb information like
a sponge. People acquire knowledge naturally through regular, active
explorations of their environment (Eisner, 1994; Rothman, 1991; Short & Burke,
1991; Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989; Lazerson, etal., 1985; Dewey, 1897d in
Kliebard, 1986). From an early age, children begin to form powerful theories
about the world based on their experiences (Goodman, 1993, 1986; Harste,
Woodward, & Burke, 1984). With similar ideas, cognitive psychologists are
researching the movement known as constructivism, the idea that students
"construct" knowledge based on what they already know (Rothman, 1991).
Now, more than ever, teachers understand how important it is for their
students to be actively engaged in the task of learning (Barnes, 1992). Learning
is not just a matter of receiving information; students need to be helped to
develop their grasp of new ideas and ways of understanding and to relate them
to their existing experience of the world. Barnes (1992) says that when children
are talking and writing they are "working on understanding". The teacher's role
in setting up opportunities for students to be active inquirers is critical.
An ongoing reexamination of our beliefs and assumptions about learning
and teaching, and about using language to learn about the world is crucial to
creating environments (Newman, 1990). Teachers need to be open to learning
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with and from our students. We must make sure that our teaching actions
convey to students what really counts and make certain that our instructional
practices support our beliefs.
What students learn must closely relate to what they do, but 'do' includes
the interpretations they put upon their actions. The talk and writing that goes on
in school is part of the interpretation, and thus intimately involved in what is
learned. Teachers who take responsibility to understand the patterns of
communication in their lessons can take more responsibility for what their
students learn (Barnes, 1992).
Learning is an activity which makes deliberate use of the social and
physical contexts in which it occurs. All learning is influenced by individual
schemas, knowledge, experiences, and feelings. Barnes (1992) says, "School
for every child is a confrontation between what he 'knows' already and what the
school offers: this is true both of social learning and of the kinds of learning
which constitute the manifest curriculum" (p. 22). Learning is not the adding of
new blocks of knowledge, but more like the metaphor of knowledge as a series
of systems interpreting the world. Thus learning is a matter of changing the
system by which interpretation is carried out The changes become
transformations not additions.
In the reading process, the relation between reader and text is not linear.
Rosenblatt (1978) calls it a situation, "...an event at a particular time and place in
which each element conditions the other" (p. 16). Transaction, terminology
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initially offered by John Dewey and Arthur F. Bentley (1949), is an ongoing
process in which the elements or factors are aspects of a total situation
continually conditioned by each other. This transaction also pertains to oral
communication (Weaver, 1988).
Reading, then, is not merely a psycholinguistic process involving a
transaction between the mind of the reader and the language of the text.
Rather, reading is a socio-psycholinguistic process, because the reader-text
transaction occurs within a social and situational context. There are a variety of
social and situational factors that influence how the person reads and what the
reader understands (Goodman, 1986, Weaver, 1988). The influence of the
social context, the background of individuals, and situational context must be
considered when considering the complexity of reading, learning, and
professional growth.
During professional development meetings, dialogue helps to support
social relationships. Dialogue respects how people come to know (Peterson,
1992). In study groups, individuals join together, responding directly to each
other and the world in an effort to make sense of something. In study groups
where there are common readings, dialogue helps to clarify issues as people
share their understandings and discuss alternative views. What each reader
attends to in the text and shares enables various perspectives to be discussed
and encourages collaborative meaning to be created. Acknowledging the beliefs
that teacher have is important for the success of learning and professional

growth. The following individual methods support a constructlvist and an
experiential view of learning.
The Approach of Cognitive Apprenticeship
The ways in which we talk and interact with other people become
internalized and change the ways in which we think (Vygotsky, 1978). When we
are in situations which enable us to take full advantage of what others have to
offer, to interact and learn from those around us, we create new potentials for
ways of thinking (Short, etal, 1992; Short & Burke, 1991). Through the
approach of cognitive apprenticeship, development of concepts are constructed
through authentic experiences, learning takes place within collaborative social
interaction and the social construction of knowledge (see Figure 1).
p apprenticeship

rcollaboration r-reflection

WORLD/ —>
ACTIVITY

>
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multiple
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Figure 1. Students' progress from embedded activity to generality.
Brown, Collins and Duguid (1989) use this figure to represent, in terms of
cognitive apprenticeship, the progress of the students from embedded activity to
general principles. In this sequence, apprenticeship and coaching in a domain
begin by providing modeling in situations and scaffolding for students to get
started in an authentic activity. As the students gain more self-confidence and
control, they move into a more autonomous phase of collaborative learning. The
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social network within the community helps them to develop Its language and the
belief systems. Collaboration also lead to articulation of strategies, which can
be discussed and reflected on. This, In turn, fosters generalizing, grounded in
the students' situated understanding. From here, students can use their
fledgling conceptual knowledge in activity, seeing that activity in a new light,
which in turn leads to the further development of the conceptual knowledge
(Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989). By replacing "students" with "learners", the
concept of cognitive apprenticeship can be applied to any learning situation,
including professional development.
The Open Inauirv Method
The open inquiry method is another method which stimulates productive
thinking, speaking, writing, and reflective listening (Goodman, etal, 1987). This
method encourages risk taking as learners experience novel situations, ideas,
and objects. This metiiod proposes three phases which learners go through in
coming to know about some happening or event. The phases are perceiving,
ideating, and presenting. These phases suggest three teaching strategies,
confronting, dialoguing, and rehearsing, which encourage the expansion of
language and thinking.
Phases of symbolic transformation
of experience into knowledge

Pedagogical strategies for
meeting and extending
these phases

Perceiving
Making initial impressions and
reactions: using descriptive language

Confronting
Bringing awareness
labeling, describing.
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comparing perceptions
with peers and teacher,
using open and direct
questions
Ideating
Categorizing, conceptualizing,
hypothesizing, analyzing and
generalizing; thinking conditionally

Presenting
Organizing and summarizing ideas
and feelings in symbolic forms for
presentation to self and others:
using an increasing array of language
and other forms to express ideas and
feelings

Dialoguing
Problem finding,
questioning, informing,
experimenting, using
inquiry questions, using
increasingly economical
and complex language
Rehearsing
Problem solving and
reporting, making
applications of ideas in
new contexts, arguing,
debating, performing,
producing cohesive and
coherent language forms
(p.15-16)

These categories are not distinct, nor do the process phases happen in
sequence. Perceiving, ideating, and presenting overlap and interplay almost
simultaneously as individuals come to terms with new situations, ideas, or
objects. The three phases involve mental activity where learning is conceived
as coming to know through the symbolic transformation and representation of
experience. Individuals perceive new objects, events, or ideas in their own way
and try to incorporate what is perceived into conceptual schemas through the
process of ideation. Then, learners present on personal terms to themselves
and others by symbolic representation in media appropriate to each individual's
life style and to the type of ideas. The media of symbolic representations are
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language, art, music, dance, film, dramatics, or any combination. The cycle
begins as the presentations meet new events and ideas that have to be
perceived and conceptualized (Goodman, et al, 1987).
Short and Burke's Eight Beliefs on Learning
In their own reflection about learning. Short and Burke (1989) developed
eight beliefs which they use to build a framework for their own teaching
decisions. Although their article is directed towards teacher educators, these
beliefe relate to all learners.
The first belief is that uninterrupted engagements form the context of
learning. The learning environment needs to be planned to encourage learners
to increase their knowledge and their understanding of the world. Over time,
generalizations and concepts can be formulated because of the accumulation of
the events in which the learner is engaged.
The second belief is that learners' questions empower them. It is the new
questions which fascinate learners. Motivation for learning is an internal force
and the result of the natural learning process. Learners are In control of their
own learning.
The third belief is that learning is an intertextual experience and the
search for patterns that connect. Learners live in the past, present, and future.
Learning occurs within the complexity of a learners' understandings about the
past, present, and future, not within an orderly arranged, prearranged sequence
in which learners focus on one topic or idea at a time (Lester & Onore, 1990;

Spiro, 1989, in Short & Burke, 1989; Goodman, etal, 1987; Harste, Woodward,
& Burke, 1984; Dewey, 1938).
Next is the belief that learners need multiple perspectives available to
them. When learners have the opportunity to view situations from multiple
perspectives, they can redirect attention if needed, ask new questions, and
enhance understandings. In any learning experience, a variety of sign systems
or literacies (language, visual forms, music, mathematical symbols, movement,
etc.) can be used to construct and communicate meaning to others. Learners
move back and forth among multiple sign systems within any learning event.
This movement allows new perspectives to be assumed and more complex
understandings to be generated (Eisner, 1982; Siegel, 1984 in Short & Burke,
1989). In addition to the sign systems are the knowledge domains. Each
knowledge domain allows a new perspective on a learning event because it asks
different questions about that event.
Reflection lends control to learning is the fifth belief. Learners are able to
distance themselves from a specific event and so take new perspectives, see
new alternatives, and develop generalized understandings. Students can reflect
on aspects of their learning such as the content, the process, and the purpose.
Through reflection learners become more conscious of their learning strategies.
The sixth belief is that learners must be risk takers who are able to live in
an ambiguous present. The ambiguity, or unknowing, creates a tension which
keeps the learning moving. As learners make decisions based on their current
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understandings, they become more confident.
The seventh belief is that only a learner in the process of learning can
demonstrate to another learner. Learners demonstrate for others. This is not
done through a telling or showing but through naturally occurring events.
Learners must be allowed to be actively engaged in observing others and
relating to others.
The last belief is that learners are responsible for and dependent on each
other. Learning depends on a social environment. Through interactions with
others, learners take on other perspectives and try to explain their own thinking.
Diversity is valued because of the varied perspectives which each learner
brings. These beliefs and relationships are the theoretical framework for the
authoring cycle (Short & Harste, w/ Burke, 1996; Harste & Short, w/ Burke, 1988;
Short & Burke, 1991).
The Authoring Cycle: A Cycle of Inauirv
The authoring cycle as a cycle for inquiry (see Figure 2) is a framework
for curriculum which is a cycle of how learners become authors of their own lives
(Short & Burke, 1991; Short & Harste w/ Burke, 1996). The cycle is not
necessarily completed in order; but is recursive and has the potential to move in
many ways. It is a send of possible processes. At any point, some new
information may set a learner in another direction and the process is redirected.
The cycle consists of seven components. The cycle is started with "Building
from the known"; the understandings that students already have about life from

Building from the Known
Srcwsing. :aik:ng ana listening

Taking the Time to Find

Taking Thoughtful
New Action
Invitation for action

Questions for Inquiry
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experience centers
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Tools for mct-iStudio Time
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Revision on inquiry
Learning logs

Figure 2. The authoring cycle as a curricular framework for inquiry
(Short & Harste with Burke, 1996, p. 40)
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the social and cultural communities in which they live and learn both in and out
of school. Curriculum must always be connected to as well as go forward firom
students' life experiences.
The next aspect is Taking the time to find questions for inquiry".
Learners need time to explore their world and wonder about countless
possibilities to investigate. Learners think about various perspectives, take time
to make many observations, and begin to develop interests. Gradually these
interests deepen as learners discover specific areas or issues to pursue.
As learners investigate more specific issues, they need others to think
with and explore more intensely. This is done through "Gaining new
perspectives". Learners gather together in small groups to collaborate with
others and gain new perspectives. Learners are encouraged to consider new
ideas and explain their thinking with others. One consideration is ways to collect
and organize ideas and data related to students' questions and issues.
Consideration of possible perspectives and tools from a variety of disciplines
that might be useful is important.
Through their interactions with others, students continually hear new
perspectives and understand their own perspectives as they explain their
thinking with others. Learners also encounter other perspectives through other
sources such as literature, interviews, and primary sources. Sometimes this
gathering of the various perspectives builds tension, especially if currently held
ideas are challenged. This is "Attending to difference". At this point, students
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need time alone to reflect and to consider what they believe and understand
related to their questions and issues. These reflections also help students pull
their ideas together to prepare to share with others.
"Sharing what was learned" is the point where students go public with
what they currently know and understand about their inquiry. Through
presenting and pulling together what they currently know, students establish
new questions and issues to move on to for future inquiries.
"Planning new Inquiries" is a time for reflection. Students reflect on what
they know (content), how they came to know (process), and why they inquire
(purpose and goals). Since students have shared with others and have heard
other presentations they are more aware of connections to their personal lives.
Students never end the authoring cycle but continue in the process of
inquiry with more questions. More questions often lead them into "Taking
thoughtful new action" through further questions related to the same topic or a
new interest which developed from the previous inquiry. Either way students
continue to be in charge of their own lives and learning. They are free to take
action in future endeavors where they continue to pursue their own issues and
consider various perspectives.
The authoring cycle when considered as a cycle of how learners become
authors of their own lives can be a way to support teachers as they learn and
grow through professional development. If all learners construct their learning
within a social, collaborative environment, then we are doing a disservice to
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current educators who work in isolation and who, very often, have little input into
the process of professional development either within university or school district
structures. This cycle acknowledges teachers as learners and considers their
beliefs as the starting point for professional growth.

Role of Teacher Beliefs
As I read the professional literature related to teacher change and
professional development it seemed evident that teachers' belief systems were
closely tied to the practices of their classroom (Richardson, 1994; Fox, 1994;
Anders & Richardson, 1991; Hollingsworth, 1989; Munby, 1984).
Anthropologists, social psychologists, and philosophers have contributed
information regarding the nature of beliefe and their effects on actions.
Richardson (1995) found in her review of the literature that there was much
agreement among these three disciplines. Her conceptual framework suggested
that beliefs are a subset of constructs that name, define, and describe the
structure and content of mental states that were thought to drive a person's
actions. Additional constructs in this set included conceptions, perspectives,
perceptions, orientations, theories, and stances. Beliefs were defined as
psychologically-held understandings, premises, or propositions about the world
that are felt to be true.
While agreement across disciplines related to the nature of beliefs may
be found, there are also other closely related mental constructs. One such
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construct is knowledge. In tine traditional philosophical literature, knowledge
depends on a "truth condition" which suggests that a proposition is agreed upon
as being true by a community of people (Richardson, 1995). Prepositional
knowledge has epistemic standing. Beliefs do not require a truth condition.
Everything a teacher believes or is willing to act on does not merit the label
'knowledge' (Feiman-Nemser & Floden, 1986 in Richardson, 1995).
Coming to know through symbolic transformation and representation of
experience, involves three phases of mental activity: perceiving, ideating, and
presenting (see earlier discussion in this chapter). Experiences are conceptions
transformed into symbolic representation. Goodman, Smith, Meredith, and
Goodman (1987) define personal conceptions as one person's thematic clusters
of related facts, impressions, images, ideas, feelings, and value judgments
around an order of phenomena (p. 104). Personal conceptions can be
influenced by what others say and write, but individually we each do our own
interpreting and construct our own meanings. Personal conceptions, the
organized knowledge and experiences in our heads, are referred to as mental
schemas (Weaver, 1988).
Personal concepts also include key attributes that distinguish the
personal concepts from other concepts. These attributes are a combination of
affectual, judgmental, and factual material. Clusters of meanings and
significantly related attributes can be labeled by a word-holder or a phrase
(Goodman, et al, 1987). Concepts are never complete but are ever expanding
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and constantly being altered as individuals have new, significant experiences.
Through various interactions, attributes are added and old ones are rearranged
so that new concepts become prominent while others recede. Language, as the
representation of attributes, is one of the chief elements in the conceptual
structure: it is also the mechanism that holds the other attributes together
(Goodman, et al, 1987). The knowledge, beliefs and/ or conceptions we hold
help us make sense of our world and lead us into future endeavors of learning
and decision making.
Hollingsworth (1989) examined the beliefs of preservice teachers. In her
research, she suggests that the students come to any learning situation with
previously constructed ideas (or knowledge and beliefs) that help make sense of
new information. She states that they have definite ideas about teaching and
learning, although their ideas cannot always be articulated. Teachers,
regardless of the years of experience, come to professional development
programs with prior knowledge, beliefs, and ideas. They, too, may be unable to
articulate these beliefs. Professional development must find a way to bridge and
connect teacher beliefs to the new information being discussed.
Both teachers and professional developers have an obligation to set up
environments which promote and enable learners to build on their prior
knowledge and experiences. Learners must be given the opportunity to see
parallels in new experiences with familiar experiences, and use the schema
developed with the old experiences to organize the new ones (Harste, 1994;
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Short & Burke, 1991; Goodman, etal, 1987). Creating meaning and making
sense of the world is the goal for learning. Learning occurs as individuals
transact with their environment and build from understandings they already have
gained from their social and cultural communities (Harste, 1994; Short & Burke,
1991).
When professional development has failed to address prior teacher
beliefs, the result has usually been disappointing. Munby (1984) found that the
beliefs and principles of a teacher can be expected to constitute a significant
part of his or her context for making choices about adopting research findings,
implementing novel curricula, or in other ways altering professional practice.
Similarly, Anders and Richardson (1991) found in their review of studies that
teachers' beliefs and the relationships between these beliefe and their classroom
actions is an important consideration in understanding classroom practices and
in conducting professional development programs designed to alter teachers'
practices. Richardson states (1994), "...if beliefs drive practices, staff
development that focuses solely on teaching practices may not be successful in
affecting change, unless the teachers' beliefs and the theories underlying the
practices are also explored" (p. 90).
It is important to establish and work on personal visions through
examining and re-examining why we came into teaching and to ask "What
difference am I trying to make personally?" (Fullan, 1993). As teachers we need
to investigate our assumptions and challenge existing assumptions. Harste,
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Woodward, and Burke (1984) believe that both researchers and teachers must
proceed from theory and that this theory must constantly be subject to reflection
and change. In their research, they found that teachers' observations of
themselves and of children in language situations functions as a self-correcting
strategy in the pursuit of a practical theory of literacy and literacy learning.
Peirce (1931-1958, in Harste, Woodward, & Burke, 1984) argues that science
can only proceed on "belief, or networks of belief, since there is no other way to
arrive at "facf. Munby (1984) and Kuhn (1970) label such networks of belief,
"theoretical paradigms", and see paradigm shifts as occurring once evidence is
gathered that a belief is faulty. This shift leads to a new statement of belief and
a new theoretical stance. As professionals we need to examine our beliefs so
we can put our assumptions to the test as we reflect on and refine our classroom
practices.
DeFord (1979) designed the DeFord Theoretical Orientations to Reading
Profile (TORP) as an instrument to determine a teacher's theoretical orientation.
She argues that since the theoretical orientation guides the parameters of what
is and is not acceptable behaviors for the teaching and learning of reading, it is
important to identify teachers conceptions of what reading is and what it isn't.
The TORP is based on four assumptions: 1.) Both teachers and learners are
theoretically based in their approach to reading. 2.) Although reading
instruction can be seen to operate along a continuum, there are three major
clusters which were identified with the orientations of phonics, skills, and whole
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language. 3.) Teachers' theoretical orientations can be identified by response
to items reflecting practices and belief related to reading instruction as well as
by observation. 4.) Theoretical orientation can be identified, and changes in
that orientation after instruction will also be reflected.
These assumptions are a part of the larger conceptual framework which
provides a network through which experiences related to reading are organized
and acted upon. The framework is based on Frank Smith's (1978, in DeFord,
1979) notion that everyone constructs a theory of the world and perceives and
interprets future directions and events in light of this theory. New information is
organized, reorganized, and acted upon to create order, a unified consistent
description of the world. The process always relates past experiences and past
theories of the world, and is therefore affected by what already exists within the
mind. The development of a theory of the world is intertwined with learning in an
ongoing process. According to Smith (1978), learning is "modifying what we
already have in our heads as a consequence of attending to the world around
us" (p. 135).
The general way in which the theory of the world is constructed is through
experience or implicit learning. We know far more than we can ever be taught.
This theoretical description is based in language and implies the importance of
the meaning to learning and theory construction as compared to a view where
networks of information are stored in the long term memory.

similarly Goodman, et al (1987) state that teachers' view of
conceptualizing can be extended and refined by making distinctions between
concepts and generalizations. Generalizations are people's tentative "laws" or
model of the world. It has been tested or could be tested but is still open to
question. Generalizations usually have exceptions and are subject to reform as
new information is discovered. Generalizations last as long as they are needed
as useful frames of reference or guides in investigating questions.
Individual generalizations emerge when conceptions of a like kind
become related. Teachers and professional developers need to be aware that
individuals tend to cluster small items around concepts, and will have the
tendency to cluster their conceptions and generalizations around individual
schemas. Thus, each person views the world a certain way which keeps making
sense for them as an individual (Weaver, 1988; Goodman, etal, 1987; Smith,
1978).
Research on examining teacher beliefs about lesson planning showed
that teachers tend to rely on past experiences when planning units to guide their
teaching (Brown, 1988; McCutcheon, 1981). Their planning was also based on
availability of materials, curriculum guidelines set by the state and district, class
size, and considered content to be covered rather than depth of what covered
(Brown & Wendel, 1993).

Planning often included mental planning which

involved reflecting on the past and envisioning the future.
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In determining and analyzing classroom practices, the use of scripts
maybe helpful. Curriculum scripts are constructs that describe teachers'
knowledge of a given task as well as teachers' pedagogical, personal, and
practical knowledge (Anders, D., 1995). Through looking at the elements of a
script and the influences which affect a script, one may get insight on how a
script functions regarding planning, predicting, and reflecting.
Another strategy to examine teacher assumptions is well-remembered
events (Carter, 1994). This strategy was used with novice teachers to explore
their personal and practical theories of how classrooms work. Carter found that
the ways in which teachers approach their evaluation of classroom practices
affected how they applied their training. In another study, reconstructing
teachers' beliefs was found to help change teaching practices. Vasquez-Levy
(1993) found that by eliciting and reconstructing the rational structure of practical
arguments, teachers can clarify and change their practical reasoning and
classroom practices.
Examining teacher assumptions and beliefs was part of the focus in the
small group I facilitated (see Chapter 1). Teachers' beliefe about reading
directed how the individual teachers taught reading. When asked "What is
reading", one first year teacher said, "It's techniques to teach." When asked
how she implemented reading instruction she said," through sounding out
techniques and pronouncing and knowing the words." Yet, when asked was
reading the same for herself, she said, "No, reading was for pleasure or for
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getting information." Her belief system had one definition for learning to read
and another for reading. Her belief system guided her practice in very specific
ways. She had constructed generalizations about reading and implemented
instruction which suited this orientation (DeFord, 1979).
The relationship between beliefs and actions is interactive. Thelen's
(1962) theory of interaction calls "dialogue" the action which happens between
"personal knowledge" and "established knowledge". Thelen argues that
individuals reflect using discovered knowledge against established knowledge.
The interplay accomplished during reflection is the dialogue and leads to new
questions for inquiry. Thelen states:
Teaching method produces an alternation between these two activities of
experiencing or interacting. In one, the individual is making discoveries.
In the other his or her discoveries and those of other individuals are
confronted and established knowledge in such a way that personal
knowledge is assessed, corrected, extended; and in such a way that new
tensions generate new questions for investigation (p. 151).
Beliefs are thought to have two functions related to teaching (Richardson,
1995). The first suggests that individuals beliefs to any educational or
professional growth program. The individually held beliefs strongly influence
what and how they learn. The second function relates to beliefs as the focus of
change in the process of education. Current cognitive theories view learning as
an active and constructive process which is strongly influenced by individuals;
existing understandings, beliefs, and preconceptions (Richardson, 1995).
Existing knowledge and beliefs play a strong role in shaping the learning
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process.
I wanted to know how my existing knowledge and beliefs played a role in
my learning. In addition, I wanted to examine how my knowledge changed and
how this affected my beliefs and practices. The tensions which lead me into new
inquiries were part of my learning process. The ebb and flow of information I
had experienced and knowledge gained helped me to build on prior knowledge
and move forward in my thinking. In the next section I discuss the professional
literature related to professional development programs which have taken into
consideration the role of teachers' beliefs. This sections also includes the
various components to consider for professional development programs.

Role of Professional Development
To help teachers think critically about issues, professional development
needs to take into account the role of reflection, the processes of learning, and
teachers' current beliefe. Teachers need to have a hand in the shaping of
professional development as well as in its implementation. Fullan (1991) argues
that we also have to be sensitive to how people actually experience change as
distinct from how it might have been intended. If teachers feel no commitment to
new mandates, passive resistance is likely. With passive resistance, the
probability of productive change is very small indeed (Eisner, 1994).
Historically, professional development has been characterized primarily
by disorder, conflict, and criticism (Guskey, 1986). Problems with professional

development have included uninspiring and ineffective inservices, lack of high
quality professional development programs, and fragmented inservices. These
inservices are not continued by practitioners, are rarely assessed in terms of
teacher behavior and student learning outcomes (Guskey, 1986), and often
become a mechanism for treating teachers from a deficit perspective (Griffin,
1991).
Guskey (1986) hypothesizes that the majority of programs fail because
they do not take into account two critical factors: what motivates teachers to
engage in professional development and the process by which change in
teachers typically takes place. Scharer (1992) found similar results in her study
with teachers in transition from a basal reading program to reading instruction
based wholly on literature in trade books. The results of her study supported
Guske/s findings in that the teachers' most immediate need during
implementation of a new approach was for information dealing specifically with
classroom practice.
Despite these problems, staff development is one of the most promising
ways to promote growth on the Job (Fullan, 1991). It helps to eliminate alienation
and also presents a route to increased competence and greater professional
satisfaction. McLaughlin and Marsh (1978, in Guskey & Passaro, 1994) report
that, "A primary motivation for teachers to take on extra work and other personal
costs of attempting change is the belief that they will become better teachers
and their students will benefit" (p. 6). Teacher efficacy, the extent to which a
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teacher believes he or she has the capacity to affect student performance, is
also an important factor noted by Guskey (1994) for change to occur.
Teachers are attracted to professional development programs because
they believe these activities can potentially expand their knowledge and skills,
contribute to their growth, and enhance their effectiveness with students.
Professional development activities undertaken in isolation from teachers'
ongoing classroom responsibilities seldom have impact on teaching practices or
student learning (Guskey, 1986). Thus, to be effective, a professional
development program should offer teachers practical ideas that can be efficiently
used to directly enhance student learning.
The practical aspect and sharing of materials and ideas appealed to the
teachers in the study group I facilitated. One teacher would share what topic
she was focusing on in the classroom and the rest of the group would offer ideas
or materials for her to review. Later, when our site received science materials
for a month study, we planned ways to use our kits organized on the topic of
balance. As a group, we collected literature from each of our collections which
related to the unit of study and then rotated the materials between the four of us.
Through collaboration and the sharing of materials, we each gained additional
perspectives on the unit topic and were able to create a wider selection of
materials for student use in the classroom.
Professional development has a wide range of possibilities and can have
various components. The following section describes some models of
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professional development which have been successful. For me, professional
development which considered my concerns and beliefs had more impact on my
learning and professional growth. In reviewing the literature I wanted to know if
part of the effectiveness of the various programs was the consideration of
teachers' beliefs and including teachers in the process of decision making. I
also wanted to identify models which might be supportive in my developing
professional development programs and facilitating and study groups.

Professional Development Models
Staff development includes such diverse issues as curricular reform,
teacher effectiveness, and school or district wide improvements. It includes any
effort to engage individual or groups of teachers with improvement activities or
any systematic effort to engage a group of professional educators who work
together in activities designed specifically to increase the power and authority of
their shared work (Griffin, 1991). Guskey (1986) defines it as a systematic
attempt to bring about change: change in the classroom practices of teachers,
change in their beliefs and attitudes, or change in the learning outcomes of
students.
As stated earlier, many of these imposed curricula or mandates of reform
have held little consideration for the teachers involved and were unsuccessful.
Today, more effort is being emphasized on working on improvement efforts from
teachers rather than working from the belief that central office supervisors and

administrators could or should direct improvement activities (Griffin, 1991).
Rosenholtz (1989, in Griffin, 1991) found effective schools to be educational
settings where teachers were professionally collegial, where administrators
arranged the context to support that collegiality, where teachers were deeply
involved in goal setting, where teachers worked together on self-initiated
improvement activities such as peer coaching or school- and classroom-oriented
inquiry, and where the initiative for experimentation and innovation rested most
often with the faculty group rather than in an administrative or supervisory cadre.
Viewing professional development as one-way transmission of information limits
possibilities for growth. Thus, an important aspect of development is the ability
to share one's ideas and insights with others (Brockett, 1991).
Successful professional development is most likely to occur when a
person takes a proactive approach to the process. Brockett (1991) suggests
that the individual who views professional development as a basic responsibility
is in a better position to make decisions about the nature, substance, and
process of these efforts. The research of Rosenholtz (1989) helped teachers to
develop a sense of empowerment. Teachers were offered an opportunity to
assume responsibility for their own development and the nature of their work as
associated with effectiveness. They became more serious about their
professionalism as teachers. The following sections describe various
professional development frameworks which have included teachers as part of
the professional development process. These include; Interactive Staff
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Development, the Research in Teacher Education Program, and Guskey's
Alternative Model.
Interactive Staff Development
Interactive staff development (Griffin, 1991) is one current perspective for
professional development which promotes working with teachers in schools. Its
features stem from what has been learned from research suggesting how
improvement comes about and is best supported. In decision making in an
interactive staff development program, there are seven assumptions. These
assumptions begin with the teacher, place the teacher in a school context, and
then deal with the interaction of context and teacher in terms of professional
growth and development.
The first assumption is that most teachers are perceptive about their
shortcomings and strong points. Interactive staff development depends on and
accounts for ongoing reflection and using teacher judgments about their own
practices as bases for working toward improving educational opportunity for
children. Teachers' stories, frustrations and dilemmas become a significant
source of ideas for improvement or change.
The second assumption is that teachers value highly their interactions
with students. Interactive staff development takes into account the interaction of
teacher practice, workplace conditions, theories-in-use, and engagement with
personally held and new ideas. Teachers' beliefs about their work and students
are made explicit and used to develop criteria forjudging the worth of teaching,
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of curricula, of student organization.
Tiie third assumption is that teachers' worklives are enhanced by
professional interactions with other adults. When teachers work together to
develop shared goals or mutual inquiry, relationships are strengthened. Short
(1992) in her work with school-based study groups also found that teachers want
to work with each other in thinking, analyzing, and creating conditions for
change. The interactive staff development includes opportunities for learning
together on becoming expert about issues that teacher groups select (Lieberman
& Miller. 1991).
The fourth assumption is that school leadership, as currently
conceptualized, is an increasingly impossible task and must be reconstructed to
include teacher leadership.

The interactive staff development would encourage

a wider and deeper leadership cadre than is possible with one administrator and
it would support leadership among teachers. Teacher leaders would have
specializations and be systematically accessible to colleague teachers.
The fifth assumption is that the success of interactive staff development
must be a consequence of the ongoing reconceptualization of responsibilities for
school and student success. Interactive staff development wants to change the
current ways in which schools are organized, led, and prepared to do their job.
Griffin (1991) proposes teachers assume greater collective and individual
responsibility for school-level decisions and activities and the effects of those
decisions and activities. Accountability objectives would focus on objectives,
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criteria, and measures of school-level expectations rather than only on district or
system ones.
The sixth assumption is that participating in interactive staff development
will require new knowledge and skill on the part of all involved and will be
accompanied by considerable anxiety, stress, tension, and conflict. The teacher
will need to learn about how to enact new and unfamiliar strategies within their
workplace. Teachers will select, confirm, and disconfirm information based on
their belief systems and professional growth. Teachers will need to build on
their personal strengths and identify shortcomings.
The seventh and final assumption is that despite the problems associated
with learning new knowledge and skill, participants in interactive staff
development will be more fully and productively engaged in teaching and
schooling than is typical.
Interactive staff development seeks out opportunities for teachers to be
valued, to be considered worthy, to accept and overcome challenges, to solve
problems, and to feel a valued part of and important enterprise. Through this
humanness, a greater sense of worth among teachers and schools may be
possible. The interactive staff development assumptions may lead to new
visions, greater ambitions, and increased satisfactions for participants within the
process of professional growth.
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The Research in Teacher Education Program
The Research in Teacher Education (RITE) program was created at the
Research and Development Center for Teacher Education at the University of
Texas at Austin (Griffin, 1986). From 1980-1985, the RITE research team
conducted a set of studies with the intention of better understanding the nature
and effects of clinical teacher education in the United States. These studies
were created to contribute to the understanding of how clinical teacher education
is carried fonrt/ard, how participants and outsiders describe it, the influence of
context on the educational opportunities, and the effects of the programs on both
the participants and the contexts.
The RITE program had one defining property and seven critical features
for an effective clinical education program. The program must be embedded in a
school context. The school context set the defining property or boundaries for
the RITE framework of clinical teacher education to be envisioned, implemented,
and monitored. The critical features must be within the defining property. The
features include: 1.) context-sensitive, 2.) purposeful and articulated, 3.)
participatory and collaborative, 4.) knowledge-based, 5.) ongoing, 6.)
developmental, and 7.) analytic and reflective.
The effectiveness of the RITE framework was dependent upon the
interaction of all the features over time. Context-sensitive implies that the
classrooms and schools are rich in information directly related to teaching and
schooling. The contexts are assumed to be positive environments for learning
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the social and professional aspects of teaching. The RITE program is
purposeful and articulate. The RITE program has explicit purposes which are
clearly articulated and widely understood by those involved.
Collaboration was a central part of the RITE framework because it
strengthens the professional development effort. Collaboration enabled the
teachers involved to have some part in formulating and enacting the effort.
Collaboration and participation helps to ensure that teachers have individual and
collective voice in the decisions being made and when decisions are enacted in
the school and classroom practice.
Theoretical knowledge is viewed as of importance to the RITE framework
and recognizes true theoretical formulations as important knowledge for teacher
education programs. Prepositional knowledge, ideas for schooling activity that
are put forth as proposals, suggestions for change but have yet to have gained
theoretical status, and craft knowledge, the body of information which comes
from disciplined practical situations and is cumulative over time, are also
considered valuable.
The program is ongoing. The framework requires a strand of intention
and activity that, over time and with combined effort, guides a set of cumulative
experiences aimed toward a purpose.
The program is responsive and considerate of the developmental levels of
teachers. Developmental applies to the pedagogical and institutional stages of
teachers. Concerns about the conditions of schools, modes of instruction, roles
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of teachers, and outcomes of instruction will be considered as aspects of
developmental levels.
The last feature of the RITE program is that it allows time for the purposes
of analysis and reflection. Reflection is believed to improve professionals' ability
to characterize and thus influence their ways of thinking. Systematic allocations
of time for individuals to reflect upon their experiences, alone and together, for
the purpose of making those experiences more meaningful as well as for the
purpose of raising important questions about the nature of meaning in
experience.
This framework causes programs to be developed which have clearly
stated purposes, make use of current issue that teachers encounter in their
classrooms, and encourage reflection over a cumulative set of experiences. The
RITE program provides an opportunity for participants to think thoughtfully about
school issues and be empowered to take action as problem-solvers.
Guskev's Alternative Model
Guskey (1986) offers another perspective for professional development in
his discussion of the three major outcomes of staff development: 1.) the change
In classroom practices, 2.) the change in teachers' beliefs and attitudes, and 3.)
the change in the learning outcomes of students. He contends that the
relationship among these outcomes is reciprocal to some degree, but that the
order of occurrence is important in efforts which will facilitate change and the
endurance of that change.
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Figure 3. Guske/s model of the process of teacher change.
Guskey (1986) bases his model (see Figure 3) on the perspective that
change is a learning process for teachers that is developmental and primarily
experientially based. The instructional practices most teachers employ are
determined and fashioned by their experiences in the classroom. Practices that
are found to work are retained; those that do not work are abandoned. Hence, a
key factor in the endurance of any change in instructional practices is the
learning success of a teacher's students.
According to the model, when teachers see that a new program or
innovation enhances the learning outcomes of students in their classes as their
students attain higher levels of achievement, become more involved in
instruction, or express greater confidence in themselves or their ability to learn,
then, and perhaps only then, is significant change in teachers' beliefe and
attitudes likely to occur.

Summary
Throughout this review of the professional literature, my emphasis was on
how people learn and construct meaning within a social, collaborative
environment. I believe that the consideration of learning processes provides

support for the need of reflection within the school day. Teachers need time to
reflect on their experiences and their beliefs. Reflection includes identifying
one's assumptions and feelings associated with practice, theorizing about how
these assumptions support practice, and acting on the basis of the resulting
theory of practice. In working with teachers in teacher education or professional
development programs, every effort needs to be made to respect teachers'
currently held beliefs. It is also important to include teachers and consider their
knowledge and beliefs in the planning and decision making related to
professional development programs. One framework for professional
development is the Authoring Cycle because it enables learners to become
authors of their own lives. The cycle begins with the learner's understandings
and connects and extends experiences from that point.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Data analysis is a way of "seeing and then seeing again." It is the
process of bringing order, structure, and meaning to the data, to discover
what is underneath the surface of the classroom...learning in a deeper
way (Hubbard and Power, 1993, p. 65).

The purpose of this study is to examine my thinking through the use of
reflective journals. The sources for this study include sixteen reflective journals.
This study is influenced by my deeper understanding and use of reflective
journals as a tool for learning and thinking. This study enables me to look at
myself and interpret my thinking over time.

Research Setting
Twelve years have passed since my first teaching assignment working in
a first grade classroom. During that time I taught sixth grade for two years at the
original site where I was hired. Then I transferred to a newly built school and
continued to teach sixth grade for two more years. After having taught sixth
grade for four years, I chose to change grade levels when my principal offered
me a third grade position in the same building. I taught third grade for three
years. I then made a request of my principal to create a multi-age classroom.
With support from the principal and the kindergarten teachers, the multi-age
class was created over a two year induction period where I started with six-and
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seven-year-olds (first and second graders) and then the following year added
new six-year-olds (first graders) to the established class who were now sevenand eight-year-olds (second and third graders).
Four years have passed since I initiated the first multi-age classroom in
my school. Currently the multi-age classroom consists of students who range
from age six to age nine. For some it is their first full year school experience.
Others have been in school up to five years depending on whether they were
retained prior to entering my classroom. Some of my students stay with me for
a span of three years and most of the students have been with me for at least
two years. My classroom ethnic makeup Includes a majority of Hispanic children
with Anglo, Asian, African-American, and Native American ethnicities also
represented.
Some students qualify for special education programs including speech
and language, learning disabilities, or gifted and talented. Two students receive
special education services under the label of Other Health Impaired (OHI). One
has a seizure disorder and the other child has a mild form of Cerebral Palsy.
Another child is classified as full inclusion. His special education classification
is mildly-mentally handicapped (MIMR) and he has a one to one assistant. Most
special education services are provided to students through pull-out programs.
The school is in a low to average socio-economic housing area on the
southwest side of Tucson, Arizona. The total school population is 715 children
from kindergarten through fifth grades. The school has a bilingual strand with
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one bilingual classroom at each grade level.

Data Collection
Collection of the data occurred over a period of time from Fall, 1986
through Fall, 1995. Sixteen journals make up the main source of data. These
journals were kept throughout my graduate coursework. The journals contain
reflections on my personal learning and questions I wrote related to courses and
to classroom implications. Secondary sources which were utilized to support
this research were field notes, study group notes, and lesson plans. This
chapter describes the sixteen journals, the process of data analysis, and the
categories which were established from the analysis related to both the content
of the journals and the process of journaling.
Reflective Journals
I've have found myself thinking a lot about the to^ of journaling and
reflecting. I see it as a tool because it enables me to record my thoughts
and to think more deeply on the issues at hand. 1 have found that in
writing you can/do put down more serious thoughts. If done in a serious
way, a journal enables the writer to think through the variables of an issue
or thought. (Journal 5, February 27,1993)
I looked systematically through the sixteen journals which I kept from Fall
of 1986 through Fall of 1995; the time of my graduate course work. The journals
which vary in length were written in the following courses: Reading 633,
Psycholinguistics and the Reading Process; LRC 584, Literature for Young
Children: LRC 653 Written Language Development; LRC 583 Literature
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Discussion Groups: inviting Cliildren Inside Literature; LRC 595a, Issues in
Language, Reading, and Culture: Integrating Literature: LRC 696a, Issues in
Language , Reading, and Culture: Teacher Research; LRC 595a, Issues in
Language, Reading and Culture: Literacy Assessment; ENGL 597a Southern
Arizona Writing Project; ENGL 510, The Teaching of Composition; LRC 595d,
Applications in Language and Literature: Gender and Literacy; ENGL 597o
Reader Response Theories and the Teaching of Literature; TTE 699
Independent Study review of Professional Development Research; LRC 595d
Exploring an Inquiry Based Curriculum. These journals were written as
reflections on the learning, readings, and content of specific courses. Three
additional journals were also analyzed. These were self-initiated journals that
were not done in conjunction with a course.
Journals were labeled as to the type of journal. Three types were noted:
learning, dialogue, and teaching. A learning journal was defined as a journal
where the primary purpose pertained to responding and reflecting to course
readings and content. Five of the journals were coded as learning journals.
These were journals where I kept track of professional readings and my
response to the readings. Often these included questions pertaining to the
course readings and how I thought these related to my learning and current
beliefs and practices.
A dialogue journal was defined as a journal which may or may not include
response to coursework, but was shared with another individual on a regular
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basis. In the dialogue journals I was involved with others in interacting and
reflecting on the entries. In dialogue journals the focus Is not merely on the
initial entry but also the interaction and multiple views which are communicated
between those who are conversing in the journal. Ten of the journals were
dialogue journals. The dialogue journals were dialogues between myself and
other students enrolled in the same course or by the professor who was
responsible for teaching the course. These also contained questions pertaining
to the coursework but provided the aspect of another perspective as well.
Another journal type was a teaching journal. A teaching journal is one in
which my primary intent was to document and reflect on classroom events.
Entries were written at the end of the teaching day in an attempt to catch the
moment of the day's occurrences. At one time, I kept a teaching journal of daily
reflections to class events and to the life of my classroom.
The three journal types contain reflections on my personal learning and
questions I have pertaining to course content and to classroom implications of
the content. Entries vary on type and length and cover many of the categories
identified by Staton (1985) and Fulwiler (1987) (see Chapter Two). Length was
determined by counting the number of pages which I hand wrote or typed. For
the most part, pages were written on the fronts only. Table 1 shows the
sequential list of course work and description of journals.

Table 1
Sequential List of Course Work and Description of Journals

SemesterA'ear

Course Number and Title

Journal Type

Journal Length

Fall, 1986

RDG 633 Psychollnguistlcs and
the Reading Process

learning

14

Fall,1991

LRC 584 Literature for Young Children

dialogue

31

Spring, 1992

LRC 653 Written Language Development

dialogue

23

Fall, 1992

LRC 583 Literature Discussion Groups:
Inviting Children Inside Literature

dialogue

31

Spring, 1993

LRC 595a Integrating Literature

dialogue

55

Fall, 1993

LRC 570 Methods of Language Research

learning

6

Spring, 1994

LRC 696a Teacher Research/
LRC 595a Literacy Assessment

learning

33

(table continues)

SemesterA'ear

Course Number and Title

Journal Type

Summer, 1994

ENG 597a Southern Arizona
Writing Project

dialogue

21

Fall, 1994

ENG 510 The Teaching of Composition

dialogue
w/classmate

21

Fall. 1994

LRC 595a Gender and Literacy

dialogue

32

Fall, 1994-95

self initiated journal

dialogue

72

Spring, 1995

ENG 5970 Reader Response Theories
and the Teaching of Literature

dialogue

28

Spring, 1995

TTE 699 Independent Study review
Professional Development Research

learning w/
response

17

Summer, 1995

LRC 595d Exploring an Inquiry
Based Curriculum

learning/
reflection

28

Fall, 1995-96

self initiated journal

teaching

31

Fall, 1995-96

self initiated journal

dialogue

13

Journal Length
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Secondary Sources
Secondary sources were utilized for triangulation. Several secondary
sources were used to support findings from the journals and demonstrate shifts
in thinking and changes in practice. Secondary sources included field notes,
case studies, lesson plans, and study group notes. After categories were
created I examined these secondary sources to identify collaborative data.
Secondary sources were used to substantiate assertions made in the journals.
Field notes informed my practice. Through watching the students and
documenting what experiences they selected or ignored guided my decisions
about future class experiences. At various times I reflected in my journals about
class observations or specific student behaviors that I recorded in field notes.
Taking field notes became a part of my daily routine and helped me to monitor
students progress. Sometimes the field notes were written in a more formal way
to present to the special education team or to parents. For two classes I also
wrote case studies of students and followed the students' progress. Included in
the case studies are field notes, transcripts, and photocopies of the students'
work across multiple disciplines.
My lesson plans were created after reflecting on the field notes and kid
watching. In addition, my lesson plans reveal when my teaching practices were
altered and when new strategies were tried. Lesson plans are evidence of how
days were organized and how blocks of time were utilized.
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Recording topics from the study group and teacher interests and
concerns helped me to concentrate on the needs of the teachers involved in the
study group which I facilitated. 1 found that I was a better facilitator by recording
study group events and issues. Later I used these notes to guide my planning
for professional readings which the group was to read. 1 also used these notes
when talking with the teachers who were in the study group on a one-to-one
basis in an effort to support their individual questions.

Data Analysis
Triangulation, the use of multiple sources to support findings when
drawing conclusions, was used in this study. Webb (1965 in Hubbard and
Power, 1993) is credited with this term. Using multiple sources to support
findings enables a researcher to build a compelling case for what is discovered.
Denzin and Guba (1994) suggest that because qualitative research is inherently
multimethod in focus, "the use of triangulation reflects an attempt to secure an
in-depth understanding of the phenomenon in question. Objective reality can
never be captured. Triangulation is not a tool or a strategy of validation, but an
alternative to validation" (p. 2). Personal teacher journals are the primary
sources utilized in this research. Other sources which support this research are
field notes, case studies, lesson plans, and study group discussion notes.
A method frequently used by teacher researchers to analyze fieldwork is
the constant comparative method (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). This method
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enables the teacher researcher to Index and categorize data for analysis and
build grounded theory. Grounded theory is constructing theory Inductively from
fieldwork (Schatzman & Strauss, 1973). Qualitative researchers tend to analyze
their data inductively (Bogdan and BIklen, 1992). They do not search out data
or evidence to prove or disprove hypotheses they hold before entering the study;
rather, the abstractions are built as the particulars that have been gathered are
grouped together.
Glaser and Strauss (1967) suggest four steps for data analysis to build
grounded theory, theory developed from the bottom up and from many disparate
pieces of collected evidence that are interconnected. Hubbard and Power,
(1993) in discussing Glaser and Strauss, list these steps as part of the constant
comparison method:
1. First, analyze your data In terms of categories and concepts. Look at
the categories you have listed and ask yourself: What concepts are
represented In these categories? How do these categories relate
back to my original question? What new ideas have emerged based
on my observations and other data? How can I define my categories?
As more data is collected, continue to code your notes and compare
these with previously coded material in the same and other categories.
2. Next, make the effort to Integrate the conceptual categories and the
properties of these categories. How are these categories and their
properties related in some larger scheme or framework?
3. The third step comes later, after most of the data is collected. Here,
you begin to define your emergent theory or to make some theoretical
claims about what has been learned. As you narrow the focus further,
"tesf it against the data. Does this category work to handle the new
data as it emerges? How do the categories need to be further
refined?
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4. Now write up tlie theory by describing and summarizing it (p. 86).

Journal Analysis
I utilized my journals as a place to think and reflect about issues from
courses and questions I had as a teacher in a lifelong process of improving my
practice. Sixteen journals were analyzed in this study using the constant
comparative method. Each journal was read to identify the topic, issue and/or
question within each journal entry and is discussed in the section Content of the
Journals. In How I Used My Journals to Think and Reflect I discuss tf\e process
of analysis related to what I did to think through the topics and how I reflected
upon my beliefs and practice. In the section Reflecting on Beliefs and Practice I
discuss the analysis for coding my entries based on what had initiated the
reflection. To describe what supported or inhibited my thinking and reflecting is
described in the section entitled Identifying what Supports and Interferes with My
Thinking and Reflecting as a Teacher. To aid in the analysis, a Journal Analysis
Form (see Figure 4) was utilized.
Content of the Journals
The Journal Analysis Form (see Figure 4) was used to record entry
topics, issues and questions from each journal. Initially the entry was coded for
the type of entry using Fulwiier's (1987) mental modes. These codes are:
observations, questions, speculations, self-awareness, digression, synthesis,
revision, and information. As my analysis progressed, I found that Fulwiier's

Topic, issue, and / or question
within journal entry

type of
entry

Figure 4. Journal analysis form
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codes did not meet my needs. My topics, issues, and questions did not match
his codes. 1 considered using the language functions of Staton (1985) which
included: requesting information, complaining, evaluating, reporting personal
facts, promising, speculating, arguing and persuading, warning, advising,
offering opinions, and apologizing but the language functions did not seem to
match the entries so I then began to define my own set of categories to code and
define the data using constant comparison. I started a list of issues, topics, and
questions which I saw emerging from the entries. I added to the list as I
continued to read the journals.
At first I had many categories. In an attempt to synthesize the list and
connect related entries I combined related categories or created sub-categories
under larger categories. For example, originally a category was called
"Facilitator Role". Later this category was renamed "Relationship with Others"
and included not only how I work with others as a facilitator, but also with
colleagues and parents. Categories were then organized by their significance to
my thinking and reflecting. In the first round of coding, "Teacher Role" seemed
very important. As I reread journal analysis forms, I decided that the category
"Myself as a Learner" had a greater impact on my thinking and reflecting and
became the first category.
Six major categories were identified and are: Myself as a Learner,
Teacher Role, Classroom Practices, Relationships with Others, Requests, and
Miscellaneous. Each category also has subcategories which will be explained
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as each category is defined and discussed. Because people, learning, and
teaching are complex issues and easily separated and categorized there is
some overlap between categories. I see the categories as intertwined and
interconnected. In labeling categories I identified which category the entry most
closely related to, keeping in mind the connectedness of my belief with my
practice.
After the major categories were established, analysis forms were
photocopied and cut apart to separate each entry into the major category. A file
folder was made for each category and held all of the individual entry strips.
Each folder was labeled for the specific category. The initial categories were
used and changed as new categories emerged through this sorting process.
Entries which related to each other and were coded within the same category
were grouped into separate folders based on each of the six categories. Each
category was sub-categorized for specific topics, issues, and questions which
were related within the major category.
Each entry was reread to double check and determine proper coding.
Within each category, sub-categories were made by making a list of issues,
topics, and questions discussed. All entry slips were separated into piles with
connected information. Each pile was labeled to create the sub-category for
each category. Within each set of subcategories, the topics, issues, and
questions were chronologically ordered. Whenever necessary, the journal was
reread to clarify intent of the entry and to make sure each entry was accurately
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coded.
Myself as a Learner
Journal entries which referred to my process of learning were coded to
the category "Myself as a Learner". Entries Included topics which related to
using journals as a tool for learning, making connections to professional
readings and previous courses, and coming to understand my learning and
teaching. Often my journal entries were reflections on how I had wanted to add
to my current knowledge base. Comments like, "...1 keep thinking how little I
know about the reading process. I thought I knew a fair amounf (Journal 2,
October 17, 1991) would often be a catalyst for me to pursue an area to read
more about. Through entries on myself as a learner I also explored
acknowledging the perspectives of others and how opposing views often pushed
my thinking to evaluate my own views. I came to think of anomaly as a positive
aspect to help me to be self evaluative and to critique my beliefs and practices.
Self evaluation often caused me to wonder and ask questions as a learner.
Thus, in the pursuit of trying to solve some of these issues my thinking and
knowledge based were challenged and expanded as a I confirmed or
disconflrmed my currently held beliefs.
Teacher Role
The elastic adjustment of my beliefs lead me to critiquing my role as a
teacher. Throughout my years in graduate school I have worked In the same
school site but have changed the grade level of children with whom I have

.
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worked. Throughout this time, regardless of the age of the students, i have
made a conscious effort to examine my beliefs and my personal expectations of
what it means to be a teacher. Subcategories which came out of the entries
included curricular planning and decision making and valuing students as
diverse learners.
Classroom Practices
Reflection upon teacher role is closely tied to the specific day-to-day
experience of the classroom. Creating an environment for the successful
learning of all students has always been a top priority. Often I wrote and asked,
"...of trying to create an environment where learning is a "want to' and not a
'have to* and I'm still focused on that same issue. Either I haven't grown or I'm
still not happy with what I have learned. I wonder will I ever think I've created a
Utopian environment for students?" (Journal 5, March 22,1993). Issues of
classroom practice focused around the environment of the room including use of
space, placement of furniture and materials, schedules, and strategies used with
the students. Examination of the class environment and practice related to
curricular issues are described in this section.
Relationship with Others
As I examined my own beliefs and practices I also began to wonder about
the role I played with others. Questions such as: How do I educate parents
about my views of learning and the experiences of the classroom?; How do I
support others who want to make changes in their classroom practices?; What
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is my role as a facilitator?; were ones I sought to answer. As I began to observe
my changes I wondered what my role as a change agent was and how to
maintain a respectable distance with colleagues in terms of their teaching
autonomy. I coded these issues in a subcategory titled "Ways to Support
Others".
Another subcategory was "Worries Related to Others". Although teaching
is often an isolated occupation, I don't work alone. As I perceived my changes I
often found it difficult not to want to encourage others to look at their teaching
beliefs and practices. This brought on additional concerns. I wondered. How do
I suggest without stepping on toes? Also I worried about my students as they
were promoted to the next grade. Would their progress be viewed as
satisfactory or below the expected grade level expectation? Had I met all of the
curricular needs of each student? Finally, I had societal concerns about my
students which related to health and home issues. Establishing trust with
parents and connecting school and home were continual concerns. Issues
related to these worries and concerns were coded in this category.
Requests
Because these journals were kept throughout my graduate program, I
often made requests to my professors. These varied from a request for
information related to projects they were currently involved with, articles to read,
or suggestions on some specific aspect of my classroom. Sometimes the
requests were related to university policies, such as the placement of student
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teachers and use of sites for block students or the coursework of the doctoral
program. I developed three subcategories within this category: Related to
Professional Support, Related to Personal Questions, and Related to University
Requirements.
Miscellaneous
I have been fortunate to build a rapport over time with my professors.
Because of this sometimes I would tell a personal story which was not related to
the specific course or ask them about a personal event in their life. I coded
these items as miscellaneous. Other miscellaneous items Included quotes I
read and thought were worth sharing with others. This category represents my
one time thoughts or comments which just popped up and I jotted down and were
not connected to any of the other categories in any specific way.
In this section I discussed the analysis related to the content of my
journals. Through this analysis I wanted to find out the topics, issues, and
questions which I wrote about In my journals. My findings related to the content
of my journals are discussed in Chapter Four.

How I Used My Journals to Think and Reflect
To examine how I used my journals to think and reflect, I utilized the list of
categories which had been developed from the initial analysis related to topics,
issues, and questions which were significant to my thinking. I then explored the
ways in which I reflected by noting when I reflected. An initial list of possible
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categories was started. As 1 examined and reexamined the journals and the
analysis forms, entries were separated into categories. The categories were
established by identifying and recording the various ways I used the journals to
think through my topics, issues, and questions written in my journals.
I also analyzed what supported or interfered with my journaling by
recording what had or had not supported my writing in my journals. In coding
journal entries I also reported when something supported or pushed my thinking.
Items which interfered were coded when my journal writing was postponed or not
done. These were also coded on my Journal Analysis Form (see Figure 4) in
the appropriate columns.
What are the Ways in which I Use Mv Journals
The six categories which were utilized to identify the content of my
journals were: Myself as a Learner, Teacher Role, Classroom Practices,
Relationships with Others, Request, and Miscellaneous. How I responded to
each of these categories was through recording ideas, responding to
professional readings and course content, making connections from readings
and/or content through exploring new ideas in the classroom. Categories which
were created to identify how I used my journal to think and reflect were: Relating
to Professional Development, Supporting Classroom Practice, Gaining Support
from the Stories of Teachers, and Journaling to State My Opinions.
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What Supports and/or Interferes with Mv Writing in Mv Journals
As I started to use written reflective journals, I listed questions, concerns,
and responses to class events and readings. From the beginning I had many
issues to write about. Gaining information and considering classroom practice
from professional readings provided me with plenty to write about and supported
my thinking and reflecting. Sharing a journal with classmates and professors
has helped to push my thinking in a variety of ways. In particular, Kathy Short
has been a great support to me. Knowing I could dialogue with her through
journaling encouraged me to write and describe some of my classroom and
theoretical issues.
Because I valued the tool of journaling not much interfered with my journal
writing. When analyzing my data I found few comments to code related to this
category. However, I often noted that I did not have adequate time to write as
frequently as 1 wanted. Another issue which interfered with my journaling was
frustration with larger issues and concerns that I seemed unable to solve
through writing but needed more direct attention and action. Many of these
issues were related to societal concerns which were out of my realm to solve.
How 1 used my journals to think and reflect is discussed in Chapter Five.

Reflecting on Beliefs and Practices
In analyzing my journals to identify the relationship between belief and
practice, I reread the journals and the analysis forms. 1 then began to code
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entries on tiie basis of what had initiated the reflection. The following codes
were utilized:
P represents practice
B represents belief
PR represents professional readings
shows a movement from one area to another
Using the Journal Analysis Form (see Figure 4) each entry which
pertained to belief and practice was marked on the Journal Analysis Form in the
appropriate box. After all entries were coded, entries were reread and marked to
identify what initially had sparked the writing of the reflection. Three possible
categories emerged as to what prompted the journal entry: practice, belief, and
professional readings. Each pattern was then recorded on separate paper to
note the sequence of categories and to determine if any differences occurred
over time. Recording on separate paper also enabled me to connect early
entries with later entries where I could note continued reflection on topics
discussed.
The following patterns emerged:
This pattern, P

B, was used when a reflection was initiated because of

a concern with a current practice. Focusing on the practice then lead to thinking
about the purpose and the effectiveness of the practice. If after thinking about
the practice a shift was made in the practice then it was coded P

B -> P.
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Several entries originated because of professional readings. Some
readings gave me examples of very practical ideas which I tried. These were
coded PR ^ P. Later the use of the practice may have lead to further
contemplation and if it lead to considering my beliefs, it would be coded PR

P

-> B. Other times professional readings encouraged me to reflect on my beliefe
and were marked PR

B. At times, reading professional material and reflecting

on beliefs lead to a shift in practice and were coded PR -> B ^ P.
The pattern B ^ P was coded when I started a journal entry to
contemplate beliefs. Sometimes this pattern lead to a change in the practice
with little additional thinking about the initial belief and at other times it lead to
continued musing about the belief or to additional related beliefs. These were
coded B -> P -> B. Findings related to how I reflect on beliefe and practices are
discussed in Chapter Six.

Identifying what Supports and Interferes with My
Thinking and Reflecting as a Teacher
To identify what supports and interferes with my thinking and reflecting as
a teacher I reread my journals to find examples of when there appeared to a
support or an interference for my thinking. Each entry, when applicable, was
coded S for supports or I for interferes using the Journal Analysis Form (see
Figure 4). To help sort out this issue I asked myself, "What is helping or getting
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in the way of my doing what I want to do In terms of my classroom and my own
professional growth?" As I reread the journals I noted the factors on separate
sheets of paper, one for what supports and one for what Interferes. Items listed
were then grouped by similarities and each group was categorized to identify the
major topics.

Secondary Sources as Collaborative Data
Secondary sources were used to support findings from the journal
analysis sections. Throughout the journal analysis I referred to various field
notes, case studies, lesson plans, and study group notes. Excerpts from these
sources were used to stimulate my memory and to add to the richness of
examples. In some instances, quotes from these sources are inserted within the
text and identified. Secondary sources were also used to guide my thoughts to
the events of the classroom or specific situations. Revisiting lesson plans
helped me to identify my practices within the classroom. Reviewing various
years of lesson plans aided my thinking about beliefe and practices and the
relationship between belief and practice. Rereading my notes from study group
sessions showed how I supported others and how I struggled with issues related
to facilitating study groups. Consulting secondary sources corroborated my
findings related to my journal analysis.
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Summary
This chapter describes the methodology and data collection for this study.
This research is influenced by my understanding and use of reflective journals
as a tool for learning and thinking and enabled me to look at myself and interpret
my thinking over time. Sixteen journals were analyzed in this study. Secondary
sources were used throughout the study to support findings. The study explores
and is guided by the broad question: What are the ways in which I reflect and
think about myself as a teacher and my teaching, as evidenced through my
journals.
Journals were read and identified as to the type of journal. Three types of
journals were represented: learning, dialogue, and teaching. Analysis was done
to determine the content of the journals and to answer my question: What are
the topics, issues, and questions that are significant to my thinking? Content of
the journals was separated into six categories which are discussed in depth in
Chapter Four.
My second question was: How do I use my journals to think and reflect. I
established categories to identify the various ways I used my journals to think
through my topics, issues, and questions. I also analyzed what supported and
interfered with my journaling by noting what had or had not supported my writing
in my journals. In Chapter Five I discuss the ways in which I use my journals
and what supported and interfered with my journal writing.
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In Chapter Six I answer my third question: How do I reflect on my beliefs
and my practice? Each entry was identified to whether it related to belief or
practice. Then, I coded entries on basis of what had initiated the reflection.
Three categories emerged: practice, belief, and professional readings. Patterns
were developed which showed the flow of thought within the entry.
My fourth question was: What supports and/or interferes with my thinking
and reflecting as a teacher? For this analysis I coded entries for what supports
or interferes with my thinking and reflecting by marking S or I on the Journal
Analysis Forms (see Figure 4). I also recorded the factors noted and then
grouped them by similarities. I share my findings to what supported and
interfered with my thinking and reflecting in Chapter Seven.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS RELATED TO CONTENT OF JOURNALS
More and more teachers are accepting as a personal responsibility
the day-to-day clearing away of the cobwebs of indifference. They attend
endless conferences and study groups and read through piles of curricula
and official memoranda, all of which offer solutions to a multitude of
problems. But it is the teachers themselves who examine the lives of their
own students and try to imagine a better world for them.
This is as it must be. In the final analysis, it will always be the
classroom teacher who has the power to lift the spirit of the individual and
beat the drums for the communal dance (Paley, 1995, p. 114).

As a teacher in a lifelong process of professional growth, my journals
became a place where I could think and reflect about issues from courses and
questions that I was pondering related to my teaching. Sixteen journals were
analyzed in this study to consider the ways in which I reflect and think about
myself as a teacher and my teaching, as evidenced through my journals. In this
chapter I discuss the data analysis related to question one: What are the topics,
issues, and questions that are significant to my thinking as a teacher?
Each journal was read to identify the topic. Issue and/or question within
each entry-what I was doing to think through the topics, the beliefs and
practices which were reflected upon; what supported or inhibited my thinking and
reflecting; the date when the entry was made; and if I was participating in a
course at the time. Each journal entry was also coded to identify the main focus
or category from my analysis that it related to.
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This chapter describes the topics, issues, and questions that were
significant to my thinking as reflected in my journals. The chapter is separated
into six major sections, each of which is a category determined from my analysis
of the journals. In Chapter Three, I identified the characteristics I used to code
each category. The six major categories identified were: Myself as a Learner,
Teacher Role, Classroom Practices, Relationships with Others, Requests, and
Miscellaneous. Each is shown with appropriate subcategories in Table 2.
Individual areas are explained in the following sections. Journal entries are
embedded as examples within the discussion of each category and subcategory.
Because learning and teaching are complex issues which intertwine and
interconnect: they cannot easily be separated: some aspects of the categories
overlap. What I have learned about myself as a learner affects my role as a
teacher which affects my classroom practices and so on. In identifying the major
categories I have made every effort to label each entry with the most closely
related category, keeping in mind the connectedness of my beliefs with my
practice.
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Table 2

Categories and Subcategories for Findings Related to Content of Journals

Myself as a Learner
Using journals as a tool for learning
Making connections to professional readings and previous courses
Coming to understand my learning and teaching
Critiquing myself as an educator
Evaluating classroom experiences
Teacher Role
Curricular planning and decision making
Negotiating curriculum
Finding a balance
Valuing students as diverse learners
Advocating for students
Appreciating individual differences
Classroom Practices
Class environment
Practice related to curricular issues
Building from the known
Dealing with the disciplines
Asking questions and gaining new perspectives
Tension and revision
Gaining new insights
Planning new inquiries
Taking thoughtful new action
Relationship with Others
Ways to support others
Worries related to others
Requests
Related to professional support
Related to personal questions
Related to university requirements
Miscellaneous
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Myself as a Learner
White (1990) wrote, "Finding myself as a learner was going to play a
major role in changing my classroom." Likewise, the journey of discovering
myself as a learner also had a great impact on me and my classroom practice.
As I reread my journals, I relived my experiences. In some ways this process is
similar to writing the genre of memoir. Calkins (1991) refers to memoir not as
what happens, but the person to whom things happen. She believes that writing
memoir has everything to do with rendering the ordinariness of our lives so that
it becomes significant. During the act of rereading my last few years of
professional "life", I was propelled fon^^ard with a sense of direction and
momentum.
As I focused on the meaning of my journals and the importance of my
process of learning, I coded entries into the category "Myself as a Learner."
Entries included topics which related to how I was using journals as a tool for
learning, making connections to professional readings and previous courses,
and coming to understand my learning and teaching. Often my journal entries
were reflections on how I wanted to add to my current knowledge base.
Comments like, "...1 keep thinking how little I know about the reading process. I
thought I knew a fair amount" (Journal 2, October 17, 1991) would often be a
catalyst for me to pursue an area by reading more. Through entries on myself
as a learner I also acknowledged the perspectives of others and how opposing
views often pushed my thinking to evaluate my own views. I came to think of
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anomaly as a positive aspect to help me to be self-evaluative and to critique my
belief and practices. Self evaluation often caused me to wonder and ask
questions as a learner. Thus, in the pursuit of trying to solve these Issues, my
thinking and knowledge base were challenged and expanded as I confirmed or
disconfirmed my current beliefs.
Using Journals as a Tool for Learning
Using a reflective journal was not originally my idea. In the Fall of 1991,1
was taking my first class as part of my doctoral course work, LRC 584:
Literature for Young Children. The professor. Kathy Short, requested
participants to keep a learning log as part of the learning experience. The
following, taken from the course syllabus, was her intent for the use of the
learning log:
The purpose of the log is for you to reflect on your learning about
literature for young children and to enter into dialogues with others.
Record you understandings, questions, and connections - the focus is on
personal response rather than summaries of readings or class notes.
These understandings and issues may be new to you or ones that you are
rethinking because of your experiences.
Make 1-2 entries a week in your log. Your entries can come from the
following experiences: 1.) professional readings, either assigned or selfselected; 2.) class sessions: 3.) children's books; 4.) classroom
experiences; 5.) other professional experiences such as a conference or
inservice.
You will hand in your log every two weeks. Make a photocopy of your log
entries because you will be giving your log to two people: me and a class
member. Both us of will respond to your log entries and you will have a
week to read our responses before again exchanging the logs. Please
use some type of loose-leaf notebook for the log so that you can easily
add entries and can write entries even when someone else has your log.
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My next course in the Spring of 1992, also utilized a learning log. On the
course outline and assignments for LRC 653: Written Language Development
which took place in the Spring of 1992, the professor, Dr. Yetta Goodman, listed
this requirement:
Please keep a learning log of your responses to your reading, as well as
to your research, our class, and your thinking regarding literacy
development. Keep in your log records of your reading with complete
bibliographic references for your own files and to share in class or in your
reading group. You will use your learning log of your professional
development in this class to respond to the midterm and final. I will
respond to your log anytime you wish me to but at least once during the
semester sometime around midterm.
I enjoyed using the learning log from the start. I wrote in my log faithfully
and often. At the end of the first course I had this to say about my learning log:
I wrote to both you (Kathy) and a class member, usually the same person
because it was easier to understand where her comments were coming
from, especially if she referred to a previous topic already discussed. I
also felt I could respond more openly because a rapport had been
started...If there were any changes in my entries it would have been to
include information from other articles which I had read. I tried to respond
and reflect my own feelings and to be open to opposing views. The log
helped me to clarify questions that I wanted to ask in detail. I enjoyed the
dialogue with you and your responses were helpful in my rethinking
issues. It helped me to see other additional perspectives (Journal 2, Final
Self-Evaluation, December, 1991).
As I continued to take courses and to use a journal to reflect on my
courses and thinking, I began to value writing even more as a way to organize
my thoughts and see another's perspective. In Journal 4, December 7, 1992,1
wrote, "I think writing your reflections helps to organize your thoughts.
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...Sharing it with someone adds a few dimensions...you get another person's
perspective." On May 3,1993 my entry stated,
"I enjoyed responding to others. It provided me with a way to see others'
perspectives. I responded to several people this time. This was nice
because I got to read more than one person's views. It was interesting to
see how we each look at things so uniquely" (Journal 5).
Writing helped me to identify issues related to the classroom, gave me
insights to what I thought about, and provided me an opportunity to reflect on
how tension helped to push my thinking (Short and Burke, 1991).
I think the main thing I've reflected on is how to be more patient. I'm still
working on that—I still worry students won't get to a specific point by a
specific time. I guess there's no specific place in a specific time but I
think my teaching is reflected in their progress (Journal 4, November 30,
1992).
I have reflected on my past experiences, confirmed old beliefs, and
added new beliefs. I've even been in disequilibrium more than I care to
tell (Journal 4, December, 1992).
After using a journal regularly for almost eighteen months, I valued the
journals as more than a place to write and reflect but also as a tool for myself
and for students. I was having "ah-ha" experiences where I saw the deeper
reasons for why one would want to use journaling to think and reflect as a part of
the learning process. Although journaling had always been something I enjoyed,
in part it was always an element of the course requirements. Through my past
experiences with journals I realized the value in using them as a way of thinking
and learning (Fulwiler, 1987). I had internalized the process for myself and used
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it as a tool not only for my personal learning but also informing me about my
students. I wrote:
1 see it as a tool because it enables me to record my thoughts and to think
more deeply on the issues at hand. I have found that in writing you
can/do put down more serious thoughts. If done in a serious way,
journals enable the writer to think through the variables of an issue or
thought. Sometimes journals have been used with students and it merely
gets through to the surface of the issue. Students are quick to fill the
page and less quick to think it through -because they think teachers want
to see writing -but it's the thought we want. I think if we approach
joumaling with students with a genuine purpose and use (tool) then
students will think more deeply on their responses (Journal 5, February,
27, 1993).
Finally, the other thing [sic] was most powerful to me was the journaling. I
found the notes I kept in a steno pad on Arthur [sic] how useful they were
in my perceptions and my record keeping (Journal 7, April 30,1994).
As I utilized journals for my own learning, the writing helped me to focus
and to organize my thoughts. Through my use of journals I was able to look
back on my reflections and use them to inform my practice and consider my
beliefs. Professional readings also aided my thinking and reflecting.
Making Connections to Professional Readings and Previous Courses
It Is almost a given that many of my journal entries would be related to
course content, readings, and previous graduate classes. But what may not be
quite so obvious is how and what connections were made. When I started back
at the university I had completed my Masters' Degree In Reading a few years
earlier. Professionally I felt comfortable with my growth and knowledge. I
thought myself to be "current" and up-to-date. It didn't take long to realize that
what I knew was merely a small piece of the pie, the tip of the iceberg. At first
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this realization was very discomforting. I did not like the feeling that my
knowledge "lacked" so drastically, as shown In this entry, "...I keep thinking how
little I know about the reading process. I thought I knew a fair amounf (Journal
2, October 17, 1991). In time, I came to value that aspect of learning as a way to
push my thinking. In Journal 3, February, 17,1992,1 write, "I am amazed at how
much there is to know about how students, children, and /or adults learn and
develop. Just when I think I have a grasp on something there is new information
to add."
It is the "yet to be understood" which fascinated me and made great
demands of my time (Short and Burke, 1991). My questions came from what I
didn't fully understand. My learning was connected to what I knew but I was also
trying to go beyond this. Vygotsky (1978) considered this the "zone of proximal
development", an area just beyond what we already know and where we can
learn with the support of others. As a learner, I was reaching into new areas to
continue to develop professionally. In December, 1992,1 wrote:
I felt I knew little about reader response theory but I wanted to know more.
I wanted to know how and why Rosenblatt stood out on a limb by herself
for fifty years. I wanted to know and compare new names mentioned in
class, such as Bleich and Fish. I also wanted to be better able to
articulate and support my teaching strategies based on past research and
theory (Journal 4, December, 1992).
Short and Burke (1991) state that learning is synonymous with life and
that some characterize it as "uncontrollable". In many ways, learning became
uncontrollable for me. I was like a sponge. I made continual connections to
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current course readings, to past readings, and to classroom practices.
Everything I saw and read added to my curiosity and desire to learn.

As I look over my goals, I think I have done pretty well working towards
meeting them. I can't say accomplished because I think it is a life long
struggle to work on my teaching skills. I continue to work on facilitating
my students' academic success. I will continue to facilitate their inquiries.
I have learned more about science and social studies, but there is still
more to learn. I want to keep looking at other people's perspectives and
value the differences from mine—learn from why we maybe don't see eye
to eye. Understand that there is no either / or but a spectrum on which we
value specific ideas. I want to continue to learn and to add to my current
teaching (Journal 5, May 3, 1993).
Professional readings provided me with additional information which
enabled me to consider my current practice, contemplate new practices, and
ponder my beliefs. Readings often pushed my thinking both to confirm and to
challenge my beliefs. What I read also helped me to understand what benefits
me as a learner and the process of learning.
Coming to Understand Mv Learning and Teaching
One of my realizations was that who I was as a learner affected my
teaching practices. Through my learning, I questioned some of my beliefs and
practices and confirmed others as I gained confidence. In those aspects of my
journals coded as "Critiquing Myself as an Educator", I discuss how solidifying
my beliefe helped me to articulate to others my practice. In the category
"Evaluating Classroom Experiences", I describe the assessment tools and
teaching materials utilized in my classroom and how these informed my
practice.
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What one learns in the way of knowledge and skill in one situation
becomes an instrument of understanding and dealing effectively with the
situations which follow (Dewey, 1938). Different situations supersede one
another and the principle of continuity enables something to be carried over from
the earlier experiences to later ones. This process goes on as long as life and
learning continue. For me, what I was coming to understand about how I
learned encouraged me to evaluate myself as a learner and also my classroom
practices and how these affected my students' learning. "I think who am I as a
learner affects this [anomaly] as well as makes me take a stance on who I am as
an educator. It makes me question the ways we teach and validates ways we
teach" (Journal 5, February 15,1993).
Throughout each semester I explored new possibilities in the classroom.
One semester I intensively read children's literature and tried a variety of
literature circles with my students, another semester I evaluated my spelling
curriculum and explored various types of spelling strategies, and in another
course I investigated how to more successfully integrate literature within the
content of science and social studies. Creating a positive environment was
always of utmost importance to me (Journal 5, February 1,1993). But finally
there came a point where I wondered "why". Why do this or that and what
difference would it make if I did change a practice? I knew I needed more than
just a bag full of practices. I needed theories: the cognitive constructs,
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frameworks and mental structures that support, explain and account for our
observations and actions (Cordeiro, 1992).
In actuality the theories were there and were constantly constructed and
evolved as a part of my ongoing experiences and my process of my learning.
The problem was that I just didn't trust myself enough to articulate them as my
beliefs. "...Another weakness I have is that I don't trust myself enough to know
that I know. At times I feel inadequate, yet when I hear others speak I have
similar thoughts so I figure I am on the right track. It's probably insecurity"
(Journal 7, March 5, 1994). Not knowing for sure where I was headed, I looked
for a safe harbor. I began thinking that the areas I was changing weren't so
different from what I was currently doing or had done in the past. I thought,
"Inquiry is just a fancy word for themes."
During this disequilibrium, I began to question everything I was doing and
doubted every change I considered. As I tried to implement an inquiry based
curriculum, the concerns grew. "Is what I'm doing making a difference? Does it
matter?" (Journal 11, September 20,1994). The more time I spent in trying to
push myself the more I became frustrated. "Everything just seems to be the
unknown and I feel like I don't know anything." (Journal 16, October 14, 1995).
In striving to create the "perfecT environment, I was trying too hard. In an effort
to reflect and put some perspective on the issue I realized I needed to pull back
from the intensity of my planning and I wrote.
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I notice that as I step back from the classroom, from the drive to put
inquiry "Into" place I am less stressed. I notice that I am on a roller
coaster of emotions/feelings of have to's (Journal 16, October 20, 1995).
My need to trust in my beliefs stretched beyond the classroom walls. As
time has passed and I have continued to develop professionally, my classroom
practice looks a lot different than my colleagues'. My beliefs about how I learn
and how all people learn change the specifics of what I do each day. In part my
uncomfortable feeling with my growth is connected to the uncertainty of how my
students will be viewed as they progress and move onto other teachers in my
building. The previous entry continues:
What I know will make the child feel successful will not be viewed as
"success" by the rest of the school - this separation of success and
acceptability is what creates great personal tension. As I get a handle on
it now -1 know it will consume me again as the year comes to an end and
a part of my students go to fourth.
How can I bridge this gap? If we start where the student is - and go from
there - there Is no way all students are going to be the "same". How can
we get others to accept this and just value the child for whatever the
current "ability" instead of saying "but he or she is not at grade level
(Journal 16, October 20, 1995).
As I trusted my knowledge and expressed my beliefs I was able to make
changes in my practice. I continued to gather information and increase my
confidence as I pursued my professional development. The process of learning
helped me to critique myself as an educator and consider changes in my beliefs
and practice.
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Critiquing Mvself as an Educator
I believe constant critique of myself, practices, student progress, and
materials is essential to successfully creating a learning environment. As an
educator I have a professional obligation to keep informed of research related to
teaching. Looking at new research and comparing it to what I currently do in the
classroom is one way to evaluate myself and my practices. Being informed of
new ways to assess and record students' progress is also important.
Documenting for my own knowledge and informing parents about how their child
is developing is a priority for me.
Assisting students in starting from and then building on their own
knowledge base empowers them as learners. Harste (1992) states that. This
understanding is what is missing in a skills curriculum. It assumes that kids
know things they don't (and don't know things they do) and, since it provides no
other access point than the one outlined on the worksheet, children fail to make
the necessary connections to learn" (p. 4).
As a way to document students' progress more closely, I began using
portfolios (Journal 3, February 10, 1992). In the portfolio, which was a manila
folder, I collected various pieces of students'work. Several entries show that I
continue to update how and what artifacts I kept in the portfolio (Journal 4,
October 12, 1992; December 1992; Journal 5, March 22, 1993). As time passed
and I saw learning less as transmitted and more as constructed knowledge, I
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began to have concerns about how students' knowledge was valued and
evaluated.
I am concerned how each child progresses and I am constantly
looking for the best methods to accomplish each child's optimal growth
and success. In some ways, I worry about "grade level". It's not in
specific objectives but overall are students doing all the things the district
says 1, 2 or whatever grade kids can do. I guess it's a monitor-check
system. I worry that administration won't see my students' growth the way
I do - so I want a way to prove that I've done what they expect and then
I've done what I think is best for kids' learning.
I still have concerns about report cards and grade levels. It's unfair
to grade a student lower based on the fact they couldn't have done better
because of lack of exposure or experiences. When students are not "at
grade level" they are labeled as slow—usually it's not that but the fact
they're compared to others who have done this stuff before (Journal 5,
March 22, 1993).
I'm wondering about the place, if any for standardized testing. LD-what
does it mean to be labeled—What's the child's point of view? I worry
about accountability. You see progress-but is it enough? What will we
do about grade levels—grades—graded curriculums- ? ? ? (Journal 7,
January 25,1994).
Evaluating Classroom Experiences
As a teacher researcher, two additional tools I used to inform my practice
related to documenting children's progress and learning experiences were field
notes and kidwatching. Through field notes I can observe a student, small
group, or even total class events and record what I see happening. Later I can
go back and analyze the notes for a variety of information. If I feel I need to
have the exact situation recorded I can use a tape player and record an event
and then transcribe the tape. I have used tape transcriptions for documenting
students' talk, having students listen to themselves and reflect on a situation.
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listing the types of questions asked in a literature discussion, listening for talk
related to gender issues, and noting what is happening when the teacher is not
involved in the group.
When I sat down with the group I knew they had been having a
problem. They had been arguing for two days. I had tried to stay out of it
and encouraged them to solve it. Finally, I brought them together to
discuss i t . . . .
I found the field notes useful because I could go back and look at
what was said. I could keep track of how often someone commented and
how appropriate the comment was to the group's discussion. It was also
interesting to see how quickly the group got off track as soon as the
problem was solved. It's amazing what kids talk about (Journal 2,
Novembers, 1991, secondary source).
Through one transcription I documented a seizure where the child was
talking in a taped interview with me and then, even though verbally prompted,
begins to stare for a duration of 59 seconds (Journal 7, April 14,1994,
secondary source).
Kidwatching children as they interact alone and with others can provide
many insights into why they behave or react as they do and what experiences
may need to be provided to push their thinking. Purposeful observation lets me
see what's working and what's not and to use the information to inform my
practice. Anecdotal records are also a part of kidwatching (Hubbard and Power,
1993). Notes recorded on a specific child's use of a spelling or reading strategy,
a noted difference in writing, or some other event is recorded on a regular basis.
Other records are weekly lists of the students where I can mark who has read a
self written story to the class, who has visited the computer table or other
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exploration centers, and other weekly occurrences. Some notes are kept on the
class lists while others are transferred to a notebook where there is a section
devoted to each child.

Teacher Role
The elastic adjustment of my beliefs enabled me to continually critique my
role as a teacher. For me, teacher role is defined as the various components of
what teachers do each day. Part of this role deals with the amount of control the
teacher has and which is shared with students. In this section I describe the
journal entries which focused on how I plan and make decisions related to the
classroom and how I negotiate curriculum with my students.
As this week has progressed I have been pondering my role. I've been
wondering how much control I actually am engaged in and how much
freedom of choice my students have. I've been examining my class
environment, centers, and student activities—as to purpose and student
choice (April 12, 1993, Journal 5).

Throughout the years I have been in graduate school I have worked in the same
school site but have changed the grade level of children with whom I work.
Throughout this time, regardless of the age of the students, I have made a
conscious effort through self-reflection to examine my beliefs and my personal
expectations of what it means to be a teacher.
I have grown in my thinking about such issues as inquiry and literature
relating to science and social studies. Some of my concerns are still the
same. In fact many are the same. In my class project in 584 I spoke of
trying to create an environment where learning is a "want to" and not a
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"have to" and I'm still focused on that same issue. Either I haven't grown
or I'm not happy with what I have learned. I wonder will I ever think I've
created a Utopian environment for students? (Journal 5, March 22,1993)
I've been reading Dewey and feel like I'm getting a better perspective. He
points out, at first, and quite frequently that it's not an either-or
curriculum/education/pedagogy. He ftjrther goes on to help me "refocus'
by talking about setting up environment and "experiences". He relates
this to a mother/child scenario and "objective conditions". This to me
gives the teacher the empowerment to make decisions in the class. It
reaffirmed that I have the right, the knowledge, and the sense to help
facilitate students' learning. If s not a set it out center—get what you will
environment. It seems to me that I have the right—the need to have some
control over what's going on. I have the right to "steer students" to better
experiences. I shouldn't feel guilty about having some control. This was
my problem-guilt over being involved, over facilitating. I guess I
panicked-thought I was all screwed up-but I know I'm on the right track-in
my effort to "do it righf I forgot I do a lot right and began to doubt it all
(April 12, 1993, Journal 5).
I really like the way the "unit has fallen into some good class discussions
and has gotten the students to think about music and sound. I see this
developing into a unit on sound but I worry if I am directing too much.
This was originally my idea, to present music as a way of showing
meaning and knowing. This may not have come from the students but
now I want to know how they will use the music background when they
meet other materials. Will they continue with it? That was one of the
reasons I introduced it—to see where it would lead especially if the
students had little experiences with music (Journal 11, September 20,
1994).
Sometimes in my journals I would ask some pretty big questions. "How
do we define knowledge? How does how we define knowledge affect how we
define curriculum and how teacher enact the curriculum? Is there a common
body of knowledge that we all should know?" (Journal 14, July 17, 1995). Often
1 hoped that the person dialoguing with me would have the answers. Complex
situations have no simple answers, but these questions encouraged me to
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dialogue with others and to continue pondering what it means to teach and to
create curriculum. Subcategories related to this category from the recorded
entries include: Curricular Planning and Decision Making and Valuing Students
as Diverse Learners.
Cumcular Planning and Decision Making
Newman (1991,1990) explains that when a teacher explores both
practice and theory, the transaction of the two is also involved. She goes on to
state that uncovering our tacit beliefs is not easy but is essential to becoming a
transactional, uncommon sense teacher. She argues that the enemy for
teachers is complacency. The moment we think we've got the situation in hand,
when we stop questioning, that's the moment to beware" (Newman, 1991, p.
351). Glickman (1993) also suggests that in effective schools, faculty have a
constant degree of dissatisfaction with their current teaching.
After reading Newman (1991), I thought about how comfortable I was in
my teaching and how often I took new risks. "How do we make sure not to return
to complacency? The challenge is to start change and integrate that new
knowledge into our practice" (June 23, 1994, Journal 8). Did I empower my
students and share in the decision making process?
Guskey and Passaro (1994) refer to teacher efficacy as the extent to
which a teacher believes he or she has the capacity to affect student
performance.

Fullan (1993) calls the idea of teachers making a difference a

moral purpose. I have always been an idealist believing that with enough hard
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work and knowledge I could and would make a difference. Through my years as
an educator I have always strived to be the best possible teacher, creating the
best possible environment for my students. If simple desire made it so, I would
already know how to create the perfect classroom. However, what my desire to
know gave me was knowledge and information on the possible ways to create a
better learning environment. The persistence to continue to learn for myself
enabled me to make informed decisions about teaching. One area which I
pursued was that of inquiry based curriculum.
Curriculum what does that mean? How defined? How does how we
define knowledge affect how we define curriculum and how teachers
enact curriculum? What I find significant is the fact that we all construct
our learning in a social setting along with collaboration of others (July 17,
1995, Journal 14).
When planning curriculum, I wanted to give my students an opportunity to
be a part of the process. Two subcategories deal with how I negotiate
curriculum and try to find a balance related to planning and decision making.
Negotiating Curriculum
I read extensively and decided to begin to negotiate curriculum with my
students. I also decided that my curriculum was going to be learning-centered
where the function was to support students in the inquiry process of searching
for questions and ways of looking at those questions (Short and Burke, 1991). I
had been exploring the differences between theme studies and inquiry based
curriculum. In the past I used a planning to plan outline to list the possibilities of
materials and experiences. I noticed that my planning needed to be "broader to
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see the bigger picture and the range of possibilities" (April 20,1993, Journal 5).
I knew I wanted more student Involvement and negotiation within the process of
creating curriculum. What I was unsure about was how to give up my control
without losing my voice within the classroom and how to truly collaborate with
the students to create the curriculum. In one journal I write about the idea of
letting go.
I think I do—but then I think I don't—maybe I do. Students are making
decisions but maybe they're not the ones that really count, And maybe
I'm asking too many questions—but maybe not. I think It's a fine line to
cross and maybe as teachers we go back and forth (Journal 4, September
7,1992).
Balancing the collaboration and negotiation in a classroom Is an ongoing
consideration. One way I attempted to keep track of the class events was to
keep a planning notebook. For the last two years, I have kept a notebook where
I note my Ideas and record happenings in the classroom. The notebook is a
place where I list possible experiences, record lists of literature which relate to
the broad concept or topic being studied, web the possibilities of directions and
perspectives which might come up, and then retell what happened with centers
which were set up for the students. Personal reflections about my own process
of teaching were also a part of these notebooks; as well as, how I viewed inquiry
based curriculum.
Is this my broad theme? Am I leading too much—Is this coming from the
students or from me? Is it OK if it comes from me—if they have choice
within the Inquiry? (Journal 11, September 20, 1994, secondary source)
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But I'm nervous about the books—connection back to sound and the
students taking action. I see them taking action incorporating sound,
music to writing. But how will weather students explore and take action?
(Journal 11, October 7,1994)
Last week I saw myself not wanting/knowing how to move from the
"music" focus to the broader (theme or concept) when is one a theme or
topic or concept? So I used avoidance. I stretched out what I could have
done to buy myself time. I was frustrated that I was unsure of the exact
books for the various text sets, I was frustrated that I wasn't sure that I
was/am going in the "righf direction (Journal 11, October 8,1994).
I'm not sure exactly where it all will end up [communication theme].
Sometimes it worries me not to know where I might be going—but I
suppose this part of inquiry—not sure where the end is because there's
not an end (Journal 11, November 11, 1994).
I found myself thinking about planning. As I set up my room I
wanted to establish, by positioning of furniture, my wanting students to
dialogue. How can the room look? Tables together or separate? How
many chairs? How many large spaces for working?
I need to make a great effort to keep red [table] cleaned so
students can go there freely—yet I still need an area for me.
Beginnings—what to do the first day? What experiences?
I find myself thinking a lot about using larger blocks of time. Last
year I moved from time to time like activity to activity. How can I free this
up? (Journal 15, August 16,1995)
Because I did a lot of thinking with Kathy, these two planning notebooks
were also shared regularly with her. During this time, I could ask her opinion on
various aspects and receive further suggestions from another perspective.
Using the planning notebook, which consisted of a source of curricular
directions and possibilities, observations from the classroom, comments from
students, and considerations of the input and dialogue with Kathy, I wrote my
weekly plans.
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In my efforts to find a balance for curricular negotiation and classroom
planning I sometimes find myself wondering what step to take next.
Maybe I'm being too careful to separate theme and inquiry. In the
effort to let students drive curriculum I feel I'm left out to plan. I'm trying
not to be [sic] do teacher activities-but then I have no activities. Am I
pushing this issue too far?
Example
Center on natural dyes. I'd like to show students how we can take
berries, leaves, etc. and dye eggs and cloth, use natural resources. This
has not come up directly by students, but one group is studying recycling.
All groups deal with earth issues.
I'm a little "gun-shy" to push if it's not child initiated, but I think
more the point is to present an activity to produce meaningful talk and
learning. To engage students in a thought-engaging activity (Journal 5,
March 29, 1993).
In this entry I am struggling with the difference between the teacher
initiating an experience which is an activity for the sake of an activity versus an
experience which will build knowledge for the students to connect to the broader
concept of recycling and taking care of the earth. I am worried that what I have
done in the past is too directed and so in my worry not to control I hesitate and
ponder. Sometimes, I feel that this hesitation and lack of self trust in this new
pursuit may have lead to missed teaching opportunities. In October of 1993 my
class, student teacher, and I were exploring the topic of music. We had been
exploring literature, listening to music, using art to express movement, and
creating music ourselves. The class was in a point of transition and I wrote:
I can see here where I've been focusing on my role-my plans. I
need to record "What's going on here" and more student response and
student talk. Originally I thought I wanted to see how I would set it up.
Now I see the need to get this other perspective and info, my thoughts on
what I see happening and what I think about it all.
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Last week I saw myself not wanting/knowing how to move from the
"music" focus to the broader theme or concept. When is one a theme or
concept? So I used avoidance. I stretched out what I could have done to
buy myself time. I was frustrated that I was unsure of the exact books for
the various text sets. I was frustrated that I wasn't sure that I was/am
going in the "righf direction (Journal 11, October 8,1993).
A year later, I continue to ponder my role related to the negotiation of
curriculum and decision making.
I've procrastinated the exploration centers. Partially because some
students seem so ovenMieimed with just being in school. I wonder how
can I expect kids to think about a broad concept when they can't even
keep track of a pencil?!
My new students seem young-many still confuse letters and
numbers. Most of the new students are emerging and pre-emerging
readers and writers. I can't seem to get past this for myself. Maybe it's
more of an issue for me than for them. Maybe they'd succeed more than I
think, (wonder.
...I don't think I trust myself-what I know-to let go more.
LET GO! I suppose they'll learn in the process-how to read and
write...Sounds silly that I'd even think they wouldn't (Journal 15,
Septembers, 1995).

I sometimes feel constrained and worry that I'm doing something that's
not inquiry and then I spend so much time worrying about that I don't do it
(an experience in the classroom) and then I've missed an opportunity
because I didn't do what I thought because maybe it wasn't "right"
(Journal 16, September 14,1995).
Many times I was worried that students wouldn't engage fully with
materials or experiences that were available. The issue was not that they
wouldn't do the experiences but was more a question of whether their selfexplorations would lead to an in-depth meaningful study and possibly onto them
taking some purposeful action for themselves (Journal 7, February 2,1994). I
needed to trust the students' desire and ability to wonder and to ask questions.
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My job became one of providing the arena for them to woric in. On February 8,
1993 I comment that I am not giving as much direct information and providing
more assistance and direction as a facilitator.
Finding a Balance
As I explored inquiry based curriculum, I had many questions. I had been
and wanted to continue utilizing literature in the classroom. In my University
class we had discussed Michael Halliday's (1978) work related to intensive and
extensive reading experiences. I became worried that I would basalize
literature. In an attempt to evaluate how I was using literature I asked: "Am I
providing an environment which allows literature to provide an intensive
experience? .. .But I wonder too is it okay to use some of these extensive
activities? Is it a balance?" (Journal 2, October 29, 1991).
Another area where a balance was needed related to activities which
dealt with seasons or holidays. In my district certain months have been
designated to specific interests. For example, February is African American
Month and March is Women's History Month. In addition, each month typically
has a holiday or break. In Tucson, we have a rodeo break and this is a popular
theme of study during this time for many teachers. However, I began to see all
of these holidays and breaks as interruptions which broke the continuity of our
class curriculum and inquiries. In November of 1994,1 identified this as a
concern:
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How much time do you suggest to deal with holiday stuff? I find that
when we're (the class) truly involved in a unit of study all of the holiday
activities take a back seat. I try to put out one invitation a week or so- but
I find that I don't want to waste time but then again students seem to enjoy
this aspect of the school day (Journal 11, November 7,1994).
I know I've talked about this balance before-the seasonal stuff, the
inquiry, the district mandates-l suppose that's the trick-to find the balance.
(Journal 16, October 16,1995).
In 1995,1 still continued to evaluate the differences between theme
studies and inquiry based curriculum. I questioned my beliefs as I asked myself
whether I had made a change in belief or a change simply in the surface
structure of the classroom. In a summer course. Professor Kathy Short had
discussed three models related to curriculum: Curriculum as Fact, Curriculum
as Activity, and Curriculum as Inquiry. One thing she discussed was that the
shift from curriculum as fact to activity is very time consuming. In this transition
there was a strong difference in the look of the activities and experiences.
However, the shift to Curriculum as Inquiry does not necessarily create a visual
difference in the classroom but a shift in the person's theoretical base and
thinking. I wondered, "How do you know when you or another's change is just
on the surface and when it's a deeper rooted understanding? (Journal 14, July,
17,1995)." I thought about where I fell in relation to these three models. I was
certain I did not view curriculum as specific small units of fact. But I wondered
had I made the shift in thinking which identified curriculum as inquiry? On
October 16, 1995 I wrote:
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As I walk the halls at my school I do notice a difference between theme
and inquiry—between making real life connections to work and just
activities. Ex. [sic] Frog/Toad are friends (a book) one chapter is about
Frog losing a button—there are lots of frogs w/ a button glued on-on
display in the hall. I've noticed that connecting to literature has created a
lot of "activity" and we've lost the real reason to connect children to good
literature. I notice that I've moved away from using a lot of stories like
FrogA'oad and Little Bear and have been using much more realistic
literature like Polacco, etc. where authors take personal stories and tell
them or at lest tell the stories as if they are personal (Journal 16).
Valuing Students as Diverse Learners
As I tried to establish the specifics of my role, I still had to balance the
experiences for each student, their individual needs, and the requirements of the
district and state curriculum. During this process, issues related to the diversity
of the students became a consideration in my journals. This section discusses
advocacy issues and the importance of appreciating individual differences.
As I came to better understand how people learned, I began to feel very
uncomfortable with my role as an evaluator and grade-giver and how students
were valued overall in the school setting. I had come to value the process of
learning. Yet, I knew that many students were not given the time or the luxury of
building on their prior experiences (Eeds & Peterson, 1991; Crawford &
Hoopingarner, 1993) and that their process of learning was not always valued.
Many times this lead to frustration with the system of schooling.
After I finished the article [What no bedtime story means] my concerns
shifted more to okay as teachers what do I do with all these varied
learners with various background. As a teacher I have a mixture of all
three communities, plus more. I began to feel frustrated because I feel
ovenwhelmed with the dealings of the different "ways of talking". How do
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we come up with a curriculum that meets each of their needs, plus the
district, plus still remain sane? (Journal 2, September 4, 1991).
The more I read the more I agree that the most important factors for
success are time and experience. The only problem is the
"administrations" and "parents" probably don't agree... I don't know but
teaching—dealing with all the aspects other than the kids is a BIG mess.
I am frustrated with it. (the mess) (Journal 4, October 12, 1992).
I still have concerns about report cards and grade levels. It's unfair to
grade a student lower based on the fact they couldn't have done better
because of lack of exposure or experience. When students are not "at
grade level" they are labeled as slow.. .The whole report card gears
negatively to those students without prior experiences (Journal 5, March
22. 1993).
Over time I have advocated for students both in my room and for other
students in the building to be given more time to complete work, for experiences
to build on prior knowledge of the student, and for the teacher, specifically me, to
be more patient. Today more than ever before our classes are filled with
students of diverse backgrounds. As teachers, it is important to acknowledge
this and value what it means to means to meet the individual needs of the
students.
Two subcategories relate to this category: Advocating for Students and
Appreciating Individual Differences. In my journal, I discussed advocacy issues
related to students who are labeled as "at-risk" and alternative ways for viewing
success and considering the child's point of view. One child was discussed at
length in journal entries and in a case study. In "Appreciating Individual
Differences", my entries also discuss my concerns with how others view
progress and growth and the importance of building on individual strengths
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rather than comparing students. Examples from the journals and case study will
be included within the discussion of each subcategory.
Advocating for Students
I had wanted the opportunity to have a multi-age classroom. When I took
on this new classroom, I agreed to take students who were "at risk". Students
who were not meeting the expectations of their current kindergarten or first
grade classrooms. Although I did not fully agree to this type of mainstreaming, I
consented to this arrangement because of my desire to have a mixed-age
grouping of students.
"At risk" has become one of those terms that everyone uses but no one
has agreed on a set definition. Because of this I try to avoid its usage because I
am not sure exactly what the students who are labeled "at risk" are actually at
risk of. Mainly, my feeling is that certain students are not meeting the
expectations of the teacher and that these standard goals offer little flexibility for
the child and their varied background experiences. In coming to understand the
diverse learner, I began to be a child advocate.
In the spring of 1994,1 was enrolled in two courses in the Department of
Language, Reading, and Culture. The classes, a seminar on teacher research
and a course on literacy assessment, complemented each other so that I was
able to do a case study which focused on one student in my classroom, Arthur
(not his real name). Consequently, many of my journal entries were about him.
Through my intense look at Arthur I was able to better understand what it means
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to allow children the opportunity for multiple ways to express their
understandings, to be given time to explore materials and to develop questions,
to value what students bring to the learning environment, and to develop the skill
of teacher observation.
For me, Arthur became every child who I don't fully see and don't
understand and so is quickly labeled as an "at risk" kid. I met six year old Arthur
on the first day of the school year in August of 1993. From the minute my
students enter the classroom I begin to kidwatch (Goodman, Y.,1978). I like to
see how they enter the classroom; how they separate from their parents: how
they greet other children. In a case study paper on Arthur I described my first
impressions.
On a hot summer day in August, Arthur, a little reluctantly, let go of
his mother's hand and entered the room. Arthur is a tall, slender, six year
old. He Is the middle child of three male children. He lives with both his
natural parents. He had previously been in a class with some of the other
students but he didn't talk to anyone. Throughout those first few days he
said little to anyone—unless was directly asked to respond. He didn't
question if he didn't understand the directions or what to do or where to
go if changing activities. He sat in the same seat most of the time, always
finding the same spot after rug time, recess, or lunch. He quietly sat,
trying to do the work asked of him. It wasn't long until I knew that knowing
Arthur was going to make a difference in my life. Differences I hadn't
expected. Arthur was going to push me to change and to make changes.
He has no idea how often I think of him and probably never will; but
nonetheless because of him I have changed
I watched him closely, for in his silence there was great noise. I
could see that many of the things he attempted were difficult for him. He
knew how to write his name but it took a long period of time to write. He
liked to draw. During free opportunities, he chose to draw. When asked
to talk about his pictures he would make a brief statement. (Secondary
source, case study paper, Spring, 1994).
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Not too much time passed before I had many questions about Arthur. I
didn't understand why Arthur, who had prior experience in preschool and
kindergarten and whose parents who had read to him, still had limited book
handling skills. I continuously wondered why things weren't falling into place for
him. On February 27 I wrote, "I am worried about Arthur's progress. He is
making progress. But there's still something unusual about his learning.
Something's not right" (Journal 7). Arthur was given additional support of the
literacy assistant program and one-to-one time each day with both myself and a
teaching assistant. In early winter he was tested for a learning disability and
was found to have intelligence scores bordering on mentally handicapped. My
view of Arthur did not match the results of the testing. "I'm wondering about the
place, if any, for standardized testing. LD—what does it mean to be labeled—
child's point of view?" (Journal 7, January 25, 1994). Still unsatisfied with the
results, I persuaded his mother to take him for a physical. Through observation,
we had noticed some staring spells. Finally, In February, Arthur was diagnosed
with a seizure disorder and placed on medication.
Through this time, what I came to value about Arthur was his ability to
express himself though his drawing. Although this was never considered as part
of his formal evaluation by the child study team, I often would respond to their
remarks "but he can't do this or thaf with my own notes and artifacts by asking
them to look at his drawings or what he dictated to me in response to literature
read to him or experience centers. Because I was not willing to settle on others'
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testing results, I continued to look for Arthur's strengths and finally helped him to
receive a diagnosis. Because of the multi-age structure, I was able to continue
to work with Arthur for two additional years. During that time, we used his
strength in art to support his work in other areas.
Denny Taylor (1993,1991) has helped to show the importance of
advocating for those who have been disenfranchised. She says, "the more we
have learned to look the more we see" (1993, p. 143). in her stories of Nicola
and Patrick we see the importance of valuing the child and seeing things from
the child's point of view. Reading this work left me with questions about how to
deal with standardized testing.
"It bothers me when we're left puzzled—not knowing. I guess people are
really complicated. Where do we draw the line delayed versus delayed
making progress...Whose accountable/liable for the learning? Do
standardized tests offer us anything? Are they of any value? ((Journal 7,
January 25, 1994).
I came to believe In the importance of teachers documenting students'
work. Examples of students' work needs to show not just writing samples, but
also lists of books read, art, responses to literature, experience centers, and any
other artifact that represents learning to the child. Advocating for Arthur and
others meant looking past what traditionally was seen as acceptable. Having
students inform my practice by showing and telling their Individual strengths was
one way I began to develop a more holistic picture of what it means to be a
learner. " 'Sammy' [another student]—how does he know this says something
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and this doesn't—ask him why! What are his thoughts on this?? (Journal 7,
January 26, 1994).
Informing my practice through kidwatching and documenting students'
work helps me utilize students as informants for the curriculum. By considering
this information and negotiating the curriculum with students enables everyone
to have a voice in the curriculum. Creating the environment and maintaining the
balance which values each person's voice and choice is a perpetual
consideration. On a day-to-day basis, valuing the diversity of my students
directly relates to my classroom practices and the daily experiences we call
school.
Valuing the Diverse Learners
In my journals, I also worried how I and others at our school were meeting
the needs of children considered "at risk" or in a "gray area". This label is given
to identify a child who is not meeting current expectations of "grade level" but
who does not qualify for additional services through special education. My
concern was how other teachers, who were more skills oriented, viewed students
and how the school was meeting the challenge of educating diverse learners.
"How can we value a year's growth versus grade level" (Journal 5, March 22,
1993).
Related to how others viewed learning, I worried that as my students were
promoted, their progress would not be considered satisfactory and be
determined to be below the grade level expectation.
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I am overwhelmed by the task before me—^the diversity of the
students, the emotional needs of them, the sad situations of their homes.
My desire to have them be successful will not be viewed "success" by the
rest of the school—this separation of success and acceptability is what
creates great personal tension. As I get a handle on it now, I Iwow it will
consume me again as the year comes to a end and a part of my students
go to fourth.
How can I bridge this gap? If we start where the student is and go
from there, there is no way all students are going to be the "same". How
can we get others to accept this and just value the child for whatever the
current "ability" instead of saying but he/she's not at grade level (Journal
16, October 20, 1995).
These issues lead me to look at advocacy issues and to try and see
things from the child's point of view. One question I found myself repeatedly
trying to answer was, "How do we come up with a curriculum that meets each
students' needs, plus the district, and still remain sane?" (Journal 2, August 28,
1991). In the next section, "Classroom Practices" addresses how I tried to
create a learning environment based on valuing the diversity of all students and
building on their individual strengths.

Classroom Practices
Reflection upon teacher role is closely tied to the specific day-to-day
experiences of the classroom. This category includes topics in my journals
which related to the classroom. Two subcategories were identified: Class
Environment and Practice Related to Curricular Issues. In this section I discuss
Issues I had in creating an environment for learning and the classroom practices
and strategies I used to help students make connections.
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Creating an environment for successful learning of all students has
always been a top priority for me. Thelen (1992) writes:
It takes a spark to start a fire. If our students are to bum with the desire to
learn, we, as teachers, must provide the spark that ignites and them and
ourselves. To create a spark we need to strike the flint (p. 486).
I wanted my students to "burn with the desire" to learn and was always trying to
create the spark for students. In an effort to do that I wrote, "...of trying to create
an environment where learning is a "want to" and not a "have to" (Journal 5,
March 22,1993)." I didn't think I was a poor teacher; yet, I never had the feeling
of complete satisfaction with my teaching and I was in constant search to
improve the classroom (Newman, 1991; Glickman, 1993). I continued to take
courses and reflect on myself as an educator. "Either I haven't grown or I'm still
not happy with what I have learned. I wonder will I ever think I've created a
Utopian environment for students?" (Journal 5, March 22, 1993)
Every point of the way, through course discussions, professional
readings, and dialoguing with others convinced me of the huge responsibility
educators have in working with the young children of our society. Many of the
concerns I wrote about related to the day-to-day decisions I faced. Issues of
classroom practice focused around the environment of the room including use of
space, placement of furniture and materials, and strategies used with the
students. Examination of the authenticity, purpose, and meaning of curricular
materials and experiences related to the students' needs and evaluation of
progress were also a part of this category. These are the issues which had
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direct and immediate impact on the students. The classroom experiences
connect the students to learning and contribute to building a community where
we all live together each day.
Class Environment
Although creating an environment which empowers students is closely
tied to issues of teacher and student control, it also affects the actual daily
specifics in which students partake. Many of the entries in this category are
questions I have which reflect my concern for creating an environment and
providing experiences which enable students to learn for themselves.
Does the environment meet individual needs? (Journal 2, September 29,
1991)
I am still striving to create a classroom where all students will be "want to"
learners (Journal 2, December, 1991).
I want to create the most conducive environment to learning-to create a
place where students want to risk take and inquire (Journal 6, February,
8,1993).
What components of a classroom empower students to take control of
their learning (Journal 6, May 5, 1993).
The most immediate question that emerges is how can /do we as teachers
set forth an environment which allows and encourages students to take
action for theirselves? Their learning? How can we get them jazzed about
learning? How do we get them away from the idea school is BORING?
(Journal 7, February 2, 1994)
I wanted the students to explore their own issues and not mine. Often my
entries were questions beginning with "how." I wanted to know the nitty gritty of
what students could be doing and how to set up the environment so that "real"
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learning would take place. I began questioning ways to connect students to
books, how to bridge their home world to school. I wondered if some issues
brought up through the literature we read together were too difficult for younger
students to grasp.
I wonder how much students grasp and can relate to the bigger picture
which books relate (Journal 4, September 7,1992).
What about emergent writers? Let them illustrate and then take
dictation? Emergent readers? Just read to them and then discuss?
Seems like there should be more (Journal 4, September 7,1992).
How can I help my students to put themselves in other people's
situations? (Journal 4, November 9,1992)
I am looking for ways that the course (Southern Arizona Writing Project) is
set up to use for my class (Journal 8, June 7,1994),
Practice Related to Currlcular Issues
Wondering about these issues lead me to explore my classroom practices
and strategies to deal with my questions. Throughout this time, I collected a
variety of resources which supported me in trying to bridge and build my own
knowledge, as well as, the students' known or life experiences to the unknown
(Short & Harste, with Burke, 1996; Short & Burke, 1991; Harste & Short, with
Burke, 1988). Many of the entries explain different strategies I utilized. Because
I view the authoring cycle as a framework for learning where curriculum is
inquiry, this section uses tfie underlying processes of the cycle. Curriculum as
Inquiry (Short & Harste, with Burke, 1996) as headings for the subsections.
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Building from the Known
In my earliest journal my concerns about classroom practice related to
how literature was being used in what I then called book societies. Book
societies or shared book sets are when a group of students come together to
read the same titled book. Each student has a copy of the book and as a group
of three to six students, they decide how the group will work out the amount of
reading, responding, and sharing. My main concern at this time was whether the
students enjoyed the literature studies and if they felt that they had ownership of
the process. What I found by looking at my field notes from sitting with each
group as they met to discuss was that they often had difficulty talking about the
book. I found that I needed to be better at supporting students as they
discussed and made personal connections to what they were reading (Journal
1, December, 1986).
The effort to connect school to their real lives was continuous. One
strategy I tried was to get students not simply to retell what they had read but to
respond about how the section had made them feel emotionally. I asked
students to consider writing when they were "struck" by some event and to use
the language from the story that "struck" them (Journal 1, December, 1986).
The idea of emotional connections became important not only in their
responses to literature but also in students' writing. During process writing time
(Graves, 1983; Atwell, 1987; Calkins, 1991) I made the effort to encourage
students to write about their lives and what they had experienced. We focused
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on characters' emotions and recorded these on a class "emotion charT (Journal
3, February 10,1992). Other questions also related to helping to support
students' own background experiences In the classroom.
I am still dealing with and wondering about the issue of emotionality both
in trade books and my own students' writing. I still see it as a large factor
in working with them and for them relating to literature (Journal 3, March
23. 1992).
I feel it (Southern Arizona Writing Project) is allowing me to push my
interests in lots of ways. I really like the writing time. This is something
I'm trying to incorporate into my school day and my personal day. I've
been unhappy with my writing process time at school for awhile. I needed
some new ideas to boost it. I didn't want to drop it-but I found it was more
going through the motions than of real interest for the students. This is
something I'm working on too (Journal 8, June 16, 1994).
I liked this whole chapter (Calkins, 1991). It gives me the missing piece to
personal narrative. It adds the emotional, sensory, and meaning to
personal narrative. ...I'd like to Incorporate some of her ideas into my
writing and demonstrate for my students so that they write more
meaningful/interesting pieces (Journal 9, September, 1994).
How does the genre of memoir assist student discussion? How does the
genre of memoir benefit or change student writings in literature journals
and story writing? (Journal 12, January 21, 1995)
How do I get students to write with more emotion? (Journal 14, July 17,
1995)
Building on the emotional connection was one sfrategy I used to bridge
students to literature books and their personal writing. On October 16, 1995,1
feel that I have made some progress when I acknowledge that I see a difference
in how I am trying to support students' real life connections and theme activities.
Part of the entry states:
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As I walk the halls at my school I do notice a difference between theme
and inquiry—between making real life connections to work and just
activities. Ex. [sic] Frog/Toad are friends (a book) one chapter Is about
Frog losing a button—^there are lots of frogs w/ a button glued on-on
display in the hall. I've noticed that connecting to literature has created a
lot of "activity" and we've lost the real reason to connect children to good
literature (Journal 16).
At the start of the 95-96 school year, we explored the broad concept of
storying (Journal 15, August 24,1995). Students brought in a personal artifact
to represent something about their summer. Students had visited a variety of
places both within the state and in other states. There was some talk among the
students about where in Tucson a place was when It actually was in another
state. This caused great confusion for some students. In trying to support and
assist in answering their questions I placed a large map of the United States on
the back bulletin board. Students recorded their name on the place that
corresponded to their artifacts. Students could visually see who stayed in
Arizona and who went to other states. Over the course of a week, we explored
the students' queries related to the Unites States and then to the world. We
looked at two and three dimensional versions of the earth, compared a variety of
map keys and legends, and explored populations, elevations, and distances.
Because of these discussions students brought in a variety of maps from home.
Maps became an exploration center where students could go and inquire more
about the stories they told. The early experiences we had at the start of the year
enabled us to revisit maps throughout the year. Each time we built on the prior
experiences of the students.
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Dealing with the Disciplines
For many years I have tried to teach an integrated curriculum. Integrated
curriculum is where the school subjects are not seen as isolated from each other
but where one subject helps to Inform the other. Cordeiro (1992) describes it
this way, "...boundaries between subjects are broken down so that students can
understand the connections between domains. Related to thematic instruction,
integrating the day enables students to look at learning from many perspectives
(p. 18)." One reason I had liked using themes was that I could teach science
and social studies more intertwined with reading and writing. In the past I
created spelling lists based on the theme topic. It made sense to me and better
supported students' learning to have blocks of time each day, over a span of
weeks, devoted to a specific area of interest.
As I moved in my thinking about curricular concerns and the ways people
learn, I became interested in using the authoring cycle as a curricular framework
(Short & Harste, 1996, Harste & Short, with Burke, 1988). I began using the
authoring cycle as a way to conceptualize interdisciplinary units of study. Later,
I used this curricular framework with sign systems processes. Using the
authoring cycle as a framework for curriculum helped to expand both my
definition of authoring and curriculum. Utilizing the authoring cycle as a
framework for inquiry provided me with a frame to rethink school and curriculum
more generally. The sections that follow show some of my questions and
thoughts from my journals and the strategies I used in moving from a theme
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centered to integrated curriculum. My thinking shifted from where I considered
subject areas as the center of the curriculum to curriculum as inquiry. Inquiry
based curriculum focuses on knowledge systems as perspectives which
inquirers might take when exploring a topic of interest.
Asking Questions and Gaining New Perspectives
Early in my doctoral program I met Kathy Short and through her began
learning about inquiry. Kathy created an environment where I lived inquiry. I
learned about inquiry by being involved in the learning process and not hearing
a definition or the "howto's" of inquiry. Kathy, through her modeling as a
teacher educator, demonstrated how to set up a learning environment which
enabled learners to inquire. The first two courses I took with her focused on
utilizing literature with young children and literature discussion groups. In these
courses I was immersed in an environment which utilized inquiry as a framework.
In these classes, as well as many others which followed with other professors, 1
was able to have my own personal inquiries related to the specific content of
each course and to "outgrow myself through inquiry" (Short & Harste with Burke,
1996).
Being involved in this type of learning for myself created the desire to
create this environment for my students. I began noting classroom schedules
from readings and how others used materials in their classrooms (Journal 2,
October 27, 1991). I critiqued and compared how other professionals utilized
literature. I began to develop units around science and social studies themes
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and evaluated my past units. I examined the various aspects of the previous
units. I began to question several areas of my teaching:
What value did the activities have for students? What were the extensive
and Intensive experiences I was providing for my students. Does the
environment provide all students the opportunity to Internalize and react
to literature? (Journal 2, October 29,1991)
As I continued to take courses, I had more and more questions related to
various aspects of the teaching:
spelling and punctuation (Journal 3, February 24,1992)
young students "doing inquiry", the teacher's role in "managing all of this",
and what I should have done based on what I saw happening in class.
Is there a place for color by code worksheets which children like to do?
(Journal 5, February 27,1993)
Are my inquiries too narrow? What Is the role of Individual reading
versus literature studies for emergent readers? (Journal 7, February 2,
1994)
How can students take action on the five senses? Trying to build
Individual reading time into the day. How much time do you suggest for
holiday stuff? (Journal 11, November 17, 1994)
How does the interruptions of the class curriculum affect learning?
(Journal 11, January 12,1995)
I'm selecting more realistic / personal literature to use with students
(Journal 16, October 16, 1995).
In trying to problem solve these queries, tensions came up for me in
working in the classroom. I knew I wanted to move Into a more holistic and
interdisciplinary framework but giving up old habits was difficult. Sometimes I
was unsure of the next step to take and I felt uncomfortable not knowing what
direction to move. During these feelings of disequilibrium I often went back to
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more teacher directed activities. At these times I continued to watch and then
gave myself time to decide what I wanted to do next. I have come to value some
tension in my daily teaching because I know that my thinking is being
challenged.
Tension and Revision
I often felt tension as I tried to create an environment for students similar
to what I was experiencing through my own learning. I wanted to be told how to
create an environment; this would be easier than having to make all of these
decisions myself. But in fact, this was not true. I came to believe that we each
need to make curricular decisions for ourselves. Like a child learning how to
walk, I had to stumble before I could walk. In the process of learning I made my
own decisions based on research, talking with others, and trial and error.
Because of this, I think I can better articulate the why's of the way I teach.
Because "doing inquiry" was not a bag full or tricks or techniques to be
learned but a framework for viewing teaching and learning, I constantly
reevaluated my teaching and the materials I was using. My beliefs about
learning were crucial to creating an inquiry based curriculum in my classroom.
Like the courses I was involved in, I believe that class experiences are based on
the following beliefs about learning:
1. Learning is a process of inquiry.
2. Learning is an active process.
3. Learning is a social process of collaborating with others.
4. Learning occurs as we make connections to our own experiences.
5. Learning is supported by choice so that learners can connect to their
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experiences and fell ownership in their learning.
6. Learning is reflective as well as active.
7. Learning occurs in a multicultural world with many ways of knowing
(Short, Kauffman, and Emert, 1995, LRC 595d Course Syllabus)
As I continued to explore the possibilities of inquiry my beliefs sometimes
came into conflict with my practice and vice versa. I found creating curriculum
with my students very messy business. When I started to move into more
collaborative inquiry and utilize my students as informants, I questioned the
exploration centers I was implementing. "I'm trying to incorporate more hands
on experiences" (Journal 5, March 22,1993). I worried that students were
researching too efferently and that I didn't have enough time to collect all the
materials needed.
. . . now since they've narrowed their topic—it seems more like fact
finding. They're engaged and interested in their searches.
One problem I see is finding time to collect (pull together—read-)
all things pertaining to a unit. There is so much info out there—how to
organize it all (Journal 5, April 20,1993).
I need more materials to have available for students to interact with
(Journal 11, September 20,1994).
Over time I found areas where I knew a unit was getting away from me.
In trying to enable each student to have personal choice, often the individual
projects became too diverse and I had difficulty maintaining a class focus.
I think I should have chosen one large topic and branched from
there. In a way I did topics of February—but that is pretty broad and
unconnected. Hindsight is 20-20.
The students need more experiences with browsing. The students
need more experiences with recording their thoughts / reactions. The
students need more experiences with asking questions that they're
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interested in. They need TIME, maybe I'm rushing them. (Journal 5,
Febnjary27, 1993)
Knowing a previous pitfall helped me to seek advice early in a study
before I felt out of control. In September of 1994,1 was worried about having too
broad of a focus related to the class study which started with a music
exploration. After listing issues which the students discussed after reading three
Vera Williams books, I questioned, "Are these issues we can
study/discover/research? Are these things that we can inquire about? Should
they be grouped and how? Take each separate?" (Journal 11, September 6,
1994).
Through the course of several weeks I had set out some experiences for
students to explore broadly the concept of music. After doing some webbing
with the class I wondered what direction this focus would take and if the concept
of music would expand into a study on sound. "Is this [sound] my broad theme?"
(Journal 11, September 20, 1994). I was uncertain if sound would then be our
broad concept. In a personal journal which I shared with Kathy, I asked, "If I do
sounds in nature does it make sense to pull in legends related to nature—or no
if not related to sound?" (Journal 11, October 7,1994). I asked this question to
receive support on a decision I was contemplating. I was not asking "Is this
right?" but "Does this make sense?" Through future talks and journal dialogues
with Kathy, I decided, based on the previous class experiences and the students'
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interests, that it made sense to have a broad concept of communication where
sounds of nature and legends would both be considered.
Gaining New insights
During the school year of 94-95,1 had a student teacher in the fall
semester. My plans for the broad concept were put on hold while she took over
the class and fulfilled the university's requirement for a unit of study. We
discussed a variety of options and considered her comfort level with inquiry.
She then proceeded to do a related unit and incorporated the experiences
related to the concept of sound we had previously done and developed a unit on
the five sense. When I took the class back over in January, I focused on not
only the specific explorations but also how these were to be offered to students if
choice was really to exist. During this time I also looked at the daily schedule
and considered how I used blocks of time (Journal 11, January, 1995). My
concern with students' engagements had not gone away and I was still
considering what supported their connections and helped them to be active
inquirers.
When preparing to set up exploration centers, I webbed the possibilities,
keeping in mind the knowledge systems and the multiple perspectives to view a
topic or concept. I also wanted students to be able to express and share their
interactions and meanings with others through a range of sign systems. Sign
systems (language, art, music, drama, mathematics, and movement) are ways
that people mediate the world (Harste, 1992). Suhor (1992,1984) states that a
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sign is something that stands for something else. The study of signs is
semiotics. Suhor (1992) writes that there are three kinds of signs:
symbols: signs that bear an arbitrary relationship to what the stand for
icons: signs that resemble what they stand for
indexes: signs that are indicators of a fact or condition (p. 228)
To enable students to express themselves in a variety of ways, many
types of materials were always available for their use. Plenty of paper with a
variety of sizes, colors, and textures, clay, painting materials, musical
instruments, CD player, text sets, reference materials, clothing and cloth, and a
bin of miscellaneous parts that had been collected over time were accessible to
the students. I wanted students to be able to express themselves in whatever
way seemed natural to them or built on what they were experiencing. I hoped
students would explore using the sign systems in multiple ways so that they
could make and share meaning through seeing different perspectives. I also
hoped students would move across and between the sign systems to gain new
insights and new knowledge. Semiotically this process is called transmediation
(Eco, 1976, Siegel, in press). Transmediation is the taking of what you know in
one system and recasting it onto another. Seeing something familiar in a new
way is often a process of gaining new insights.
Planning New Inauiries
Journal entries which discuss my utilization of the sign systems start in
June of 1994. At first my information is related to Howard Gardner's (1978)
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theory of multiple intelligences. A presenter in a course spoke of this work and 1
wondered, "How do you tap the seven intelligences (Journal 8, June 8, 1994).
Later in another journal I write of giving the students the opportunity to make
journals for their personal use. The journals took a variety of forms as students
selected paper with or without lines in various formats (Journal 11, August 28,
1994). Consistent with Gardner's theory of multiple intelligence, a semioticallybased curriculum would seek to help children to develop as symbol users
because semiotics is an overarching conception that provides a stronger basis
for interdisciplinary studies (Suhor, 1992).
Because I felt uncomfortable with my own limited knowledge related to
making and sharing meaning through music, I decided to start out the 94-95
school year with music as a topic to study. I wanted to see what students would
do when introduced to music as a way to communicate. This was originally my
idea, to present music as a way of showing meaning and knowing... .1 want to
know how they will use the music background when they meet other materials"
(Journal 11, September 20, 1994; Secondary source).
The following experiences were recorded and discussed in the planning
notebook which is a portion of Journal 11 and my lesson plans. A text set of
three books from the author Vera Williams was read aloud to the total group
starting with A Chair for My Mother (1982), then Something Special for Me
(1983), and finally, Music, Music for Everyone (1984). Between the reading of
each book, students responded to the story. Whole class discussions were also
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held to discuss themes which students felt were important from each book. We
webbed the themes on large butcher paper adding new ideas to the original web
after we read each subsequent book was discussed, i organized experience
centers related to music which the students also explored during this time.
Some of these centers were: a listening post which had tapes that explored
language and discussed rhythms and beat, writing poetry, making an instrument
from recycled materials, and choreo poetry. Additional pieces of literature were
also read with the class. These included: Ben's Trumpet (Isadora, 1979), Song
and Dance Man (Ackerman.1988), and T/s One Man Band (Walter, 1980). A
new concept web was done for each one of these stories which combined the
three texts' main issues.
We listed and recorded questions we had pertaining to these topics. We
brainstormed ways to search for answers to our questions. From this
brainstorming a bulletin board was created and titled Tools of Discovery". The
students then illustrated the tools or resources which might be utilized to
problem solve and these were posted onto the bulletin board. During this time, I
was pleased with the classroom events and experiences.
I really like the way the "unif has fallen together and has lead into some
good class discussion and has gotten the students to think about music
and sound (Journal 11, September 20,1994).
I think this was time well spent—looking back—but I had planned to
browse books and had originally planned to have students browse book
sets and separate into lit. circles (Journal 11, October 3,1994).
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All of this went very well. They made good connections to graph and
sentences to explain graph (Journal 11, October 8,1994).
Taking Thoughtful New Action
Throughout this time I explored materials that supported students'
wondering and wandering (Short & Burke, 1991). I planned to give them plenty
of time and exposure to the centers to help them make personal connections
and be inquirers. I wanted them to explore the sign systems so that they would
feel comfortable using them in other situations and not rely on the sign system of
language. In an effort to continue to build on students background knowledge
and to use more resources, in addition to literature, I purchased a CD player for
the classroom. I then began experimenting with playing music at various times
of the day.
I bought a portable "boombo)^ CD/cassette player for my classroom. I got
tired of trying to play music from an old cassette. Player or trying to trade
off music for listening posts. I've started the morning, during silent self
selected reading, when the students first come in, to play some nature
songs. They've loved it and the talking (chit-chat) has been reduced too
so that they can hear the music. It's interesting to see who sits right up
next to the CD player and their reactions (Journal 11, March 2, 1995).
As a field trip, our class went to the see the movie "Lion King" and
discussed what it meant to them. Students were given a choice to do a sketch to
stretch (Short & Harste with Burke, 1996). A question that I was asking at this
time was, "How do we use art to 'mean'?" (Journal 11, February 9, 1995). A
week later, music from the movie was played and students who chose to, did a
sketch to stretch to the theme song.
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The next week I brought in the Lion King CD and offered an
invitation to do a sketch to stretch to the music. There has been great
response—especially the first day compared to the previous sketch to
stretch. I'm going to compare the two responses and then I thought about
reading them the book and doing a response to see how all three
compared.
The music component had been interesting to watch and see how
students react.
Another thing I did was an oral telling of Arrow to the Sun
(McDermott, 1974) and playing music in the background. It was flute,
Native American music. It was interesting to see what they thought about
that versus reading it with the picture book (Journal 11, March 2, 1995).
Because the sign systems are tools to use in collaboration with others
while we explore, share, and make meaning, students have more flexibility in
making and sharing meaning with others and also in allowing showing and
viewing what they know in multiple ways. The use of sign systems also
encourages students to free themselves from the overemphasized system,
language. Using all sign systems encourages the idea of a broader definition of
literacy where literacy is expanded to be viewed as multiple literacies.

Relationships with Others
As 1 examined my professional development I also observed and talked
with other teachers both at the university and those at my school. I thought
about how little time teachers had to share and discuss issues related to
education. In this category, I discuss journal entries coded as my concerns
related to helping others in their professional growth and how I learned ways to
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facilitate a study group, i also describe some of my worries about societal
issues which affect my students.
Ways to Support Others
"As I think about supporting others in their personal search for
instructional practices, I continue to think about my own" (Journal 11, November
14,1994). After several years being involved at the university I began to
wonder, "How do I guide without leading or appearing pushy?" (Journal 11,
November 14,1994) and "How can schools better support teachers in having
time to share and dialogue" (Journal 14, July 17,1995). I also wondered what
my role, if any, would be in supporting other teachers as they developed
professionally. I was concerned about maintaining a respectable distance with
colleagues in terms of their teaching autonomy. Additional questions and
concerns I wrote about were:
Why is change so hard? How can I speed up the process? How can I
encourage others to consider change? (Journal 5, April 12, 1993)
What is my role as a facilitator? (Journal 11, March 2,1995)
How do I support others who want to make changes in their classroom
practices? (Journal 13, March 2,1995)
As staff developers how do we proceed with agenda setting, the role of
the Other, and the role of research on reading comprehension? (Journal
13, March 12, 1995)
As I learned about various strategies or new methods for teaching, I had a
great desire to share this information with other teachers. I was perhaps too
enthusiastic and overzealous in wanting to provide others with my new
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information. In January of 1992, my principal requested a team of three
teachers to do a follow-up inservice for our new staff on the topic of process
writing. Two years before, a group of five had put together a notebook of ideas
and suggestions based on the work of Donald Graves (1983) on how to start and
continue using the writing process. We were the three remaining people who
had originally worked on the notebook.
I had mixed emotions about presenting. I was excited to share my
knowledge: yet nervous because I was working with my own staff. In a long
journal entry I retell the events of the inservice. It had not gone well and I was
feeling angry and hurt. I write,
The responses I got were mixed. ...One said that first graders aren't
developmentally ready to share their feelings. I know she has not read
any recent articles, research, books, attended conferences or done much
to grow professionally since her BA fifteen or so years ago. I know she
believes strongly in phonics, keeping all students on the same story no
matter of the capabilities, and so on. Her comments really angered me. I
bit my tongue not to say anything back. This was hard for me—but again
my place is only to present what I think, what I know and then to let others
make their own decisions. This is hard sometimes—but as strongly as 1
believe in my pedagogy I suppose I have to let others believe in theirs.
Yet it bothers me because I see some of the damage, so to speak, in the
students and sometimes I think maybe I shouldn't keep quiet just to keep
the peace. It's a line that's hard to tow. (Journal 2, January 27,1992)
At the time. Dr. Yetta Goodman gave me some issues to consider when
doing a presentation. She suggested that I should organize the presentation to
involve others to think and to consider how to challenge people who have
different points of view. I didn't see it then but I see now where I wasn't
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providing an environment for the staff to participate. They were mere recipients
of my knowledge.
For several years I have been caught in the dilemma of when or even if I
have a role in sharing information with others. I wonder, "How can they function
without these updates and thought provoking events that happening in the field"
(Journal 3, February 17,1992). But what I sometimes forget is that these are
thought provoking events for me but not necessarily for others. For a long time
after the January, 1992 inservice, I avoided talking about educational issues at
my school.
In the summer of 1994 my school district invited me to an inservice on
working with new teachers, teachers who had a teaching certificate less than
three years. We were asked to be mentors to new teachers in our building. As
mentors we were to welcome, answer questions, and be there in case we were
needed. That year there were two new teachers in my building. They were both
assigned positions teaching first grade. Along with another first grade teacher,
we met on an informal basis to discuss curricular issues and to share our
teaching practices. At the start of the school year, we met monthly. In the
spring, every effort was made to meet biweekly.
Concern over the progress or lack of progress students were making
related to reading and writing dominated our discussions. The group decided to
focus on issues related to literacy strategies which support reading and writing.
Questions about the role of phonics in supporting developing readers lead the
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group to examine ttie "Hooked on Phonics" program and read articles related to
spelling and writing workshop in primary classrooms. As a way to share ideas,
participants brought materials which were examples of how we each taught
reading and what strategies we used to help guide and build fluency. The two
new teachers felt overwhelmed by the diversity of students' capabilities in their
rooms and wondered how to meet the needs of all their students. We gathered
activities that we individually used in an effort to share activities and discussed
the various types of reading materials available in our classrooms and school
library. From the areas of differences in our activities, we decided to try new
experiences.
Because I was both a participant and a facilitator, I had difficulty in
determining my role. I was often viewed as the "expert" because of my
background related to reading. Frequently I silenced myself so that I did not
share but facilitated the discussion. By doing this I lost out on participating in
some decision making about the group's topics.
My interest in my own changes and in ways to facilitate and support other
teachers in their professional development lead me to an inquiry related to
professional development. I asked, "How do I guide without leading or
appearing too pushy? I'm thinking about supporting others in their personal
search for instructional practices" (Journal 11, November 14, 1994). I read
articles about the study group process (Short, 1992) in hopes to find some
strategies and guidance.
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"I read both items you (Kathy) gave me and found them to be extremely
helpful. It's interesting to me my view of change as positive, because I
am choosing to try out and willing to change. Yet, how most probably
view change as extremely negative and put upon them" (Journal 11,
November 19,1994).
Because I valued the learning context, I wanted to provide an opportunity
and an environment for others to think, talk, and ask questions about
educational issues that mattered to them. I was very careful how I proceeded; I
listened closely to what people said and tried to find readings which supported
their interests and questions. In my reflections I write, "We can't change others.
We can promote change, suggest possibilities, encourage a students' view.
Change has to come from within and from personal reflection" (Journal 12,
February 9, 1995).
As I worked with the women in the study group at my school, I noticed that
even though the teachers wanted my professional opinion, they weren't always
interested in trying new strategies, especially when the idea was more
progressive than what they were currently implementing. I began to see how
their beliefs sometimes kept them tied to what they were currently doing. Their
current beliefe helped them to decide what to keep practicing and what to
consider altering, both in the classroom and in the study group.
Sharing, reflection, trust, and collaboration are such key factors... .1 see
reflection [written] as something that is hardest for them to try. Maybe
they do it mentally, but when I've shared how important reflection is for
me and suggested either a personal journal for self or a dialogue journal,
the suggestion has not been picked up on. But if it's never tried how will
they see it might be beneficial? (Journal 11, November 19, 1994).
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What has intrigued me about the book Teacher change and the
staff development process (1994) is how it relates to each of us in the
group as participants. What is it that we each bring that inhibits and /
encourages the risk of change? Thus far most interesting to me has been
each teacher's belief system and how this affects what is interpreted and
how it is integrated into their present schema of teaching practices.
...Also to what degree are these teachers, myself included, willing to use
research based reading practices? What are the barriers to using these
practices?
Some of these things are difficult to ascertain from the meetings
without one to one conversations. But I can see that the conversations of
our group have been similar to that of what Carol and Parry discussed in
chapter four. Many times the group will listen as students to items I have
brought and other times they will be co-participants. I have worked on not
"presenting" and to encourage an open dialogue. I do not want to be
viewed as an expert but as a member, a participant, a learner—like them.
That's been my challenge (Journal 13, not dated).
Richardson and Anders (1994) conclude that in designing professional
development it is important to remember:
In setting the agenda we must turn the control of the content and agenda
over to the participants. The staff developer must take a collaborative
role, not an expert role who imparts wisdom to the teachers. The
practices need to be contextualized, and to be reconstructed by
individual teachers in the context of the teacher's goals and perceptions
of students. (p.205 paraphrased in Journal 13, March 12,1995).
Short (1992) concluded that in the school based study group which she
facilitated they were able to create:
a learning context in which we can collectively think and reflect about
theory, practice, and research. We have learned that educators need the
same kind of learning environment that students need-a place where we
can be inquirers and ask the questions that matter in out lives (p.11).
As I continue to work with others I keep these ideas in mind. I think these
guidelines are important when setting up any context where people come
together to learn. I think this is especially true for informing my parents and
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utilizing conferences and meetings as teaching situations. By having them
personally experience a collaborative learning environment they will better
understand the daily events of the classroom. On June 16,1994,1 pondered
how to inservice my parents and show them the process of writing and some of
the stages for writing within the classroom.
I have some ideas for presentations/inservice to staff and parents.
I want to make sure I keep them engaged in the discussion. I also don't
want to have a "fix-them" type view at presentation. I want to show them
some things I value and allow them the choice /freedom to take/use what
they like.
I've tried the "fix-up" do it this way- and it took me several years to
figure out that doesn't work every quickly, effectively, or positively
(Journal 8, June 16, 1994).
In working with others I find it important to remember the diverse
perspectives that people bring and the complexity each person represents. I
concentrate on really listening to what others are saying and about their
concerns. In Literacy at the Crossroads (1996), Regie Routman states a first
priority in communicating with parents (but I think anyone) is to "seek first to
understand" (p.30). As a professional I need to provide information which can
help influence a person's judgment. "Democracy is not about getting others to
do it our way but about educating our citizenry so they can make their own
informed decisions" (p. 53). Through continual dialogue, mutual respect, and
collegial support we can create communities which will serve the best interests
of our students and ourselves, as well.
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Worries Related to Others
I come from a long line of worriers and am often consumed by the
prospect of "what if. I like for everyone around me to be happy and often feel as
if it is my job to make sure everything is running smoothly. This is pretty
unrealistic and yet continues to cause me personal pain when I feel unable to
help another. Previously in this document I shared some of the concerns which I
had with interactions with others. I mentioned that as I made my changes in my
teaching, I often found it difficult not to want to encourage others to look at their
teaching beliefe and practices. I wondered how to suggest without stepping on
toes and how to promote thinking about change without being too pushy.
Societal Issues
One area which occupied my thoughts dealt with societal concerns.
"Why is it society views teaching as if it is not a "real" job and not professional?"
(Journal 14, July 17,1995). 1 take my work very seriously and become frustrated
when others do not value the education field. Many times throughout my career
I have felt the need to defend myself for why I don't teach the way some parents
remember when they were in school (Journal 11, undated).
Other societal concerns dealt with students' health and home issues. I
have always tried to establish trust with parents and to connect school and
home. Some years, with certain parents, strong bonds are created with families.
A few years ago, I had a small class size and I was able to make frequent
contact with many families. Although, these bonds were very important I began
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to wonder if it was "possible to know too much-be too involved with students'
lives" (Journal 7, February 19,1994). Because parents trusted me, they often
confided their personal stories. I heard about attempted suicides, financial
problems, sexual abuse, pregnant teens, and medical concerns. At times, I had
a difficult time dealing with this knowledge, the frustration of my limited help, and
knowing that getting through the day was all some of my students could handle,
let alone meeting the daily routine of school expectations.
To create the most conducive environment to learning, to create a
place where students want to risk-take and inquire. Teach them to read,
write, compute, behave, share—it's endless.
I wonder how kids think about all of this and still struggle with their
home environment. The main thing on my mind is bridging this. I have a
student with teeth decayed to the gum line. I kept waiting for his front
teeth to come. When I finally looked in to see the status of their "popping
ouf -there they were. They're gone to the gums. Some how my desire to
"push" them fonrt/ard into inquiry is diminished by what bigger problems
they face at home.
How can kids think deeply when they're stomachs are causing
them to think only about the fact they had not breakfast.(Journal 5,
Februarys, 1993).
During this time, Kathy Short helped to encourage me that by creating an
environment which advocates inquiry, where learners are problems posers and
seek to understand their problems, helps us to feel less defeated.

Requests
Because these journals were kept throughout my graduate program, I
often made requests to my professors. These varied from a request for
information related to what they might currently have been involved with.
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articles, suggestions on some specific aspect of my classroom. Sometimes the
requests were related to university policies, such as the placement of student
teachers and use of sites for block students or the coursework of the doctoral
program. Three subcategories which are discussed are requests related to
professional support, personal questions, and university requirements.
Related to Professional Support
I looked to my professors for professional support. After I had taken
several courses from each of my main professors, I felt comfortable seeking their
advice and suggestions. I invited them to visit my classroom (Journal 4,
November 2,1992; Journal 5, February 1,1993) and inquired about considering
my classroom as a site for the Whole Language block (Journal 3, May 5, 1992).
I sought information about collaborating on research projects and being more
involved in the department (Journal 7, February 6, 1994; Journal 11, March 2,
1995; Journal 16, October 16,1995).
I also asked for suggestions pertaining for my professional growth. I
inquired about additional readings and asked for advice after a visit to my class,
"What did you see working well in my class? (Journal 11, April 10,1995). I
asked professors to read and give feedback on a possible article I was writing
for a professional journal. I also requested meetings to discuss course work and
clarify information presented in class.
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Related to Personal Questions
Sometimes my requests were more personal. "Would you please look at
my resume? (Journal 11, October 25,1994). "What is your opinion on
developmental classes and multi-age classes?" (Journal 3, March 23,1992).
Sometimes I wanted to know how they handled specific questions or concerns
that came up in teaching (Journal 11). These requests were done at times when
I was contemplating a career move, grade level change, or dealing with a
problem. I valued their input and used their information when making decisions.
I also enjoyed the collaborative nature of our talks and writings and felt it
enhanced my learning (Journal 4, November 2,1992; Journal 8, June 23,1994).
Related to Universitv Reauirements
Many of the entries related to requests which dealt with university
requirements and courses. The courses I want are full. Help" (Journal 4,
November 16, 1992). Sometimes the questions dealt with when I might finish
and the related time frame. As I got closer to completing coursework, questions
focused on preliminary examination and dissertation topics (Journal 11, October
25, 1994, January 12,1995, April 19, 1995).

Miscellaneous
I have been fortunate to build a rapport over time with my professors.
Because of this sometimes I would tell a personal story which was not related to
the specific course, ask them about a personal event in their life, or make a
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connection from class information to my own children's learning (Journal 3,
February 10, 1992). Other miscellaneous items included quotes I read and
thought we worth sharing. "What one can imagine, once can pursue" (Tchudi,
1991, p. 35; Journal 5, February 22,1993). Or an inspiring comment from a
class discussion, "Learning is knowledge in conflict" (Journal 8, June 15, 1994).
This category represents one time entries or comments jotted down. "Time flies
and the course is over" (Journal 11, March 2,1995).

Summary
In this chapter I describe the topics, issues, and/or questions within each
journal entry that were significant to my thinking. Through my analysis, I
identified six major categories which were significant to my thinking. The six
major categories identified were: Myself as a Learner, Teacher Role, Classroom
Practices, Relationships with Others, Requests, and Miscellaneous.
Through this analysis I found that as a learner I came to value the tool of
journaling to help me think and reflect. Writing in reflective journals helped me
to connect my own learning because I could record my comments related to
courses and professional readings. Written reflections were revisited to connect
new learning. Viewing myself as a learner helped me to critique myself as an
educator and evaluate classroom experiences. Through this critique I explored
my role as a teacher and my classroom practices.
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Through the analysis of the content of my journals I also explore my
relationship with others. I want to support others in their professional endeavors
but I also struggle with ways to support and facilitate. Because learning and
teaching are complex issues which intertwine and interconnect, what I learn
about myself affects my role as a teacher, influences my classroom practices,
and changes how I work with others.
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CHAPTER 5
FINDINGS RELATED TO HOW I USED MY JOURNALS
TO THINK AND REFLECT
Learning is most often, figuring out how to use what you already know in
order to go beyond what you currently think (Bruner, 1986, p. 13).

My second research question related to my specific use of the journals:
How do I use my journals to think and reflect? Besides identifying the content of
my journals, I also wanted to learn about my how I used my journals as a way to
think and learn. I was curious to know whether certain situations or experiences
prompted me to write and how the journals helped me to sort out my thoughts.
As I analyzed the sixteen journals my overall question was: What are the ways
in which I reflect and think about myself as a teacher and my teaching, as
evidenced through my journals.
In this chapter I answer my second research question in two main
sections related to how I utilize my journals: "What are the Ways in which I Use
My Journals" and "What Supports and Interferes with Writing in My Journals".
Subcategories established from the data analysis will be described within each
section. Table 3 lists the categories and subcategories for this research
question.
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Table 3

Categories and Subcategories for Findings Related to Journaling

What are the ways in which I use my journals
Encouraging professional development
Supporting classroom practice
Gaining support from the stories of teachers
Journaling to state my opinions
What supports and interferes with writing in my journals
Supports my written reflections
Interferes with my written reflections

What are the Ways in which I Use My Journals
Journals provide a place for teachers to reflect on classroom experiences,
consider options, and make choices (Brubacher, Case & Reagan, 1994; Holly,
1989; Fulwiler, 1987; Staton, 1985). I reflected, pondered, and questioned
about issues from courses and my teaching in my journals. I noticed that
through recording my thoughts I often had a clearer image of my specific
interests and concerns. Sometimes I would start writing about a matter to find
out that I had a deeper, related issue that was masked by my initial response. I
used my journals to record ideas and connections about my learning related to
practice and theory, respond to readings and courses, ask questions, request
information, discuss my relationship with others, and note doubts and worries.
The ways in which I utilized my journals was similar to what Portalupi (1995)
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found about how teachers, who were taking part in a course entitled Learning
Through Teaching at the University of New Hampshire, used their journals.
Categories which were created to identify the ways in which I used my
journals are: Encouraging Professional Development, Supporting Classroom
Practice, Gaining Support from the Stories of Teachers, and Journaling to State
My Opinions. These categories were created by identifying and recording what I
was doing to think through the topics, issues, and questions (see Figure 4)
related to the ways I utilized my journals as a place to think and learn.
Encouraging Professional Development
As I took coursework, information was introduced, presented, and
discussed by professors and course participants. Others' views related to
teaching were demonstrated. Professional readings were suggested and read.
Throughout this time, I also had many opportunities to talk with other educators
about their views about teaching practices. The subcategory, "Encouraging
Professional Developmenf describes how I connected and interpreted readings
and discussions to develop my professional knowledge. The journals became a
way for me to continue my professional growth through reflecting on these
experiences.
Initially I would mull over in my mind what was heard or said from the
ideas, discussions, and readings in a class session. I pondered a lot about
whether I agreed with the ideas I encountered. Many times I found that my ride
home after classes was spent going back over what had just occurred. I often
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found myself continuing this self-dialogue the next day and examined my
classroom for whatever aspect might be related to the previous class. After this
initial reflection, I journaled and wrote about what I had been reflecting on.
Through writing, I was able to "get it off my mind".
I have been pondering about last week's class, in specific, the discussion
on "What no bedtime story means..." I'm wondering if maybe I didn't
make my point clearly or what. I felt discouraged by the reaction of my
comment on parent education. I feel strongly that parents (some, not all)
can be and should be doing more with their children. At the start of the
article it was mentioned how the parents asked a lot of "school type"
questions. As Taffy Raphael would call "Right There" type questions.
These require little thinking but simply one word answers—right from the
text. 1 think we can educate parents to be better question askersi Better
kidwatchers ... (Journal 2, September 11,1991).
I debate and ponder if I should write this. I wonder what good it will do—
maybe just relieve my concerns. But I can't stop thinking about the
conversation on Tuesday regarding the students work which the teachers
deemed inappropriate and also remember the conversation a few weeks
ago which also dealt with the same issue. All the way home I kept
wondering why I had sided with the child no matter the age in each
situation. I began to wonder about that a lot and what it meant. I looked
for the commonality in the situations and came up with the fact that in all
the situations the teacher was the one who had been personally offended
by the work. The quality of the work had not been considered just the
subject matter. Also the students' opinions of feelings didn't seem to be
considered. I realize as teachers we have an obligation not to promote
certain type of "talk" or behavior. But in all these situations the only
recipient of the papers were the teachers (Journal 10, October 21,1994).
These entries show I connected class discussions, professional readings,
and my reflections to think and learn in my journals. In the first example I am
wondering about why parent education was opposed by class members. I try to
explain my view of parent education and tie it to previous readings I have done
related to questioning strategies. The next entry was written because I had not
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felt comfortable sharing my opinions in class but I needed to share my concerns
about the class discussion. I had thought this class was dominated by a few
students and feared being ostracized. In an effort to connect and voice my
beliefs about authentic experiences and student advocacy, I write my thoughts in
my journal and consider if I will share the entry with the class professors. Later, I
did choose to give my entry to the professors and received a response. They
both supported me by listening to my concerns. They also encouraged me to be
a more active participant in class but valued my feelings related to my lack of
comfort.
I recorded questions or related readings to what I was currently doing In
the classroom. Writing about the professional readings encouraged me to think
through what I was doing in my classroom and compare it to what others were
trying. Journaling on my readings also helped me to think about issues that I
might not have considered.
The other area of interest I have in regards to gender and literacy is how
it affects the educational system. If it is true that educators call on boys
more than girls and if it is true we allow boys more opportunities for higher
order thinking and problem solving, where do I fall on the spectrum in my
classroom? Am I oblivious to this? Am I perpetuating this cycle? I'd like
to think naught, but it is possible that I do some things I shouldn't
(Journal 10, Septembers, 1994).
In this entry I am exploring my theories-in-use (Osterman and Kottkamp,
1993). I am wondering about the things I do in class that I am not conscious of.
I make a mental note to be more observant of this in class and to ask my
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teaching assistant to record who I call on throughout the day so that I can
determine who I might be ignoring.
In the next entry, I use my journal to think through how the reading has
confirmed my beliefs related to using literature to support children in learning to
read. I also Identify and reflect on a strategy that I like and discuss the
possibility of using it with my students.
I liked the reading for today's class. It was quite refreshing after
reading Holdaway—much more real. I also agree with most of the text.
So that helps as well.
I like the idea of Borrow a book and the fact that sometimes
mom/dad reads and sometimes they listen. I wonder how they get their
parents to do this on a daily basis. I try this about once a week. I think I'll
add the comment section. My students do this with their library books.
Do you think it would work for chapter books? There would probably be a
point where long chapter books would be tedious.
Hewins and Wells tend to discuss only (mainly) books read in one
setting—^this is to be considered with older more independent readers. I
wonder what type of journals or entries they would suggest. I've tried
several but they tend to become something to do when I'm done reading
rather than purposeful for the child. I always find the entries interesting—
how they relate and understand, but I don't think the students enjoy the
journal aspect as much as the reading (Journal 2, October 2,1991).
The next two entries illustrate my dilemmas in trying to understand how
people learn and in creating an environment for my students. In the first entry I
respond to my rereading of Creating Curriculum (Short & Burke, 1991). I use the
journals to consider a class discussion about curriculum and integrate the
information from the book into my own thinking. I wonder how to use what I
know about how people learn to create experience centers. I also express
frustration at how long the process of coming to know and act is.
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I am interested in curriculum and what does that mean and how do
we define it and how do we define knowledge. How does how we define
knowledge affect how we define curriculum and we as teachers enact
curriculum? How is it possible to have so many definitions for terms that
direct students lives and what is the impact of ^ese multiple definitions
on students' learning?
What I find really significant is the fact that we all construct our
learning in a social setting along with the collaboration of others.
Learner as problem posers and problem solvers. That learning
takes place when tension occurs. The tension and/or the anomaly is what
pushes our thinking.
My biggest area of concern is experience centers. How does the
time go so that students freely move from one center to another or visit for
a while at a center. How is this monitored in terms of recording how the
students spend their time and is accountable/responsible for the time
spent and experiences done (Journal 14, July. 1995).
I remember when I first got this issue [Asking questions/inquiry-based
instruction, Primary Vb/ces] when it first came out. This was the start of
my personal inquiry into inquiry. I remember how strongly 1 felt that is was
just another fancy name for theme. I think I have a better understanding
of the importance of inquiry in learners lives; but I still have a lot of
questions. Somehow at some point I thought things would fall into
place—not continue to lead me to more questions. Sometimes all of
these unanswered questions are frustrating—how can I study something
so long and still feel like I've barely scratched the surface. I suppose in
part it is related to the complexity of teaching and the importance of
working with others (Journal 14, July, 1995).
This section describes ways in which my professional growth was
supported through my journaling. Several examples illustrate how I used my
journals to express my thoughts and feelings related to class discussions,
course readings, and events from my classroom. Journaling helped me to
organize my thoughts and connect personally to the readings and class
discussions.
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SuDDOrting Classroom Practice

Many course readings discussed practices in classrooms. Often in my
journals, I would compare ideas in the readings to what I was currently
implementing to see how closely they related. I would then make adjustments in
my classroom, using new ideas I was learning about. This subcategory shows
how I used my journals to support my classroom practice.
In response to Holdaway (1979), I began examining the types of post
reading experiences I was providing for my students. I used my journal to ask
questions about my practice: Are they (post reading experiences) providing
extensive and intensive experiences? Does one dominate or is there a balance?
(Journal 2, October 29, 1991).
Other times, I recorded ideas in my journals from professional readings
which provided me with suggestions for various ways to set up the classroom or
use trade books (Short & Armstrong, 1993; Wilde, 1992; Short & Pierce, 1990;
Watson, D.J, Burke, C.L., & Harste, J.C.,1989; Atwell, 1987). These readings
helped to show the importance of saving students' work, kidwatching, taking field
notes of daily class events, and mapping out my classroom design to see how I
was using time and physical space. I reflected and noted aspects from readings
which I wanted to explore and try in my classroom.
Thinking over this I wish she [my mother] would have saved more things.
1 like looking back through old stuff. I recently looked back through old
report cards trying to get a sense of what I was like in school. Trying to
figure out how I was perceived from a teacher's point of view. There are
only grades no comments. Pretty disappointing. I see value in collecting
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my own children's work and as a teacher providing comments on report
cards and In notes to parents (Journal 3, January 20, 1992).
As I mentioned earlier [previous entries] I was for some time in
disequilibrium about the writing process in the classroom. I have begun
to make some changes. We have an "Emotion" chart that gives feelings
words. I have read and discussed books that deal specifically with
feelings. During our book society/lit studies we've looked at the
characters' emotions and related our own feelings to them.
I am constantly evaluating my teaching and where I need to grow.
I kidwatch my students in an effort to see their progress and to see their
needs. It is a hard struggle to keep up with It all, especially with the
diversity of students (Journal 3, February 10,1992).
Reading Chapter 10: TAB [Talking about Books] How time to be reading
about evaluation at report card time. I've just been through a week of
conferences. I am trying to get away from the report card and beginning
to use portfolios. I explained to my parents that I wanted to show them
their child's growth from the beginning of the year until now (Journal 4,
October 26, 1992).
I find myself thinking a lot about planning. As I set up my room and I
wanted to establish by positioning of furniture, my wanting students to
dialogue. How can the room look? Tables together or separate? How
many large spaces for working? [At this time, I also sketched out my
room and alternative placement of furniture.] (Journal 15, August 16,
1995).
These entries Illustrate how I connect myself and my classroom practice
to the professional readings through using my journals. In addition, they show
how I critique myself based on information read. After reading a section of a
book or article, I would reflect and respond to what struck me. Ideas that I wrote
about were areas In which I contemplated making changes.
Sometimes readings helped to validate my practices, that what I was
doing was similar to other professionals. I used my journal to reflect on how
these readings reinforced my beliefs and encouraged me to keep on trying.
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Grand Conversations (1990) was one such book that I read several times. In
this book the authors speak of the importance of allowing students to reread a
particular book because it deepens and enriches the literature experience. I had
encouraged students to reread books and had also read books with them that
they might encounter in later school anthologies. An article by O'Brien (1991)
stated the importance of reading a book more than once. In the past, some
teachers had asked me not to read certain titles because they wanted the
experiences to be "new". I had argued that the students could still have a new
experience even with prior exposure and this text supplied some support to me
for this practice. Through the following journal entry I thought about how O'Brien
(1991) supported my belief that students benefited from reading materials more
than once to deepen and enrich their understandings and connections.
I enjoyed both items to be read. In O'Brien I was encouraged to
see her encourage rereadings of a particular book. She states, "Each
time we reread a book, our interpretations of it and responses change: the
understanding that a students has of a story can only be deepened and
enriched by reading it again" (p.112). I think I referred to this previously—
how some people feel/think certain titles are for only one specific grade
level. This supports the opposing view. Read it anytime and reread it
again and again.
The part about "a student's deepened and enriched by a reread"
supports the transactive model because the reader is bringing more prior
experience with him/her each time.
Both talked about the importance of reflection and interpretation.
And also the fact it all takes time and the importance of modeling.
The importance of story elements was also brought out. We use
this in class too. I see how this relates to comparing multiple books by
one author and also to different authors.
"Story worlds" is a phrase I hadn't heard so much. It must be a
new catchy phrase. I like the way GC talked about the importance of
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imagination in "Story worlds" and how this improves the students' own
writing.
Literature is about people, ideas, and what it means to be human
(p.120, O'Brien). GC says something similar (p. 15m last paragraph). I
like the human aspect. I've been thinking a lot of emotionality and
response to feelings. This seems to focus in on that aspect as well
(Journal 4, September 28, 1992).
Crawford and Hoopingarner (1993) and Eeds and Peterson (1990),
reinforced the need to trust the students and to give them plenty of time to
experience lots of books and patience to allow this valuable time for students.
Both of the readings suggest that two important factors for student success are
time and experience. Reflecting in my journal on professional readings like this
helped me to cope with frustrations of the school system and with grade level
expectations for students who simply needed a little more time and experience
with school related experiences. These readings and my journaling helped me
to be a more patient educator.
I am interested in using lit. circles with non-readers/writers. I
remember the article you [Kathy] shared with us last year called "Say it
again". But I find it difficult to see peer discussions/conversations
occurring. Also written/illustration responses are hard for them. Their
level of ability to explain what they're saying.
My students are "young" as they scored 1-1/2 years below
chronological age. Yet\^at does this really mean? Basically we're still
getting used to routine so I'm probably pushing the issue a little too soon
(Journal 4, August 31,1992).
Chapter four TAB [Talking about Books] shows us what time and
patience can do. When we truly believe in our students' abilities they
don't let us down.
I am trying to be patient and give my students time (Journal 4,
Octobers, 1992).
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The students needed more experience with browsing. The students
needed more experience with recording their thoughts/reactions. The
students need more experience with asking questions that they're
interested in. They need TIME. Maybe I'm rushing them (Journal 5,
February 27, 1993).
As I moved in my thinking to create an environment which negotiated the
curriculum with my students, reading and journaling became even more
important. I gained new information about how others had gone through similar
processes. In answering questions about what is inquiry I found Short and
Burke's Creating Curriculum (1991) an important resource. Since my initial
reading in 1993 I have reread this book about five times. Each time I gain
additional insights both in myself as a learner and in practical teaching advice.
Inquiry-how will it all fit? Am I encouraging with my students as
much as I can? How can I improve this, my class environment?
p. 14 of reading (Short and Burke) "Our ability as learners to make
the connections that bring meaning and organization to our lives is
dependent on being able to connect current events to our past
experiences and to our expectations to the future". So true. I see the
connection—^the links between past and present which bonds us to the
future learning and bonds it all together (Journal 5, February, 1,1993)
What I find really significant is the fact that we all construct our
learning in a social setting along with the collaboration of others.
Learner as problem posers and problem solvers. That learning
takes place when tension occurs. The tension and/or the anomaly is what
pushes our thinking (Journal 14, July, 1995).
My journal was a place to respond to professional readings, class talks, or
discussions with colleagues and helped to support my gaining information and
confirming my classroom practices. I also found many insights through reading
the stories of others and writing with others who were stating or sharing their
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personal insights related to teaching. In my journals, I connected personally to
their stories through reading and joumaling.
Gaining Support from the Stories of Teachers
All of us learn, and continue to learn, from our colleagues, our
experiences, and from our distant teachers (John-Steiner, 1985). As teachers,
we often rely on stories, our own and others, to understand what happened and
why. Teacher stories help us to understand what it is we are learning as we live
our lives in our classrooms (Meyer, 1996). This section describes how I
identified with and gained information from reading the stories of other teachers
and joumaling with others.
Reading Patterson, Santa, Short, and Smith (1993) provided me insights
through other teachers' individual research stories. Through writing in my
journal about these stories, I was able to identify with their reflections and
classrooms as they contemplated similar questions that I had in regards to
teaching practice and the research process. Many other teacher stories have
helped to support my endeavors and have helped me to make sense of my world
through living through their experiences (Meyer, 1996; Whitin,1996: Krogness,
1995; Paley, 1995; Cordeiro, 1992; Newman, 1991, 1990; and White,1990).
Whitin (1996) and Paley (1995) are both teacher researchers who share their
stories of daily classroom life. Whitin discusses her efforts in trying to use sign
systems to invite learners to construct and negotiate ideas. I too had been
exploring this idea. I also identified with Paley as she explored school culture. I
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appreciated her candid talk about successes and failures in an integrated
classroom. Reflecting and writing about how I connected to her stories about
the importance of building class community helped me to identify similar issues
for myself. Through journaling about other teachers' stories I gained support for
myself. In reading and writing about their stories I knew there were other
teachers who had some of the same concerns as me. Journaling about their
efforts helped me to consider possibilities.
Written dialogue with others was also important to my journaling. I
enjoyed writing with classmates and reading their responses to class readings
and discussions. The back and forth interchange in responding over a semester
was beneficial to seek another's perspective and to share and discuss possible
classroom experiences. Often when I would write, another classmate would
share a classroom anecdote. Through other teachers' stories I had a better
understanding of their classrooms and also could identify with their teacher
"problems". In this entry, I ask a fellow classmate how she handles writing
process in her classroom. I want to know what she does because I want to
compare her classroom with my own. Her response to my entry may support my
view or give me an alternative perspective to consider for my practice.
I think there's no doubt that art helps students to write. I
encourage my students to draw first and ^en write about their picture.
The issues I have with this article deal with fiction writing. I
encourage students to write from what they have lived though—
experienced. In fact I discourage the Mutant Turtle stuff. Maybe I'm
wrong—what do you think? Do? (Journal 9, undated entry shared with
another member participating in the course).
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In response to my concern about being patient, another student
responded by saying, Thanks for sharing your reflections with me! I feel I
know you so much better already.
I agree with Kathy. Relax and let yourself get into the "swim" with
your little ones. Read, read, read to them. Let them hear, hear, hear, the
wondrous flow of the language, experience the nuances of sounds, facial
expressions, etc. Let them draw their own mental pictures of rhymes and
stories before exploring various illustrators. They'll love seeing
similarities, explaining differences (later on) (Journal 4, undated).
Having a dialogue journal with a professor was also beneficial. I could
record questions related to the course about which I was unclear and also ask
specific questions related to my individual needs. Professors also shared their
teacher stories to illustrate a point or to offer a suggestion.
One of my goals is to put together an article to be published. I'd like to
submit by the semester's end. I'd like it to deal with inquiry. Any
suggestions? Maybe this could be my project? What do you think?
(Journal 5, February 1,1993)
Do you have a copy of Munby, H. (1984). "A qualitative study of Teacher
beliefe and principles". Journal of Research in Science Teaching. 21, 2738? Also any info—bibliography on teacher change, teacher in
transition? Thanks (Journal 12, February 26,1995).
I'm confused—it sounds like Weliek and Warren agree with Rosenblatt
yet she says they don't (Journal 12, March 22,1995).
There are two different issues you are grappling with.
1. This Is doing a presentation! How to organize your presentation to
involve others and get them to think. This is an act of teaching in the
same frame as teaching your kids.
2. How do you challenge people who have different points of view? This
is harder but necessary to contemplate. Using real examples helps
me make my point (Response from professor. Journal 3, January, 27,
1992).
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There's a wonderful bumper sticker that says Think globally, act locally."
It makes sense to me. We have to keep the big systematic issues in mind
and gradually work at them by acting locally-doing the small things that
gradually lead to bigger changes (Response from professor, Journal 11,
November 14,1994).
The dialogue journals with professors also was another way to share
teachers' stories. Sometimes, to explain a situation a professor would also
share a personal vignette. Other times if 1 asked how they handled specific
situations they would share a story related to their teaching experiences. Their
stories were not "here's how to handle this" but more "here is what I did". Seeing
multiple ways to problem solve was beneficial to my thinking.
Joumalinq to State Mv Opinions
There were times that I immediately went to my journal. Often these were
times when I knew 1 needed to record my feelings and thoughts. Sometimes this
was because 1 didn't feel 1 could honestly say in class what I wanted to or
sometimes it was because information hit me personally and I needed to sort out
the information to determine what I believed. Usually at the start of a new class 1
did not feel comfortable sharing orally in large group discussion. At these times,
I often used my journal to state and clarify my thoughts. This section examines
when I journaled to state my opinions.
There had been much disagreement in regards to an article by Heath
(1982) in a class discussion. Because I felt I had been misunderstood in class I
made an attempt to record my concerns regarding parenting roles in my journal.
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I'm wondering if I didn't make my point clearly or what. I felt discouraged
by the reaction of my comment on parent education. I feel strongly that
parents (some, not all) can be and should be doing more with their
children. (Journal 2, September 11,1991).
Some times, I wanted to respond to myself and did not feel like I wanted
to go public with my thoughts. These entries were where I recorded my
questions.
"How do we or do we change a communlt/s cultural belief? To what
extent are we willing to not educate them on changes that may be
beneficial?" (Journal 2, September 11, 1991)
"How do gender and literacy issues affect the educational system?"
(Journal 10, Septembers, 1994).
Often these questions were simply to ponder and not ones to be
answered quickly. I found that some issues brought up in class were related to
larger societal issues. I used my journals as a place to record my questions.
This allowed me the time to wonder how and if they would be solved.
This section described the ways in which I used my journals to think and
reflect. I used my journals to encourage my professional development, support
my classroom practice, gain support from the stories of teachers, and to state my
opinions. Journaling provided me a place to think and reflect on my classroom
and to contemplate my beliefs and classroom practices. Writing helped me to
identify my concerns and issues. In addition, I also pondered changes for
instructional strategies. Through reading and writing I also gained support from
others. Professional readings gave me information to think about and other
teachers' stories helped to solidify the idea that I was not alone in exploring new
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ideas and making changes in my classroom. Examples from my journal entries
were provided to describe the various way the journals were utilized.

What Supports and Interferes with Writing in My Journals
A second part of this analysis pertaining to journaling answered the
questions: What supports my writing in my journals? and What interferes with
my writing In my journals? To answer this, I Identified what supported or
interfered with my writing by listing when I had commented that something had
supported or interfered with my writing. I also noted times when I commented on
my frustrations of writing or not wanting to record my thoughts.
Although there were many times I commented on the importance of
journaling as a tool for thinking and reflecting in my journals, no explicit comment
was found to state what specifically encouraged me to write. The following
discussion is based on my implicit understanding of why I chose to use a journal
to think and reflect on my teaching and what I think supported or interfered with
my writing in my journals.
Supports Mv Written Reflections
1 found that several factors supported my journaling. Initially I used a
journal as part of course requirements. I was asked to log questions, concerns,
and responses to class events and readings. From the start I had many ideas
and issues to write about. Gaining information and considering classroom
practice provided me with plenty to record. As I grew professionally, so did my
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questions. Seeking information created more questions for me to ponder.
Professional readings were always a primary place to seek information and then
sort it out through my journaling.
While I continued to use a journal to think and learn other people played
an important aspect in supporting my use of the journals. In the process of
reading materials, I would often seek others' perspectives on the readings. I
also wanted to know how others dealt with issues like evaluation, portfolios, and
use of literature in the classroom. Sharing a journal with classmates and
professors helped to push my thinking in a variety of ways and encouraged me
to write to share information.
Writing to gain guidance was another support for using my journals.
When I became interested in developing an inquiry based curriculum with my
students, Kathy Short became someone I sought to have a written dialogue with.
As I recorded my class events, thoughts, and questions, I often looked for her to
discuss the implications. Because much of the work I was exploring was based
on her research, I often asked her advice and suggestions. When 1 was
uncertain of where to move next, I sought her to help me in my thinking.
When recording in a dialogue teaching journal with Kathy, I wrote at night
after I had time to reflect on the day's events. Because I also used this journal
for my planning-to-plan, I would write about the experience centers and what
possibilities were coming out of the class discussions. How I felt about what was
happening in the room tended to determine how frequently I needed to write.
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When I first started exploration centers I would record what happened in each
center. After centers had been in use for awhile I would record my overall
impression of what was occurring. Whenever I was in transition from exploration
to focus, I tended to write more and sort out what I thought was working.
Writing helped me to answer my questions about how to proceed.
Recently, I have not been keeping a teaching journal or had a dialogue
journal with anyone. Having finished my coursework, I am not keeping a journal
for a class either. Although I reflect on my teaching day, it is more mental and
in-action (Schon, 1983). I miss journaling and the written dialogue with Kathy. I
plan to continue the opportunity to discuss issues related to education with a
new study group which I will facilitate at my school. As a part of this group I plan
to keep a journal for myself of our readings and discussions. My professional
development and my writing will resume as I participate with others and continue
to consider my beliefe and practice.
Interferes with Mv Written Reflections
Throughout this time, I valued the tool of journaling more and more.
Because of this, I wrote often and not many things interfered with my journal
writing. Although I felt I did not have adequate time to write as frequently as I
wanted, I have written regularly for the last five years. In the teaching journal I
attempted to start I found that writing at school consisted of many interruptions
which created a time problem. At work I was busy with after school meetings
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and next day preparations. I found my entries were not well thought out and
were hurried.
Feelings of being frustrated and overwhelmed were other factors that
hindered my writing. Although my writing was often spurred on when I was
frustrated about class situations or school rules and regulations, I often would
not write when I felt that simply venting would not lead to a solution. Although I
did an adequate amount of written venting over the years, I found when I was
extremely fi'ustrated that I turned to other ways to problem solve. Other
solutions were talking with others face to face or reading a professional article or
chapter related to my dilemma.

Summary
In this chapter 1 discuss how I utilized my journals as a way to think and
learn and I answer the following question related to the specific use of the
journals: How do I use my journals to think and reflect? In order to answer this
question I created categories to identify the ways in which I used my journals. I
found that I used my journals to think and reflect on issues which encouraged my
professional development and supported my classroom practice. Through
reflection on professional readings I also gained support from the stories of other
teachers. Often in response to readings I journaled to state my opinions.
I also found that what supported my journal writing was that I utilized the
journal as a place to think and reflect. Because several of my journals were
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shared with other people, I also valued received their insights and perspectives.
Because writing helped me to contemplate my thoughts not much interfered with
my journal writing.
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CHAPTER 6
REFLECTING ON BELIEFS AND PRACTICE
And as we think, so do we act.
-Anonymous

This chapter explores my third specific question which was: How do I
reflect on my beliefs and my practice? Another aspect of this research explored
the relationship between beliefs and practice. I wanted to know how I went
about considering changes in my practice and in my beliefe. Did knowledge of
theory change practice or did finding practices that were successful change my
beliefs?
Researchers such as Brown & Wendel, 1993: Scharer, 1992, 1991;
Brown, 1988; Guskey, 1986; and McCutcheon, 1981 suggest that many teachers
make practical changes in their classrooms once they see success in student
learning. Teachers' beliefs and the relationships between beliefs and practice
are an important considerations in understanding classroom practice and in
conducting professional development programs (Richardson, 1994, Anders and
Richardson, 1991; Munby, 1984). Some argue that change begins with practice,
others with belief, and still others discuss a complex interaction. Richardson
(1994) suggests staff development which focuses solely on the teaching
practices may not be successful in affecting change. Successful professional
development programs take into account teachers' beliefs and include teachers
as part of the process in decision making (Richardson, 1994; Griffin, 1991;
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Brockett, 1991; Onore & Lester, 1990).
Newman (1990) writes of the importance of reexamining our beliefs and
assumptions about learning and teaching. Constant revising and rethinking is
important to creating learning environments for our students and for ourselves.
Learning is a social process where interaction with others supports and creates
new potentials for thinking (Vygotsky, 1978; Short etal, 1992; Short & Burke,
1991; Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989; Goodman etal, 1987).
Richardson (1995), in a summary of research on changes in teachers'
beliefs, suggests that the context of schooling and classroom experiences exerts
powerful influences on teachers' developing beliefs and knowledge. The
research she reviewed on changing beliefs in staff development programs shows
that programs that approach learning to teach in a constructivist manner are
successful in engaging their participants in examining and changing their beliefs
and practices. Her analysis of successful constructivist staff development
programs included the following characteristics:
1.

The participating teachers' beliefe and understandings are a
major element of the content of the staff development
process.

2.

The goal of the process is not to introduce a specific method
or curriculum to be implemented by the teachers. Instead, the
goal is to facilitate conversations that allow the participants to
understand their own beliefs and practices, consider
alternatives, and experiment with new ones.

3.

Conversations about beliefs and practices are brought
together with considerations of the moral dimensions of
teaching and schooling.
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4.

During the course of the process, the discussions among staff
developers and teachers move away firom domination by the
staff developer toward teacher control of the agenda, process,
and content.

5.

The staff developer is knowledgeable about current research
and practice; however, he or she is not seen as the only
"experf. A collaborative process is facilitated that allows the
teachers to recognize and value their own expertise.

6.

The staff development process is long-term, and it is expected
that teachers change at very different rates (p. 26-27).

These characteristics indicate that professional development is a process,
often a long process. Scharer (1992,1991) found that implementation of
innovative change in reading instruction was characterized as requiring much
time and effort. Carnine (1988) suggests that serious change takes two years to
implement and two to four years after that to institutionalize. Some of the delay
in change is related to teachers who are unwilling to change due to lack of time
or interest, and so remain unconvinced that the merits of the innovation outweigh
the current program. Another factor is the individual psychological state and
characteristics (Scharer, 1992; Fullan, 1991; Lester & Onore, 1990; Gaskins,
1988).
In considering the aspect of educational change, reflective practice is a
powerful approach to professional development (Osterman & Kottkamp, 1993).
Reflective practice is an integrated way of thinking and acting focused on
learning and behavioral change; it is individuals working to improve
organizations through improving themselves. Reflective practice is based on the
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beliefs that organizational change begins with us, that unless we change
behaviors organizations will not change, and that many blocks to change are
rooted in unexamined assumptions guiding our behavioral patterns (Osterman &
Kottkamp, 1993; Peters, 1991). To create change, we must examine our own
behaviors carefully, bring unexamined assumptions to awareness, and
consciously self-monitor both our behaviors and our assumptions.
My journals were a place for me to consider my personal theories
(Osterman & Kottkamp, 1993) and enabled me to have a reflective conversation
which Involved "action and testing of knowledge and skills with others"
(Lazerson, et al, 1985). Sometimes the conversation was with myself and other
times with a colleague or professor. In my journals, I thought about my teaching
practice and contemplated my beliefs.

Patterns In the Data
Trying to identify the relationship between belief and practice Is like
answering the proverbial question of which came first, the chicken or the egg. In
trying to find this relationship in my journals, I reread the journals and the
analysis forms. In doing this, I needed to clearly define belief and practice. I
considered beliefs to be the Ideas that Inform and guide my decision making
when I planned curricular engagements; the cognitive constructs that support,
explain, and account for my observations and actions (Cordeiro, 1992). In
addition, my beliefs are the personal conceptions, understandings, premises, or
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propositions about what I hold to be true (Richardson, 1995; Goodman, et al,
1987). I defined practice as the specific Instructional experiences, curricular
engagements, or classroom procedures which I planned to engage my students
(Guskey, 1986).
I then began to code entries. I first coded those items in my journals that
indicated what had initiated a specific reflection because I wanted to find the
catalyst for my thinking when I began to write. I wanted to know what started my
thinking when I reflected-belief or practice. I also wanted to determine if there
was any pattern or flow between what I started to write and where the entry led.
In doing this coding, I realized that often it wasn't a belief or practice that
initiated my reflection but a professional reading and so I reread my journals to
code the books or articles, which related to the field of education which
stimulated my reflections. Some professional readings were self-selected and
others were part of the required materials for a course. When coding entries
initiated by professional literature, I wanted to identify how I responded to the
material. I wanted to know if the readings facilitated my thinking to consider
belief or practice. The following codes were utilized:
P represents practice
B represents belief
PR represents professional reading
-> shows a movement from one area to another
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The following patterns emerged:
This pattern, P -> B. was used when a reflection was initiated because of
my concern with a current practice. Focusing on the practice then lead to
thinking about the purpose and the effectiveness of the practice. Thinking about
why I did or did not use a practice, the effectiveness of the practice, or if the
practice was authentic and purposeful to students was coded as belief. If after
contemplating the practice a shift was made in the practice, then it was coded
P ^ B -> P.
Several reflections on belief and practice originated as a result of
professional readings. I tried some readings which gave me examples of
practical Ideas. These were coded PR

P. Later if the use of the practice led

to further contemplation and if It led to reconsidering my beliefs, I used the code
PR

P -> B. Other times professional readings encouraged me to reflect on

my beliefs and were marked PR

B. Usually these readings solidified my

currently held beliefs and I implemented the practice Immediately. At other
times, reading professional material and reflecting on beliefs led me to a shift in
practice. Such items were coded PR -> B -> P.
The pattern B

P was coded when a journal entry was begun to

contemplate beliefe. Sometimes this led to a change in the practice with little
additional thinking about the Initial belief and other times it lead to continued
musing about the belief or additional related beliefe. These were coded
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It was important to note that the flow from one area to another was not
necessarily linear as the graphics may suggest. I believe the movement to be
fluid and cyclical in nature. Each area informs the other in such a way that one
can never go back to where he/she started because there is continual change.
The shifts and transformations are built on prior beliefs and understandings and
constantly evolve. What I learned before influenced what I continue to learn
(Goodman, 1993,1986; Rothman, 1991; Brown, Collins, and Duguid, 1989;
Harste, Woodward, and Burke, 1984; Smith, 1978; Vygotsky, 1978).
In addition, depending on the specific issues and concerns which were
involved, different amounts of time passed within each type of pattern. The ->•
shows a movement from one area to another but does not represent a specific
amount of time for the movement to have occurred. For example, I might have
read an article about the possibilities with book buddies and then immediately
tried a strategy related to book buddies with my class. Other times, I pondered
my beliefs for awhile and continue to gather information to inform myself before I
made a shift in practice. This was true when I was learning about inquiry based
curriculum. I read widely and reflected about the authoring cycle before I even
considered that this was different than theme cycles. Even more time passed
before I considered making major shifts in my practice.
After coding the entries I looked to see what had been the catalyst for my
journaling. In the following sections I explore the four catalysts I discovered in
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my analysis: From Practice to Belief, Beginning with Professional Readings to
Consider Belief and Practice, Starting with Belief and Moving to Practice, and
the Recursive Relationship between Belief, Professional Readings, and Practice.
I found that only four of my entries had begun with a concern about practice.
Sixteen were initiated in response to professional readings. Of those, four
moved to a change in practice and twelve considered belief as part of flow of
thinking. Most of my entries were started with a connection to my beliefs. Fortyone entries were coded as starting with beliefs and moving to practice.
In the remainder of this chapter I discuss the relationship between belief,
practice, and professional readings in my journals. Examples each section
illustrate the individual patterns which represent the general flow of my thinking
and reflecting.

From Practice to Belief
Several of my reflective entries were initiated because of a concern with a
current practice.
I am interested in using literature circles with non-reader/writers (Journal
4, August 31, 1992).
How do I get the students who are letter string writers to move beyond—^to
take the risk-—what is the advantages/disadvantages to always being
read to when they (should) be learning to read... (Journal 16, October 14,
1995).
Thinking about the practice most often lead to wondering about the
purpose and the effectiveness of the practice. This reflection was coded as
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belief. If after thinking through use of the practice a shift was made in the
practice then it was coded P -> B -> (PR) -> P. In Journal 1,1 wrote,
I want to evaluate my reading program.. .Book Societies. I want to
examine myself, as well as my students and how they were interested and
involved in the Book Societies. From this evaluation, I want to make
changes to improve the Book Societies and to incorporate new ideas
learned from articles and books read and/or from class instruction at the
University (Fall, 1986).
In this example I continued to ponder my concern about the practice as I
reflected on my beliefs. I discussed the importance of the input from my
students and my concern over my teacher dictates on some of the procedures
for doing the Book Societies. The reflection later turns back to practice when I
reported that at the end of the semester I made changes in how the students are
asked to respond to the books in the Book Society Program. In my coding, I
placed a PR in parentheses to reflect that some consideration of professional
readings was mentioned but no specific reference to a reading was made. I
assumed that readings influenced some of the changes made in addition to the
input of the students. In my final entry discussing the project, I wrote.
During this time, I had wondered if this approach was becoming
boring and tedious for the students. The daily summaries and the
individual reports seemed repetitious. I began looking for alternatives to
summarizing and book reporting, which I have found to be a continuous
project. None the less, based on the groups' opinions, it seemed most of
them, twenty-two out of twenty-eight students, were enjoying the Book
Societies. ...
I also learned that I needed to probe my students to get to a
deeper meaning and understanding of what they were reading. We
needed to discuss more and to talk about individual's similarities and
differences in responses to literature.
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I found, also, that the group needed to have more Individual input.
They should be the ones selecting the captains and pages to read without
the minimum page requirement. I needed to give them more freedom to
select the options for the Book Societies. The journals needed to be
more student-driven than teacher-initiated (Journal 1, Fall, 1986).
In another journal I begin my entry with a discussion on practice and then
I move to consider my beliefs and a change in practice for the next time. This
time my concerns are connected to problems with the first day of school.
Getting to school-the morning didn't quite go as I planned. It was too
scattered and too unorganized. Students name tags should have been
put on when they walked in. The younger students had trouble writing
their names without a model (Journal 15, August 21,1995).
The four examples I coded P -> B represent the only entries which began
with reflections pertaining to practice as the focus of the entry. Although I worry
about being an effective teacher, concern about practice does not directly guide
my decision making process. In general my concern is related to whether my
practice matches my beliefe about how students learn. Professional readings
inform my practice but I do not implement a practice until I have confirmed it is
appropriate for my students. This would support the fact that there are only four
entries. The practices that I use are ones I already have found to be effective. I
only question my practice when something has caused my belief of the practice
to be in question (Thelen, 1962). My beliefs drive my practice (Richardson,
1995). The next section discusses entries where professional readings were the
Initial catalyst for reflecting in my journals on beliefs and practices.
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Beginning witti Professional Readings to Consider Beliefs and Practices
Professional readings had a great Impact on my journal entries. I enjoyed
reading about what others had tried and learning about all of the possibilities
that I had not considered. In many of my earlier journals, the professional
readings often lead to trying a practice or making a shift in a current practice.
These entries were coded PR

P.

I liked the idea of borrow a book and the fact that sometimes mom/dad
reads and sometimes they listen. I wonder how they get their parents to
do this on a daily basis. I try this about once a week. I think I'll add the
comments section (Journal 2, October 2,1991).
I am still interested in questioning strategies and [how] we ask students
questions and how the questions promote various types of thinking
(Journal 2, Octobers, 1991).
My goal is to continue to gather knowledge about ways to use literature
(Journal 2, October 16,1991).
Sometimes the readings encouraged me to try a practice and then I
valued the new practice and it became part of my belief system. I didn't try a
new practice just for the sake of seeing if it worked, but because I believed that
this practice was necessary on a regular basis in my teaching.
In class last week we didn't get a chance to make categories from
the field notes. I'd be interested in doing that and seeing what else I
could learn from the group's meeting. One thing is who has control....
I found the field notes useful because I could go back and look at
what was said. I could keep track of how often someone commented and
how appropriate the comment was to the group's discussion (Journal 2,
Novembers, 1991).
Trying to take field notes was a part of the course LRC 584, Literature for
Young Children. We read about various ways to take field notes and to tape
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children's discussions. In the past I had not systematically kept field notes.
After trying this practice I began to understand how the field notes could inform
my practice. In the entry I started to value the use of field notes and to move to
incorporating this practice into my beliefs. As I continued to use field notes and
transcription to inform my practice, taking field notes became part of my belief
system. This entry was coded PR -> P ->• B. I have continued to use field notes
for documentation of student progress in case studies and for parent
conferences. Field notes inform my practice and help me to make decisions
when planning curricular engagements.
Other times professional readings either solidified a belief which I
currently held or made sense to me so that I adopted the information into my
belief system. These entries were coded PR -> B. Occasionally this reflection
also moved me to make a shift in practice. When this occurred the entry was
coded PR -> B ^ P.
In referring to class readings of Hart-Hewins and Wells (1990) and
Knipping and Andre (1988), I remark about how "these people use reading as a
part of their day. Is it merely isolated or are they integrating it into a larger
thematic unit?" (Journal 2, October 16, 1991). I make the connection to my
beliefe when I continue.
Bringing together the curriculum also helps them [the students] to make
larger connections and build their knowledge. So far I think reading has
been shown as an isolated thing to do for reading but I think it is a much
more powerful tool in the classroom.
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Examples of journal entries of professional readings which confirmed my
beliefs included O'Brien (1991), Peterson and Eeds (1990), Crawford and
Hoopingarner (1993) and Eeds and Wells (1989).
I was encouraged to see her (O'Brien) encourage rereadings of a
particular book. She states, "Each time we read a book, our
interpretations of it and responses change: the understanding that a
student has of a story can only be deepened and enriched by reading it
again (p.112)". I think I referred to this previously-—how some people [at
my school] feel/think certain titles are for only one specific grade level—
this supports the opposing view—Read it any time and reread it again and
again...Literature is about people, ideas, and what it means to be human
(p. 120, O'Brien) GC (Grand Conversations) says something similar (p.
15, last paragraph). I like the human aspect. I've been thinking a lot of
emotionality and response to feelings. This seems to focus in on that
aspect as well (Journal 4, September 28,1992).
I like their (Peterson and Eeds)closing paragraph, especially the last
sentence, "If critics and teachers can become...simply other readers with
whom to talk, then grand conversations about literature may indeed be
possible." Very true (Journal 4, October 5,1992).
The more I read, the more I agree that the most important factors for
success are time and experience (Journal 4, October 12,1992 in
response to Crawford and Hoopingarner and Eeds and Wells).
Other readings also confirmed my beliefs. I am not sure exactly when I
began to hold the belief that reading is a transaction between the reader and the
text but it is one that I have. During the Spring of 1995,1 revisited Rosenblatt
(1938) and read Beach (1993) who discuss the transactional model and reader
response theories. In Journal 12 I copied many quotes from the readings which
resonate with my beliefs. I then write, "Wow—responding to these aspects is
what the transaction is all abouf (January 21, 1995).
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Some professional readings did not directly connect to my beliefs and
lead me to consider my beliefe and then disagree with the information. While
reading Olshansky (1994) I agreed with part of her work but disagreed with
some of her suggestions for student engagements. I write,
I think there's no doubt that art helps students to write. I
encourage my students to draw first and then write about their picture.
The issues I have with this article deal with fiction writing. I encourage
students to write from what they have lived through—experienced. In fact
I discourage the Mutant Turtle stuff.
On page 353, students are "forced to find meaning" from their art
work. I wonder is this true meaning? Is it the same as making meaning
out of a natural experience?
On page 355, top paragraph, "As each collage...recall their original
thoughts...", my concern here is that these original thoughts are based on
random squirts and blows of paint, not actually related to students'
thinking about what their personal concerns are (Journal 9, not dated).
Other readings not only connected to my beliefs but also encouraged a
shift in my practice. These entries were coded PR

B -> P. Professional

readings throughout the semester I was taking the Literature for Young Children
course helped to strengthen my beliefs about using trade books in my
curriculum. Around mid-term I had selected a project and stated this rationale:
The focus of my project will be to develop a thematic unit based around a
science unit. The unit will include literature to use and activities for all
content areas. A second part of my focus will be to reevaluate a thematic
unit on water [one I had used in the past]. I want to evaluate the activities
done to see what value they had with students. I want to see if the
activities were more extensive or intensive based. From this I would like
to develop additional activities that would provide more intensive
experiences (Journal 2, October 29,1991).
In tills example I am taking the knowledge from the readings and my
beliefs about how classroom experiences need to be flexible and meaningful to
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the child and moving towards considering a change in practice. The use of
intensive and extensive experiences had been a concern of mine. 1 wondered if
I was encouraging intensive reading and, if not. I wanted to find ways to support
students in thinking more critically and discussing the literature.
Other readings also impacted my practice. Small (1992) writes of the
importance of accepting all student responses to literature. In my journals I
write, "I read Small's article and he made some good points on students'
comments be they right or wrong—^they all need to be accepted." In the
classroom this point helped to increase my patience and to remember that
students need many experiences and exposures to literature.
The end of a course was often a good time to reflect on the power of the
readings. When a class came to an end I wanted to know what I had learned
from the experience and how 1 had grown professionally. Sometimes I would
wonder what I was doing differently at the end of a course than from the
beginning. I considered my professional readings and how the readings had
affected my thinking or practice. At the conclusion of LRC 583, Literature
Discussion Groups: Inviting Children Inside Literature, I reflected on my project
and my personal learning. The project was a timeline of approaches with use of
literature.
I think that putting together the timeline helped me to put people in
perspective both chronologically and also on their beliefs/theories. I think
the readings I have done have more firmly planted my belief in the
transactional theory. I realize the value in each student's response,
especially if it's not the one I'm thinking of or even one related to the
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book. Robert Small's chapter in Reader Response in the Classroom
brought this point home to me. ...
Many times this semester I have worried about my students not
getting the "deep" meanings. Small, again, helped me to see that when
young readers get wrong ideas that by revisiting the text they will discover
other meanings and with additional revisits will become more mature
readers. Patience-Patience.
In the past, I really worried about student responses, especially
those responses in left field and that of my upper elementary students. I
have a better understanding of why they may have had these responses
and how I may, with strategies, be able to strengthen their responses and
learning.
I nibbled in the Webbing into Literature and I think there might be
some useful ideas in there for classroom implicafons. I also have
Creating Classrooms for Authors (Journal 4, December 7, 1992).
About two years after I went back to graduate school I become very
interested in my own learning and how this affected my teaching. Making
connections between my courses was important to me. I wanted my learning to
build on my prior classes and professional readings. As my own learning was
supported through building from the known and making connections to
professional materials, I also explored creating a similar environment for my
students. The following entry illustrated theses connections.
I'm trying to connect my work of 584, 583, and 513. ...This is one of the
first times I've been able to take previous class work and continue to see
their purpose over a period of time. I also have taken LRC 653. I am
trying to look at children's early development of writing as they inquire.
This is mainly done with kidwatching and recording in their portfolios. I'm
encouraged and pleased that I'm finding/making a common thread with
my course work (Journal 5, March 22,1983).
During this time I explored many possibilities in my practice. Based on
previous readings and my belief in holistic, authentic learning experiences, I
moved towards an inquiry based curriculum. One of the first instructional
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changes I made was altering how students browsed text sets. "I wanted
students to browse without me..." Journal 5, February 22,1993). Some students
had difficulty and were easily frustrated if they viewed themselves as nonreaders and quickly gave up. In response and fi^ustration I write, "OK—•! won't
say first graders "can't do" inquiry—but I will say it's extremely difficult when they
are not proficient readers and not proficient writers. OK, I still want to proceed
and conquer this problem" (Journal 5, February 27, 1993).
I recorded all of my actions during this time. I recorded my procedures for
setting up the five text sets to browse on the various topics related to the month
of February. Each student had a log in which to record each set they browsed.
The students were randomly formed into groups of three. I also listened and
kidwatched to see how the groups collaborated during the browsing time. In
addition, I noted what wasn't working. The students found the journals
cumbersome and wanted lines on the pages. When I asked them to record
"How are the books related?" or "What's important about the books?", the
students did not have enough prior experiences to be successful. Also they
wanted me to take their dictations and that became very time consuming.
Believing that children could be active inquirers I continued and made
changes. New journals were created with lines and a place to record "Questions
I have" and "What I learned." Larger numbers of students were grouped
together to form three groups. Each group also chose only one book to focus on
for the day. Discussions were held throughout the reading and students could
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record at any time during this time. I was able to manage the three groups
between myself, my teaching assistant, and by bringing in a sixth grade student
during the inquiry time. In reflecting about my efforts I wrote,
I think I should have chosen one large topic and branched from
there. In a way I did the topics of February—but that is pretty broad and
unconnected. Hindsight is 20-20.
The students needed more experience with browsing. The
students with recording their thoughts/reactions. The students need more
experience with asking questions—^that they're interested in. They need
TIME—maybe I'm rushing them.
In this example my past readings support my beliefs and provide me with
the information to make a change in my practice. I rely on the past readings and
my beliefs while I work through the changes. Things didn't run as smoothly as I
would have liked but I was able to reflect and then shift my practice by making
sense out of what worked and alter aspects that didn't. My beliefs in students
using literature, recording information, and asking questions support my
pursuing a framework of inquiry for my curriculum.
I see a similar pattern in my shift in practice after having explored the
writing process. I had done much reading pertaining to students' development of
writing and using life's experiences to guide their work. I read Graves (1983)
and Atwell (1987) to guide my initial implementation of process writing with my
students. I continued to read related material throughout my teaching and
compared my practices to those I read about. "I do my writing program very
similarly to this teacher" (Journal 9, undated). Feeling secure with my beliefs
about the writing process I attempted several changes in class practices.
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One area I had mulled over was the aspect of emotionality. I didn't think
my students' stories evoked feeling or had strong voices. In an effort to help
students develop this aspect in their writing I made some changes.
We have an "emotion" chart that gives feeling words. I have read and
discussed books that deal specifically with feelings. During our book
society/lit studies we've looked at the characters emotions and related our
own feelings to them. This is not easy for all students. Opening up is
sometimes difficult as well as, identifying hidden emotions in some
character (Journal 3, February 10, 1992).
My interest in my students' writing continued. In July of 1995,1 am still
wondering "How do I get students to write with more emotion" (Journal 14).
The stories my students write seem like retellings over important events in
their lives but seem to lack the emotional aspect, the why I want to tell this
or write this for others to read or for myself. Maybe it's not authentic
enough for the students—it's "just writing time" (Journal 14, July, 1995).
I notice that I've moved away from using a lot of stories like Frog and
Toad and Little Bear and have been using much more realistic literature
like Polacco. Where authors take personal stories and tell them or at
least tell the stories as if they were personal (Journal 16, October 16,
1995).
The above entries connect my practice back to the past professional
readings which I have done. My belief that writing should be authentic and
purposeful is shown in the first entry from Journal 14 dated July, 1995. My
practice does not reflect my belief and 1 am confused as to how to settle this
mismatch in my belief and practice. The second journal entry from Journal 16
dated October 16, 1995 shows how I continued to think about how my beliefs
match my practice. I also noted a practice which supported a belief related to
the use of realistic literature as a model for students writing personal narratives.
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In this section I described examples from my journals which show when
the entries were initiated because of professional readings. The readings
moved into practical implications or into thinking about my beliefs. Sometimes,
implementing a practice caused a change in my beliefs. At other times beliefs
related to the readings encouraged a shift in practice. In the next section I
discuss entries which began with stating my beliefs. Some entries related to
beliefs later moved me to consider a revision in my practice.

Starting with Beliefe and Moving to Practice
Most of my journal entries are initiated with a connection to my beliefs. I
think this is so for two reasons. First, I was learning myself and was immersed in
an inquiry learning model which I also was exploring in my classroom. My
beliefs guided practice because I had experienced learning for myself. Second,
I did not try a practice for the sake of trying a new strategy. New practice was
considered only after I thought it was authentic, purposeful, and helped to
connect material to the students.
The pattern B ^ P was coded for journal entries that were initiated with
belief statements and then moved to a consideration of practice or where
specific practices were being utilized because of my beliefs. In October of 1991,
I begin to question how my students are using journals. Although this is a
practical concern, the issue of utilizing journals is based in my beliefs about
students engaging in meaningful and purposeful experiences. I want students to
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use journal writing as a tool and as an extension of their exploring a specific
topic or concern. My concern about the specific use of the journal is based in
my beliefs. I wrote, "I've tried several [types of journals] but they tend to become
something to do when they're [the students] done reading rather than purposeful
to the child" (Journal 2, October 2, 1992). Issues related to students' journal use
were also mentioned in future journals as I revisited the issue both to strengthen
my beliefs and consider additional practices.
Rereading the think pieces reminds me how important it is to write and
respond to others. I have found over the last few years how much I value
and grow from writing and journaling with others (Journal 10, December,
1994).
Also based in my beliefs was the idea that students needed to have large
blocks of time to flexibly move in and out of experiences and to be able to use
materials freely and interchangeable throughout the day. Because of these
beliefs, I question the organization of the day's schedule.
A third idea I have been toying with is time constraints within the
classroom. I am concerned that I break you the day too much into parts.
All the day runs together but we have time guidelines for each subject. All
units cover all or most of the curriculum so the integration is there but we
have book societies at one time, writing process at another and science
after lunch. Sometimes I wonder if it is too choppy. Yet on the other hand
it keeps kids organized and on task...Yet maybe they'd be on task the
other way too, but some would find it chaotic. Thus you can see my
dilemma (Journal 2, October 9, 1991).
In a reflective self-evaluation of my final work in a course I wrote, "I am
still developing the unit and I am still evaluating the activities I ask students to
do. I think I am more set on students making a stronger connection with
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materials" (Journal 2, December, 1991). The idea that the heart of learning is
the connections the learner makes to the new Information extending from what
they know has become part of my belief system and now guides my practice.
This belief is the one which continually influences my decisions. In thinking
through how I facilitate students* authoring of their personal lives and how the
classroom environment encourages their writing, I ponder curricular
engagements. After listening to researcher, Richard Vacca, and children's
writer, Tom Birdseye, at the Southwest International Reading Association
Convention, I consider how to help my students express their feelings through
their stories.
What I took away from their presentations, specifically, was that writing,
story writing, has to have some emotionality. It has to have feeling, evoke
feeling, some voice. ...How to get students to make the connection of
their life, the emotion of a special moment into a story. This connection
had always been with me for read and literature but 1 never made the
connection of it to writing and what the students were producing (Journal
2, January 27, 1992).
Still guided by the belief of helping students connect with other
experiences, I continued to try different practices in the room. "We have an
emotion chart that gives feeling words. I have read and discussed books that
deal specifically with feelings (February 10,1992). In addition, building on
students' strengths also became part of the authoring process. In reading If You
Kan Red This (1992), my beliefe about writing and spelling were confirmed and I
found additional information and practical suggestions which enabled me to
bridge the students' current knowledge to classroom writing events.
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Along with the belief that information has to connect to and build from the
known, I also believe in trying to provide multiple experiences and ample time for
students to explore with materials in the classroom. The importance of providing
students with enough exposure to inquire and to feel comfortable with new
experiences and unfamiliar books is often clouded by other time constraints.
The significance of time and patience is imperative. Many times I needed to
remind myself to "slowdown". "I'm seeing again wtiere patience is the key. And
that maybe conversations with books are like conversations with good friends. It
develops over a LONG time. ...Why are we in a hurry? Students should be
allowed to make good friends with books before having to dig deep. (Journal 4,
November 9,1992). The concern over patience is continued on November 30,
1992,
I think the main thing I've reflected on is how to be more patient. I'm still
working on that. I still worry that students won't get to a specific point by
a specific time. I guess there's no specific place in a specific time but 1
think my teaching is reflected in their progress (Journal 4).
As I became more involved with using the authoring cycle as a framework
for curriculum, I began to change many of my classroom practices. While it is
true that many professional readings and multiple explorations with materials
have affected this belief related to how students learn and the type of
environment which best supports collaborative and inquiry based learning, the
practical aspect of classroom events came after I considered my beliefs and
made a shift in my thinking. At first I compared the new information to what I
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was currently doing and did not change any practice. As I began to identify with
learning theories which supported starting with the learner, my beliefs began to
shift. During this time I thought about what I believed and what did or did not fit
into those beliefs. Later, considering what I believed to be necessary for inquiry
based curriculum I began to explore the possibilities. "I can see where my planto-plan needs to improve. I need to work on seeing the bigger picture so I
choose a variety of alternatives in which the unit may go" (Journal 5, April 20,
1993).
When I first began to learn about inquiry I was weary of the term. I write,
I felt as though it was condemning theme units. It is as Dewey
says the either/or thinking. As I have read this semester, I think that is
really important to remember. As I as knowledge or think about issues it
doesn't meant that what I am currently involved in is wrong. What it does
mean is that there are alternatives and that I need to see if they are right
for me and for my own thoughts and my students. Then I need to confirm
my own thoughts and practices and add, throw out, and revise my
strategies. I guess it's like the authoring cycle.
I now see inquiry as more flexible and more open ended to
children's thoughts and explorations. I think the label is not important,
whatever you call it, the experiences should provide students with the
opportunity to explore their thinking ,their questions, and their interests.
The teacher needs to provide experiences which promote the children to
use their sense to cope with explanations and results. Students need to
be able to make choices both in areas to study and in activities to be
involved in.
I am interested in learning more about the sign systems and how I
can better incorporate these into the daily life of the classroom (Journal 5,
May 3, 1993).
When I began to explore curriculum and methodology, I asked, "Which
aspects of the classroom encourage a child-centered inquiry based curriculum?"
(Journal 6, September 20, 1993). As I consider this question, I am also
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acknowledging students' individual strengths by valuing not only "schoor
traditional values. The tools of kidwatching, taking field notes, and keeping
portfolios of students' work are ail part of my belief system and are necessary to
inform my practice.
In the 1994-1995 school year, firmly believing in the inquiry cycle as a
framework for curriculum, I began many changes in how I structured my day and
utilized materials. My reflective journals contain many examples of trying
exploration centers and the trials and frustrations of making a shift in practice.
During these times I was also confirming my beliefs. These entries were coded
B -> P

B. At this time I was reconsidering the direction my beliefe were

leading me. After trying new practices I reflected on the experiences to see if I
was satisfied with the practice itself and the connections which resonated with
the students.
I constantly worried that I was too much in control. "Am I leading too
much? Is this coming from the students or from me? Is it OK if it comes from me
if they have choice within the inquiry?" (Journal 11. September 20,1994). I had
many concerns about the invitations I made available to students. My beliefs led
me to want to create many opportunities for students to explore and to help
students connect music to their lives. But often, I was uncertain of the way to
proceed because I wanted to do it "righf. Self doubts caused me to hesitate. I
then became frustrated with myself for not having proceeded with what I had
initially thought I should do. At times, I'd "...take a step and fall back to a
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comfort zone—^the safety area of what I know has worked" (Journal 11,
November 19. 1994), before moving fon/vard with additional changes.
Throughout the school year of 1994-95,1 continued to explore a variety of
experiences with students and made several shifts in my practice. I started the
year with a broad concept (Journal 11, August, 17,1994). In getting students to
explore sign systems and utilize multiple ways of sharing and making meaning, I
offered a variety of art mediums and asked students to respond to literature
using the assortment of materials available. Students also had the opportunity
to respond through using musical instruments, dance, math, and language.
When creating text sets 1 wondered, "What else can I bring in to text sets
besides books" (Journal 11, February 9,1995) to broaden the possibilities. In
March, I purchased a CD player for the classroom and watched as children
responded to hearing music throughout the day in various settings.
I had many questions during this time and often sought support from
others who were implementing an inquiry based approach. As I looked at how I
sought support from others and from my professional reading I developed an
additional code for my analysis. I noted a circular pattern where an entry was
started with a comment on belief and moved to considering practice. Then, as I
began to consider my beliefs related to the practice, I also looked for support
from other persons or professional readings.
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Through my dialogue journals with Kathy I began to track this pattern.
These journals served multiple purposes. I used the journal for myself to record
what I was doing and how I felt about what was occurring.
We webbed sound , labeled/categorized their comments. The next day
we brainstormed questions related to sound. The next day we cut these
questions into strips and students grouped thennselves into related
questions. ...I think was time well spent—but I had planned to browse
books ... (Journal 11, Octobers, 1994).
Another benefit was that I could receive input from Kathy on my
questions. "Right now I'm thinking about creative movement and sound and how
to incorporate this into the unit...Any suggestions?" (Journal 11, October 3,
1994). Her responses provided me with not only guidance but another
perspective. Some times I just needed encouragement or validation, "If I do
sounds in nature would it make sense to pull in legends related to nature - or no
if not related to sound? (Journal 11, October 7,1994). Often, Kathy would
simply say, "Try it and see what happens," other times she might offer a few
suggestions, give me a professional article, or remind me of past readings I had
done to help me figure out my wonderings or concerns. Personal reflection and
collaborating with another person allowed me to confirm and question my
beliefs, share successes and concerns with practice, and continue to read
professional material.
This section explored entries from my journals which were initiated with
statements related to beliefs. In this section I examined what practices were
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considered because of my beliefs. I also discussed how dialogue journals
helped me to identify beliefs and consider my practice.

The Recursive Relationship between
Belief, Professional Development, and Practice
Over time I saw a recursive relationship between beliefs, professional
readings, and practice. New information from readings or changes in practice
affected my beliefs and likewise, my beliefs altered my practice. The
transformation in either beliefe or a variation in practice sometimes led to
additional professional readings or revisiting previously read materials to help
me answer my questions or push my thinking. An illustration of this recursive
movement is described in the following example.
Prior information and experiences from my Masters' program helped me
to understand the reading process and holistic teaching. From completing that
program, I held certain beliefs about how I wanted my classroom to be effective
by offering experiences to students which were authentic and purposeful. But as
I continued to take graduate courses it was quickly evident that there was still
aspects that I did know or understand about the reading process or how people
learned in general (Journal 2, September 17,1991). Professional readings and
class discussions enabled me to see that I needed to know more, to grow
professionally. As I continued to read widely I strengthened my beliefs about
authentic experiences for students and holistic teaching. I referred back to prior
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information, read, and examined my practice. During this time I was guided by
my beliefs. Through time I changed a few practices but it was not until I began
to consider who I was as a learner in February of 1993 and began to
contemplate what inquiry meant to me in creating curriculum that I actually made
a major shift in my thinking. Exploring the authoring cycle cast a doubt on my
beliefe and pushed my thinking more than ever before.
During this time I wrote about my beliefs to think through these issues of
how I taught and what I thought about inquiry based curriculum. I also reflected
on how people learn. As the readings began to make sense to me and as I
came to take on these ideas as my own, only then did I consider changing my
practice. In the school year of 1994-1995 much of my broad planning was done
in the effort to put my beliefs into practice. Throughout this time, my thinking
and reflecting go back and forth between what I have experienced, read, believe,
and explored with students. The movement from one area, such as belief to
practice, is not made without considering the past.
Figure 5 represents the complexity and the interconnectedness of my
thinking and reflecting that occurred as I learned and considered changes
related to my beliefs and practices. The outer circle represents my professional
development and life experiences. The arrows between and across belief and
practice illustrate that each influences the other. Reflection, which is continual,
is shown with dotted lines to represent how it overlays the process.
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Figure 5. Diagram of recursive relationship between belief,
professional development, and practice.
The findings of Scharer (1992) and Guskey (1986) suggest that the
teachers they worked with had a need for information dealing specifically with
classroom practice. They argue that the teachers' most immediate need during
implementation of a new approach was for information dealing specifically with
classroom practice (Scharer, 1992). The difference, for me, is that the desire
for practical concerns did not lead my desire for learning or for making shifts in
my practice. I had to understand the theory behind the practice before I used
the practice with students. I needed to have a firm belief and knowledge of what
benefited students before I changed my practice. Similarly, Munby (1984) and
Kuhn (1970) found that a theoretical shift occurred once evidence was gathered
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to suggest that current belief was faulty. The shift lead to a new statement of
belief and a new theoretical stance. Likewise, Harste, Woodward, and Burke
(1984) found that teachers' observations of themselves function as a selfcorrecting strategy in the pursuit of a practical theory of literacy.
The Alternative Model (Guskey,1986) for professional development (see
Figure 3) contends that teachers make a change in practice when the practice
has shown a positive effect on student learning outcomes. The change In
practice then creates a change in teachers' beliefs and attitudes. While it is true
that teacher efficacy does play a role in my thinking and determining classroom
practice, my beliefs on how students learn are what guide my decisions.
The connectedness of beliefs, practices, and professional literature
makes it difficult to say where one influence starts and stops. For me,
disequilibrium caused one area to create a tension. For the tension to be
resolved, I gave attention to beliefs, practices, and professional readings in
order to think through and consider possible resolutions. As time passed each
supported and built off of the other, which made my beliefe ^nd practices
stronger. My beliefs and practices constantly informed each other through a
recursive cycle which consists of continual reflection, professional readings,
talking with others, and utilizing students as informants.
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Summary
This chapter discussed my third specific question, How do I reflect on my
beliefs and my practice through my journals?, and explored the relationship
between belief and practice. I defined belief as what informs and guides my
decision making when planning curricular engagements and practice as the
specific experiences in which students engage in the classroom. I found that
three areas initiated my thinking for entries in my reflective journals. The three
ways in which I started my entries were belief, practice, and professional
readings. Entries which started with one area also moved to discuss belief,
practice, and professional readings. I found that few of my entries began with a
concern about practice and that the majority of my entries were initiated with a
connection to my beliefs. These entries often moved to show my thinking related
to practice.
In the last section, the Recursive Relationship between Belief,
Professional Readings, and Practice, I describe how 1 view the relationship
between belief and practice as a complex and cyclical process. I found that new
information from readings or changes in practice affected my beliefs and,
similarly, my beliefe altered my practice. Figure 5 represents how I view the
interconnectedness of my thinking and reflecting. Because of the
connectedness between beliefe, practices, and professional literature, it is
difficult to determine where each influence begins or ends.
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CHAPTER 7
INDENTYFYING WHAT SUPPORTS AND INTERFERES WITH
MY THINKING AND REFLECTING AS A TEACHER
I know of nothing more Inspiring than that of making discoveries for ones self.
George Washington Carver

This chapter explores what supports and interferes with my thinking and
reflecting as a teacher and answers my fourth research question: What supports
and/or interferes with my thinking and reflecting as a teacher? To answer this
question, I reread my journals and the analysis forms and I asked myself, "What
is helping or getting in the way of my doing what I want to do with regards to my
classroom and my own professional growth?"
As I examined my data, I began to note possible factors on separate
sheets of paper, one for what supports and one for what interferes with my
professional growth. I looked for specific times I said or suggested that
something had helped or hindered my thinking through an issue. Items listed
were then grouped by similarities and each group was categorized to identify the
topic. This chapter is divided into two sections. In the first part I discuss what
supports my thinking and reflecting as a teacher and in the second section I
describe what interferes with my thinking and reflecting as a teacher.
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What Supports My Thinking and Reflecting as a Teacher
Holly (1989) found that serious reflection takes support and trust in both
the environment and the person, as well as self-esteem, confidence, and time.
As I reread my journals and asked myself, "What helps me do what I want to do
with regards to my classroom and my own professional growth?," I identified five
major areas. The areas are: Professional Readings, Explicitly Stating My
Beliefs about Learning, Dialoguing with Others, Planning-to-Plan, and Personal
Reflecting. The following sections will discuss how each area supports my
thinking and reflecting as a teacher.
Professional Readinos
I have found that when I want to know something the first place I turn is to
a book or article. I notice that I do this when searching for materials for the
classroom and for professional development. Over the years, when I have had
questions, been in doubt, or wanted to learn something, I looked for professional
materials. This may be due to how I was educated as a child or it may be due to
the fact that I enjoy reading.
Throughout my teaching, I have looked to books and similar materials as
friendly places to help guide me. I have confirmed my beliefs by reading the
words of others. The work of Short and Burke (1991), Peterson and Eeds
(1990), and Goodman (1993, 1986) have impacted my thinking and helped to
solidify my beliefs. In reading What's Whole in Whole Language (Goodman,
1986) I identified with characterizations of whole language teachers and the
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criteria of whole language teaching. In the preface, Dr. Goodnnan states the
major purpose of the book "is to describe the essence of the whole language
movement (p. 5). Through multiple readings of this book, I continue to inform my
beliefs and practice. Creating Curriculum (Short & Burke, 1991) also supported
my thinking and journaling. The first time I read the book I had many questions
related to how the authors viewed curriculum. Written dialogue with Kathy
helped me to understand their perspective. Later, as I tried to use the authoring
cycle as a framework for my own thinking, being able to write about my practice
supported my thinking and reflecting.
Identifying with teachers' stories have also inspired me. Jevon's story
(White, 1990) and Patrick's story (Taylor, D., 1993) were not unlike students I
had worked with. For me, these stories supported my advocating for students
who were not viewed in school as making adequate progress. These readings
also supported my thinking in viewing multiple ways of making and sharing
meaning. The work of White and Taylor encouraged me to consider alternate
assessment tools and to determine student strengths in various ways.
Sometimes, reading another's success encouraged me to try a new practice in
my classroom. After reading Hart-Hewins and Wells (1990) I made some
changes in a parent-student homework log. Calkins (1994) added to my
understanding of the genre of memoir. Her examples of students' work assisted
my thinking though my writing process program. Taking into account the
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information presented in professional material has helped me to reflect on my
own beliefs and practice.
Explicitly Stating Mv Beliefs about Learning
Understanding the process of how people learn and using the authoring
cycle as a framework for curriculum has been a major support for me. Richert
(1991) suggests that having an experience does not constitute learning about it;
having an experience and then thinking about it to make sense, does. Thinking
through what I believe and what I understand about learning helps me to
understand my students' learning.
In reflective practice, to understand my actions and to consider change, I
need to identify my personal action theories (Osterman & Kottkamp, 1993; see
Chapter Two). These include the espoused or conscious theories and my
theories-in-use which are more deeply ingrained in my conscious and not easily
articulated. The theories-in-use are more powerful in influencing how we act.
Changing our theories-in-use is what assists a change in action or practice.
Reflective practice helps to identify these theories and to become aware of
discrepancies between our beliefs (espoused theory) and actions (theory-in-use)
or between our actions and our intended outcomes. Without this awareness, a
person may not personalize new information or ideas to make the connection
between the criticism and his or her own behavior.
Many of my journal entries discuss the importance of connecting the
student and his/her experiences with the unknown. Building on past
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experiences and enabling plenty of time to revisit and explore class events Is
also important to the process. In starting out the school year in 1995,1 set up a
museum of the student artifacts from their summer vacations. The museum
became an exploration center for others to visit. Because of these materials,
students began to ask questions about specific places others had visited. The
class then explored maps and shared additional information about locations they
knew. Time for asking questions, gaining new perspectives, reflecting, and
sharing with others are also part of the process.
As I came to identify my own learning in the authoring cycle, I also used
the authoring cycle to guide me to create a better learning environment for my
students. Journaling during this time enabled me to consider my beliefs and
make changes in my practice. In the past I had considered my students'
interests, but as I realized the importance of building from their known I also tried
to create better learning experiences for them to explore. After I had examined
my beliefs, I was prepared to take action.
At times, my practice would slip back into more teacher directed
experiences, I had to be conscious of this so that there was not a discrepancy in
my belief and practice. In my journals I noted that I was not offering enough
choices. Students were selecting what centers to visit but their choices were
limited to only five selections in five days. In actuality students were choosing
the order of the centers to visit not choosing which set of centers interested
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them. I needed to create additional center options to allow students to freely
select which ones they chose to visit.
Through using my journals as a place to explicitly state my beliefs and
concerns about my learning, I was better able to make sense of what I was
thinking. Doing reflective writing enabled me to understand my actions and
ponder on what changes I might consider. I was more aware of discrepancies
between my beliefs and practice by taking a reflective stance (Richert, 1991).
Dialoguing with Others
Through talking and journaling with others I was able to receive multiple
perspectives on various issues. In coming to value tension in my own learning, I
appreciated hearing diverse perspectives to help me push my thinking to
consider my own beliefs and actions (Fenstermacher, 1994). Attending to other
peoples' views helped me to consider my own (Peterson, 1992). When others
shared I considered what they said to determine if I agreed or not with their
statements. In a class discussion of Heath (1982) there had been talk about the
importance or lack of importance for parent education. At first I disagreed with
what people were saying when they suggested no intervention was needed.
Later, after I wrote in my journal I began to understand how their perspectives
varied from mine and considered their points.
Talking with others also enabled people to share practical ideas and
concerns with me. Often times, classmates shared titles of children's literature,
strategies, or specific explorations for use with students. Sharing a concern and
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problem solving was also a benefit. Other teachers could relate to similar issues
that I had and could offer suggestions. In one entry I ask a fellow classmate
how she handles writing process in her classroom. 1 wanted to compare my
practice with hers. Her response to my entry supported my views and also
provided me with additional suggestions to extend writing for my students.
Dialogue journals with my professors gave me additional insights into
their thoughts as well as my own. Often times, their perspective and
suggestions helped me to think through concerns in alternate ways that I had not
first considered. Writing to each other helped to build a relationship which
established trust.
In particular, Kathy Short has been a strong support for me throughout my
program. Our dialogue journals enabled me to consider my beliefe and my
practice. She often pushed my thinking and encouraged me to move fon^^ard in
what I was exploring with my practice. She has been a model as a teacher and
demonstrated how to establish a classroom which encouraged inquiry. She also
has continued to be a mentor and friend outside of the university classroom.
Hearing other people's perspective supported my own thinking and
reflecting as I considered how their views were alike or dislike my own
(Fenstermacher, 1994; Peterson, 1992). Talking with others enabled the
sharing of practical ideas. Written dialogue was another way to receive
additional perspectives from others.
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Planning-to-Plan
My goal has always been to create a classroom for students which
supports their learning. Inquiry based curriculum and using the authoring cycle
as a framework for curriculum helped me establish an inviting environment for
my students. Planning for possibilities and webbing alternatives supported and
extended my thinking because I planned my curriculum more broadly. Using
knowledge systems to offer perspectives on the curriculum and sign systems for
alternatives ways of making and sharing meaning also was an asset to my
planning. In my planning notebook and lesson plans which were secondary
sources, I recorded several options and many experiences which might come up
through the students' explorations. When I webbed a topic I brainstormed as
many possible connections I could think of. I also asked others for input.
Creating the webs pushed my thinking and encouraged me to consider more
options. This provided a broader basis to begin a unit focus and therefore
contributed more possibilities for multiple connections with the students.
My planning-to-plan also included lists of materials and experiences I
might use in the classroom. I tried multiple sources, such as CDs for the
students to listen to, instruments to play, and an assortment of art medium to
use, helped to connect and build on students' knowledge. Although using trade
books was important to my classroom, it was not enough. I also had to offer
other materials to support my students learning. Thinking about possible
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engagements around music, dance, and art which might be presented were also
a part of my planning-to-plan.
Planning-to-plan supported utilizing sign systems as potentials for
students as they made and shared meanings. In addition, when planning I also
considered the knowledge systems as perspectives instead of disciplines.
Providing many options tapped into individual strengths and encourages
diversity in learning. Broadening the choices for students, ensured that their
needs and interest were more likely to be identified.
My professional growth expanded as I thought through the possible ways
to use materials, connected information to students, and brought in various
resources to explore in the classroom. Planning-to-plan challenged my thinking
as I sought alternative ways of implementing the curriculum and pursuing new
strategies for diverse learners.
Personal Reflecting
The greatest support for me has been my personal reflecting. Reflection
has supported my thinking and acting (Dewey, 1938). Asking myself, "Is this
working?" and "What's going here?" has helped to guide my changes in
practices and shifts in beliefs (Richardson, 1994; Short, et al, 1992; Richert,
1991; Lester & Onore, 1990; Munby, 1984; Schon, 1983). Newman (1991) and
Glickman (1994) refer to the importance of questioning what you are doing and
having a constant degree of dissatisfaction. I found this to be true for myself. In
my journals I asked, "I wonder will I ever think I've created a Utopian environment
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for students? (Journal 5, March 22, 1993). I used to think that I would create a
perfect place and that would be the sign of success. Now I realize that striving
for Utopia is what good teaching is all about. I believe, as I quoted in Chapter
One, "It is the journey which enlighten us, not the destination."
In this section I discussed what supports my thinking and reflecting as a
teacher. I have found that working with others, professional readings, planing
more broadly, understanding how people learn, and personal time for reflecting
all had positive impact on my professional growth. In the next section I examine
what interferes with my thinking and reflecting.

What Interferes with My Thinking and Reflecting as a Teacher
As I reread my journals I also asked myself, "What gets in the way of my
doing what I want to do with regards to my classroom and my own professional
growth?" In this section I discuss three main areas which inhibited my thinking
and reflecting as a teacher: Valuing Students as Learners within a Standardized
System, Insufficient Trust in Self, and Lack of Time.
Valuing Students as Learners within a Standardized System
Working in a large school system caused me some fr-ustrations. The
school system had many do's and don'ts and sometimes these conflicted with
my personal set of beliefs. One area that I had trouble conforming to was
moving students through a directed set of materials. I wanted to be able to
provide additional time for students to have multiple experiences with literature
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and other materials. Often I felt a slower pace was not acceptable because the
district believed that students were to get through certain adopted texts and
meet specific curricular objectives by a specific age or grade.
Report cards was another district requirement which was problematic for
me. Defining success and measuring a student's growth was a laborious
process and handled differently by various people. I tended to view progress as
growth over time. I considered factors such as the effort the child has made, the
amount of time the student had spent on a specific project, and looked at the
overall process of their learning which included questions the students asked,
how they gathered materials, how they shared information, and where the child
took action. I gathered this information through kidwatching, field notes, and
looking at the materials the child had utilized and created. My problem was that
the report card was fairly straightforward. It had a small box for each discipline
and other areas such as study habits and social behavior. There was about a
two inch line for comments. This report card did not meet my needs to explain to
parents how their child was progressing. It did not enable me to share all of the
examples of how the child had worked throughout a grading period.
Other teachers viewed report cards differently than I. They saw
knowledge as something which could be broken down into parts and, therefore,
can be graded. Some think that testing provides information about whether a
child knows the information or not. I disagree with this view of knowledge and
have come into conflict about evaluation when my students are passed onto the
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next year's teacher. To me the report card was not the issue but the progress
that the student had made. But the next teacher was concerned that the child
was below grade level.
Grade-level materials were another concern for me because I worked with
In a multi-age primary class. I did not view curriculum as specifically graded or
that certain areas of content knowledge should be covered by a set grade level.
I did not spend much time determining a specific grade level for each student. I
gave more time to exploring what the student could accomplish and I built
curricular engagements from these identified strengths. I valued diversity in
learners and viewed individual strengths in art, dance, math, or music just as
important to document as the student's ability to read and write. Considering the
importance of a year's growth to grade level was an important issue I pondered. I
advocated for viewing children in a more holistic way rather than be concerned
with issues related to graded materials, student progress, and a year's growth
compared to a grade level achievement. I also encouraged other teachers to
explore alternate forms of assessment for documenting their students' growth
and knowledge.
In this section I described areas related to Valuing Students as Learners
within a Standardized System which sometimes interfere with my thinking and
reflecting as a teacher. At times, working within a large school district created
frustrations for me. These frustrations did not stop my professional growth but
they did hinder my thinking and action. At times, district mandates and school
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structures dictated my practice. When this happened I had to adjust and made
the best of a bad situation. During this time, I hoped my bellefis would guide me
in finding some middle ground in dealing with district requests outside of my
control.
Insufficient Trust in Self
Many times I felt I did not know what I needed to know to be an effective
teacher. I was frustrated with what I perceived as a lack of knowledge and also
with a lack of trust in the knowledge that I did have. This insecurity caused me
to avoid trying some new practices. Often, I would stall and extend certain
experiences that I felt comfortable with. At other times, I would revert back to old
activities that had little relevance to my students. This stalling was done in fear
of change. I was afraid that I was not doing things "right" or the explorations
were heading in the "right" direction.
Stalling and avoidance issues were clearly shown in Journal 11. I first
began stalling when I wanted to set out exploration centers. Then after I created
the centers I was unsure of how to proceed to more personal inquiries. Several
times in the journal with Kathy I ask, "Is this right?" or I point out, "I'm stalling
for time because I'm unsure of what to do nexf (September 15, 1994).
Sometimes stalling was also in part due to lack of time which is discussed in the
next section.
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Lack of Time
Time is usually a factor to inhibit change (Richardson, 1994; Russell &
Munby, 1991; Lester & Onore, 1990) and reflection (Holly, 1989). The usual
argument is that ttiere is never enough time to "get the job" done. Carnine
(1988) suggests any change may take from two to six years. Journal writing
requires some amount of time to reflect quietly (Holly, 1989). If ample time is not
provided to contemplate the tensions of the day, entries may not be very
reflective. There are times, however, when we are too close to an experience to
face immediate written reflection. In these situations it is best to allow a few
days to pass, then writing is more beneficial.
Using trade books as one of the main sources of material for the
classroom requires much time. I needed time to read new children's literature
and time to gather related text sets. Hours were spent putting together materials
for an exploration or an invitation center. I often had six or seven sets of
materials available at one time for students to use.

I also needed time to read professional material. I wanted to know what
was current in the field and what research was being done. I subscribed to
many professional journals and read several professional books a month. There
never seemed to be enough time to keep up with these important readings, not
to mention readings related to courses being taken.
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Summary
In this section I discussed what supports and interferes with my thinking
and reflecting as a teacher. Five major areas were Identified which supported
my thinking and reflecting and include: Professional Readings, Explicitly Stating
My Beliefe about Learning, Dialoguing with Others, Planning-to-Plan, and
Personal Reflecting. Three main areas inhibited my thinking and reflecting as a
teacher and include: Valuing Students as Learners within a Standardized
System, Insufficient Trust in Self, and Lack of Time.
A major support for my thinking was professional readings. Professional
readings provided information to reflect and consider. Reflective practice
supported my understanding of myself and my students as I considered my
actions and contemplated change. Another support of my thinking and learning
was contact with others. The give and take of hearing diverse perspectives
helped me to think through issues related to my teaching. Considering diverse
learners and various materials helped me as I thought through my curriculum
when I was planning-to-plan.
Interference with my thinking and professional growth occurred when I
was mandated to follow procedures that did not fit with my beliefe and practices.
I am frustrated working within a system that has a limited view of student
learning and grade-level materials. My professional development was also
hindered because I don't trust in my own knowledge about my beliefe and
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practices and I often lack time to meet the multiple demands of the teaching
profession and professional development.
I valued journaling as a tool for my thinking and reflecting. Professional
readings supported my thinking and writing helped me to state my beliefs about
my learning and the learning process. I feel discouraged by mandated
procedures which are not congruent with my beliefs and practice and frustrated
due to my lack of confidence. I need to trust more in myself and my knowledge
and value my personal experiences when I support others.
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CHAPTERS
IMPLICATIONS
An empowered teacher is a reflective decision maker who finds joy in
learning and In investigating the teaching/learning process—one who
views learning as construction and teaching as a facilitating process to
enhance and enrich development (Fosnot, 1989, p. xi).

The purpose of this study was to examine my thinking and professional
growth through the use of reflective journals. The sources for this study included
sixteen reflective journals. This study was influenced by my deeper
understanding and use of reflective journals as a tool for learning and thinking.
This research enabled me to look at myself and Interpret my thinking over time.
Newman's (1991) critical examination of her own teaching provided me with a
glimpse into another person's thinking. Hunt (1991) says that through this type
of work, we learn something about the possibilities of seeing by coming to
understand how this particular person sees the world. I Identified personally
with Newman's work and found that reflection was a tool I was using, but not
taking full advantage of, for thinking through issues related to my teaching
practices. Like Newman, I continue to try to make sense out of what it means to
be a teacher.
In particular, this study explores and Is guided by the broad question:
What are the ways in which I reflect and think about myself as a teacher and my
teaching, as evidenced through my journals? Four specific questions which
support the guiding question are;

1. What are the topics, issues, and questions that are significant to my
thinking?
2. How do I use my journals to think and reflect?
3. How do I reflect on my beliefs and my practice?
4. What supports and/or interferes with my thinking and reflecting as a
teacher?
Sixteen reflective journals were the main source for this study. Secondary
sources included field notes, case studies, study group notes, and lesson plans.
A description of data analysis includes using the constant comparative method
to code journals and create categories. Analysis focused on the content of the
journals, how I use my journals to think and reflect, how I reflect on my beliefs
and practice, and the identification of what supports or interferes with my
thinking and reflecting as a teacher. A brief discussion which describes the
findings for each question follows.

Summary of Findings
Chapter Four described the topics, issues and/or questions within each
journal entry that were significant to my thinking related to teaching. Through
analysis, six major categories were identified: Myself as a Learner, Teacher
Role, Classroom Practices, Relationships with Others, Requests, and
Miscellaneous. Each category also had subcategories. Journal entries
illustrated each category and subcategory. Learning and teaching are complex
issues which intertwine and interconnect. Learning about myself as a learner
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influences my role as a teacher and modifies my classroom practices.
In coding entries related to Myself as a Learner I found that my process of
learning had a huge impact on how I perceived teaching. The more I understood
about how I learned and what supported my learning, the better able I was able
to make connections for the classroom. Through the analysis of myself as a
learner, I came to see how I valued journals as a tool for learning and thinking,
how I connected my professional readings and previous courses, and how my
learning impacted teaching. Because of my understanding about the learning
process I was better able to critique myself as an educator and evaluate the
classroom experiences in which students were engaged.
In identifying aspects of my entries which related to Teacher Role, I noted
how I plan curriculum and make decisions for the classroom. As a teacher, I
also value the need for students to be acknowledged as the diverse people they
are. In trying to identify individual strengths, I have advocated for students and
come to appreciate students' differences.
Classroom Practices are tied to ways in which we, as teachers, define our
role and value the individuality of students. For me, I noted in my journals how I
contemplate the various aspects related to the class environment. I spend time
thinking about placement of furniture, open spaces, schedules, and materials.
Specific classroom practices are guided by using the authoring cycle as a
framework for curriculum. Attention is given to explain how Curriculum as
Inquiry (Short & Harste, w/ Burke, 1996) supports student learning. The
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processes of the cycle explore how practice relates to curricular issues both for
me as a learner and as a teacher creating curriculum in the classroom.
As I examined my professional development, I also explored how I wanted
to help others discuss issues related to education. In Relationships with Others
I discussed journal entries where I wonder how I can support others'
professional growth. I also discuss my concerns about how I might be viewed
when working with other teachers at my school. In another part of this section I
discuss my worries about societal issues. Here, I tell of frustrations of knowing
"too much" of students' home lives. I discuss journal entries where students
have rotten teeth and hungry stomachs. I wonder how to deal with these
frustrations and look for solutions. Sometimes feeling defeated, I look for others
to help guide me and give me advice.
In Requests, I show how I used my journal to make requests to my
professors. These requests related to professional support, personal questions,
and university requirements.
The last section of Chapter Four discussed how some of my entries in my
journals were not related to specifics about teaching. Entries coded to this
section were quotes that I found inspiring and fleeting thoughts. Sometimes I
wrote about my own children and what they were involved with. This section
was titled Miscellaneous.
Chapter Five discussed how I utilized my journals as a way to think and
learn. In order to answer the question. How do I use my journals to think and
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reflect?, I created the following categories: Encouraging Professional Growth,
Supporting Classroom Practice, Gaining Support from the Stories of Teachers,
and Joumaling to State My Opinions. Other sections of Chapter Five include
What Supports and What Interferes with My Writing in My Journals. In coding
journal entries I also noted when something supported or pushed my thinking or
when the writing was interrupted.
My journals were a place to reflect, ponder, and question issues related to
courses and teaching. I recorded ideas and connections about my learning from
my practice, my beliefs, professional readings, and discussions with others. One
category discussed how writing in my journals pushed my thinking about my
professional growth. Through joumaling about my connections to the readings I
was able to confirm my beliefs. Other times, I disagreed with the readings and
had to consider my beliefe. Through reading professional material, I learned
classroom strategies.
I often compared my classroom with the classrooms and ideas in
professional materials. I wanted to see how closely they related. I sometimes
made changes in my practice based on considering the information from a book
or article. Professional readings and joumaling about my thoughts supported my
thinking when I considered utilizing an inquiry based curriculum. Through
reading and joumaling, I was able to consider my beliefs and also make changes
in my practice.
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Another area which shows how I used my journals was gaining support
from the stories of teachers. Again, reading and journaling helped me to
connect to the stories of others. I refer to the books or articles as distant
teachers (John-Steiner, 1985). Reading and journaling about teachers' stories
helped me to understand what I was learning as I identified with other teachers'
classrooms.
I also journaled to state my opinions. These were times when I felt
uncomfortable sharing with a class or because I needed to sort out my thoughts
before I shared with others. Journaling helped me to clarify my thoughts.
My written reflections were supported by having them read by others and
through written dialogue. I found great value in hearing another's response and
through the back and forth written discussions. Sometimes these were done
with classmates or professors. I found that my journal writing was supported by
my belief valuing the journal as a tool for thinking. Because I valued reflection, I
wrote about my thoughts and few things interrupted my journaling.
Chapter Six explored the relationship between belief and practice. In this
chapter I describe what initiated journal entries and show how I considered belief
and practice in determining my coding. Belief was defined as what informs and
guides my decision making when planning curricular engagements. Practice
was defined as the specific experiences which students engage in within the
classroom. The three ways which entries were initiated illustrate the relationship
between belief, practice, and professional readings. The three sections were:
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From Practice to Belief, Beginning with Professional Readings to Consider Belief
and Practice, and Starting with Belief and Moving to Practice. A fourth section,
the Recursive Relationship between Belief, Professional Readings and Practice,
describes how I view this relationship as a complex and cyclical process.
Previous research suggests that many teachers make practical changes
In their classroom due to success in student outcomes (Brown & Wendel, 1993;
Scharer, 1992, 1991; Guskey, 1986). I wanted to see if this was true for me. I
found that few of my journal entries were initiated due to thinking about practice.
Although practice was important, more entries were started through response to
professional readings, and most entries were initiated with a connection to my
beliefs.
I do not believe the flow of thinking and changes in practice to be a linear
one that proceeds firom belief to practice or vice versa. I view the movement as
fluid and cyclical. Each area informs the other in such a way that one can never
return to "old" thinking because there is continual change. Transformations are
built on prior beliefs and constantly evolve. The shifts in thinking do not happen
within specific time frames. For me, I often contemplated my beliefs for many
months before I considered a change in practice. During my wondering, I would
read professional materials to gain additional information.
In the final section of Chapter Six I propose a model (see Figure 5) of the
recursive relationship between belief, professional development, and practice.
In the model I show how beliefs and practice are in constant touch with each
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other. Considering either belief or practice may lead to professional readings.
Reflection overlays the complete process because the reflective process helps
me to bring my thoughts to a more conscious level for examination (Dewey,
1938; Kolb, 1984).
In Chapter Seven I discuss what supports and interferes with my thinking
and reflecting as a teacher. Five major areas were identified which supported
my thinking and reflecting; Professional Readings, Explicitly Stating My Beliefs
about Learning, Dialoguing with Others, Planning-to-Plan, and Personal
Reflecting. Three main areas inhibited my thinking and reflecting as a teacher:
Valuing Students as Learners within a Standardized System, Insufficient Trust in
Self, and Lack of Time.
I found that what supported my thinking as a teacher was professional
readings. I search for books and articles which help me make informed
decisions. I am inspired by teachers' narratives. Reading their stories gives me
courage to pursue my own frustrations. Language Arts, Primary Voices, Teacher
Research, and Talking Points are professional journals which offer teacher
narratives. Book publications also offer teacher narratives (Meyer, 1996; Paley,
1995; Jalongo & Isenberg, 1995; Schubert, & Ayers, 1992; Witherell &
Noddings, 1991; Newman, 1991, 1990; White, 1990).
Understanding how people learn and using the authoring cycle as a
framework for curriculum has been a support for me. Through reflective
practice, I understand my actions and consider change. Connecting my
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knowledge and experience, as well as my students, is important in moving to
new information. Using the cycle as a fi^amework for my curriculum helps
connect the known to the unknown and continues as learners explore, reflect,
share, take action, and ask more questions.
Dialoguing with others has been another support for my thinking and
learning. Valuing diverse perspectives, hearing about others' classrooms, and
sharing ideas and materials have all been benefits from working with others.
Written dialogues with my professors has also been useful. I have gained
insights from their thoughts.
Planning-to-plan has pushed my thinking through broadening what I view
as curriculum. During my planning, I view perspectives rather than the
disciplines. This provides more opportunities for meeting the individual needs
and interests of students. Sign systems offer alternative ways of making and
sharing meaning. Materials offered to students extend beyond textbooks to
include music, first-hand explorations of various art mediums, and children's
literature. By using a planning-to-plan I extend my thinking and provide more
opportunities for students to use materials in a variety of ways. Planning-to-plan
keeps me more informed of new professional materials and continues my
interest in supporting my students' learning.
The last section of Chapter Seven explored what interferes with my
thinking and reflecting as a teacher. Frustrations of dealing with mandated
procedures which conflicted with my beliefe were noted. Specifically, I am
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concerned with how students are valued in the standardized system of school.
Report cards do not provide adequate space for showing student progress. Also
report cards only identify specific areas of students' growth. Related to student
progress is the use of grade-level materials. I believe these materials conflict
with my beliefs about curriculum and do not provide extensive opportunities to
value diversity in learners or in viewing individual strengths in alternative ways of
knowing such as, art, dance, or music.
A personal frusfration for me is a lack in self confidence. I do not value
what I know and sometimes avoid trying new practices. Sometimes the
uncomfortable feeling of moving away from what I have done for years causes
me to stall or not move in my thinking. Being "righf has been a concern of mine.
A last item which interferes with my thinking and professional growth is
time. I need to make time to reflect and to think through my issues and concerns
related to teaching. Time is needed to read professional and to find materials
for the classroom.
Through this study I have learned much about myself and the ways that I
utilize journals to support my thinking, learning, and professional development. I
will use the findings of this study to support the benefit of narrative for research
and to advocate other educators to be reflective practitioners. Lastly, this study
provides implications for teacher educators and professional developers. In this
chapter I discuss how this study provides support for other teachers in their
personal journey of teaching and professional development. I also suggest ways
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a school staff might be more flexible in creating schedules and using blocks of
time in order for teachers to consider their practice, beliefs, and professional
growth. I organized the implications around three topics: Implications for Using
Narrative in Research, Educators as Reflective Practitioners, and Implications
for Teacher Educators and Professional Development.

Implications for Using Narrative in Research
"Creating new spaces for learning from research means broadening
agendas that allow for more anecdotal evidence and less justifying of the form"
(Brunner, 1994, p. 67). Because teacher stories are taken from direct
experiences, explained in detail, structured by events or episodes, and told or
written in story form, they communicate meaning and explore underlying values.
They provide a starting place for reflection, discussion, and debate. Shannon
(1995) suggests that stories "set parameters for our thinking as we blend the
stories we've read, heard or seen with the events in our lives that also seem to
come to us as stories" (p. xii). Teacher narratives provide a way for teachers to
share their personal journeys which are shaped by context and choice,
perspective, and values. Hopefully the journey I've shared in this study will add
to the narratives from which other teachers pull to examine their own journey.
We read and write our lives as if they were texts and we negotiate meaning from
and with those texts (Shannon, 1995).
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Use of Teacher Narrative
Barnes (1992) contributes support for teachers researching about their
own practice when he discusses the importance of teachers investigating their
own contributions to lessons and how these shape students' talking and writing.
Stories have something to teach others because they are inspirational and offer
demonstrations to others of thinking and writing (Meyer, 1996). Coles (1989)
reminds us that "as people bring their stories to us, that we can only hope we
understand them; when we interpret a story, we are interpreting a life" (p. 7).
Teacher narratives are like windows onto teachers' experiences and are
necessary because they help us see through the eyes and words of teachers.
Wilson (1996) suggests that narratives about teaching benefit anyone who reads
them because
teachers might come away with an idea to try; cognitive psychologists
with a new inkling about children's minds; teacher educators with an
insight about the contexts of teacher learning. And in savoring it, we'd all
come away with a deeper appreciation of teaching (p. x).
Process/product research, also termed causal-comparative studies,
attempted to determine which characteristics or behaviors were necessary for
good teaching. Many projects attempted to isolate certain teacher behaviors to
determine if the specific behaviors had an effect on students' knowledge. These
studies were often problematic because they failed to explain the complexity of
teaching and the relationships between and among characteristics and
behaviors.
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Research which only taps the surface as to what is practical for teachers
by presenting information as a "how to", does not encourage digging deeper
and asking difficult theoretical questions (Brunner, 1994). Narrative, however,
enables teachers like me to formulate questions about language and learning,
design and carry out inquiries, reflect on what they have learned, and tell others
about It (Goswami & Stillman, 1987). Stories help us understand what it is we
are learning as we live our lives in our classrooms (Meyer, 1996). Stories can
be used as springboards for discussions of occurrences in the field or thoughts
in response to readings. My story is one such story for both educators and
those who support educators' professional development that encourages
discussions on theories and practice and explores what it means to think and
reflect as a teacher.
Teacher narratives are central to the type of inquiry and reflection that
leads to professional development and personal insight (Schifter, 1996; Jalongo
& Isenberg, 1995). The careful examination of real-life classroom experiences
enables teachers and others in the field of education to explore the complexities
of what it means to teach. Stories should not be viewed with a lack of deference
but rather be considered as an emerging case study literature that experts from
all fields use to organize their thinking, develop professional repertories,
reinvent curriculum, and contribute to their growth as professionals (Jalongo &
Isenberg, 1995; Grossman & Shulman, 1994; Shulman, 1992). The insider
perspective of educators adds to the knowledge gained by university
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researchers studying teachers, pre-service teacher educators, professional
developers, and other teachers as we individually and collectively consider the
complexities of professional growth and educational issues.
Teacher narratives were often welcomed readings for me. I found these
to be of both practical and theoretical use because I encountered strategies
which were successful to others might also work for my classroom. In thinking
through the possibility of utilizing new strategies, I reexamined my beliefs about
teaching. In addition, these readings were like long distance friends because I
could dialogue mentally about their work and make personal connections. As I
read new ideas built on prior ones creating a spiral effect. Dewey (1938)
suggests that what one learns in the way of knowledge and skill in one situation
becomes an instrument of understanding and dealing effectively with the
situations which follow. 1 discovered this to be true for my learning and believe it
is the same for all learners. The methodology I used in this study of a teacher
examining my own professional journey needs to be considered a valid and
valuable form of research.
Teachers can use teacher narratives as a tool for thinking. Sharing
narratives orally creates an atmosphere which encourages dialogue. The
sharing of individual stories creates a forum for discussion. Many teachers
share their narrative stories informally. Often at lunch, teachers share events of
their classroom or vent concerns. Informal sharing allows the teacher to receive
support from others. Encouraging teachers to take the time to talk about
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classroom Issues is one way that schools could support teachers supporting
each other using their stories to begin the discussions.
Another way for teachers to become involved with teacher narratives
would be to read selected narratives together. Teachers could meet in small
groups or as a staff to read and discuss articles or books which share other
teacher perspectives. Talk around such pieces encourages teachers to share
their views and discuss their beliefs and practice related to educational issues.
Sharing in a risk-free environment encourages participants to consider multiple
perspectives and to think through possibilities.
For teachers to have time together outside of the classroom, schools
need to reconsider the school day and encourage teachers to reserve time for
themselves and their colleagues to spend time together. One way to support
teacher use of narratives would be a monthly "talk time". The time and date
would be planned in advance and teachers would come together to talk and
share stories. As issues arose from the talk, professional literature would be
added to support their discussions.
The Place for Teachers' Knowledge
Long-held conceptions of teaching have ignored cognition and the mental
work required by teachers (Carter, 1992). Past notions have focused on
correlating teacher behavior with student outcomes. Teachers became
knowledgeable about teaching through exposure to studies of effectiveness.
More recently, research on teacher education is suggesting a different sense of
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teachers' knowledge related to belief and content and how knowledge is
acquired (Carter, 1990). To value teacher narrative, we must also value the
types and uses of educational knowledge.
Jaiongo and Isenberg (1995) suggest that teacher narratives should not
be held in low regard. Grossman and Shulman (1994) and Shulman (1992)
encourage teacher narrative to be viewed as part of an emerging case study
literature that organizes teacher thinking, develops repertoires, reinvents
curriculum, and contributes to the growth of professionals.
Carter (1992) states that emerging conceptions of teachers' knowledge
owe a considerable debt to case study approaches to research on teaching and
learning to teach. Case studies emphasize the value of examining the work of
individual teachers in detail. It is no doubt that teachers are becoming
increasingly interested in the potential contribution of case studies to the
experiences of learning to teach (Carter, 1992).
Richert (1990) suggests that cases are potentially powerful pedagogical
tools for helping people develop teaching knowledge. Cases present teaching
as it is—infinitely complex, changing, and uncertain. Cases are a logical basis
for the kind of reflective inquiry that engages teachers as they attempt to learn
from their experiences. Cases are one way by which the content and the
processes of both preservice and inservice teacher education might be
redesigned (Fox, 1993; Carter, 1992).
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Teacher stories, lil<e case studies, are a valid form of research because
our stories teach us and teach others in all aspects of the field as we share
these stories (Meyer, 1996). Our lived experiences as teachers help make us
better teachers, keep us alive as learners, and help us understand the
happenings of our classrooms. Telling our stories liberates teachers because it
is one way we claim our classroom as belonging to us and our students. Stories
become power; in the telling we become vocal experts about our teaching lives.
Stories inform individuals from novice teachers to those involved with university
research and all the variety of professionals in between about what happens in
the daily life of schools. My story is but one story which adds to this developing
genre.
Issues surrounding "Whose knowledge counts?" and "What qualifies as
knowledge in teaching?" seem to be part of the conflict regarding the value of
cases and stories. Clandinin (1986) suggests that teachers are acknowledged
as having an experience but are not credited with knowledge gained from the
experience. Teachers' various ways to "know" need to be recognized. Jalongo
and Isenberg (1995) have argued that teachers know directly through lived
classroom experience, vicariously though the observed or described
experiences of other teachers, formally through professional reading and study,
or intuitively through their value systems. Belenky et al (1986) also suggest that
there are different "ways of knowing" (see Chapter One).
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Until teachers regard themselves as constructors of knowledge rather
than purveyors of someone else's ready-made answers, teachers' knowledge
will not be respected. Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1990) state that what is missing
from the knowledge base of teaching is the voices of the teachers themselves.
Schubert and Ayers (1992) argue for "more details, more instances, more cases"
(p. 158). For them, teacher lore is the antidote for arid research, to prescriptive
policy, and to empty promises. Shubert and Ayers state that teacher lore "can
be a force of combatting the culture of cynicism...and it can be a means of
supporting accomplishment...and collective action" (p. 158). Teacher narratives
and cases are the key components in the authentic study of teaching. Through
these stories we understand the context and appreciate the perspectives of
those involved in the day-to-day experiences of teaching.
My story adds to other teachers' stories, teacher lore, and cases studies.
I am an example of one teacher exploring what it means to teach. As a teacher
researcher I am making the effort to recognize my teaching knowledge, think
critically about components in teaching, and enable myself to learn by studying
my own experiences (Harste, 1994; Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1993; Hopkins,
1993, Hubbard & Power, 1993). My explicit and developed philosophical point
of view guides my reflection, creativity, and responsiveness in gathering
information, refining inquiry, and taking action (Patterson etal, 1993).
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Teacher narrative influenced by reflective practice supports teachers in
their personal endeavors as they investigate their professional life. The next
section explores the implications for reflective practitioners.

Educators as Reflective Practitioners
Reflective thinking involves doubt and hesitation, pitting one idea against
something else in order to examine it more closely (Dewey, 1933). Reflective
practice requires that we examine when something we do works and when it
does not. In addition we also need to examine what we mean when we say
something works, for whom does it work, and who has decided that it works
(Brunner, 1994). Developing the habit of self-critique may be a necessary
prelude to reflective practice. Reflective practice is a special kind of practice
which involves a systematic inquiry into the practice itself. It also requires that
the educator be open to a scrutiny of beliefs, values, and feelings that may be
strongly held and about which there is great sensitivity (Osterman & Kottkamp,
1993; Peters, 1991).
Brunner (1994) suggests that a possible way into reflective practice may
be the acceptance that we do not have to know everything in order to
proceed—^that, indeed, continuing to question, puzzle out, wonder, and so
forth may be the kind of reflective thinking needed for reflective action.
Being patient with the uncertainty may help us be reflective and if we turn
that reflection inside ourselves to critique our own thoughts, actions, and
directions with ongoing reflexive critique, reflection may become a natural
part of our being and becoming (pp. 212-213).
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Thinking and acting may not be quite the simple matter that some have
attempted to describe, nonetheless, doing both seems more likely to produce
reflective practice.
Calkins (1994) suggests that teachers need to develop the self within
themselves when she wrote:
If we begin to fathom how much our teaching matters, then perhaps we
will begin to take more responsibility for nourishing ourselves as teachers
as people. In the end, what we bring to our classrooms is ourselves.
Because our teaching matters so very much, we have a responsibility to
take care of ourselves as learners and hopers and dreamers (p. 517).
Reflecting on the professional components of our lives is one way to become
active participants in our learning and professional development.
Reflective practice can take place anywhere, but it requires a nurturing
environment. The environment is characterized by openness and trust. When
working within a group setting, participants must feel confident that the
information shared will not be used against them. Working with others is
beneficial because others contribute their knowledge and experience (Short et
al, 1992).
Individuals who are involved in reflective practice make changes on a
personal and organizational level. Reflective practice seems to have a greater
impact on people's lives than other learning experiences (Osterman & Kottkamp,
1993; Lester & Onore, 1990). Strategies for reflective practice encourage
articulation of personal educational beliefs in general or context-specific ways.
The process of articulating values and beliefs and exploring practice enhances a
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sense of personal responsibility for one's own actions. Reflective practice
enables us to experience ourselves as a foundation within educational settings.
As we build our confidence; we have more pride in our profession. In reflective
practice, professional developers need to be willing to take risks to grow and
improve their own professional practices while working with others. It is only
through changing ourselves that we have any hope in helping others to consider
change. As I work with teachers, being aware of how reflection supports my
learning helps me provide an environment which supports others in their efforts
to be reflective practitioners.
Osterman (1990) says that reflective practice consists of "mindful
consideration of one's actions in which the reasons and assumptions that drive
one's behavior are thoughtfully reflected on in the interest of improving one's
professional effectiveness" (p. 134). Thought and action are thus integrated
through reflection. Osterman describes the process as a "challenging, focused,
and critical assessment of one's behavior as a means toward the development of
one's craftsmanship" (p. 134).
Using journals as a tool for thinking and learning is one way to critique
one's self as a teacher (Holly, 1989; Fulwiler, 1987). By acknowledging
questions and concerns one can begin to reflect. Dewey (1933) suggests that
acknowledging questions and concerns is the first step in reflective thinking.
Experiential learning theory maintains that learning is a dialectic and cyclical
process consisting of four stages: experience, observation and reflection,
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abstract reconceptualization, and experimentation (Kolb, 1984). While
experience is the basis for learning, learning cannot take place without
reflection. Reflection must also be integrally connected to action. Reflective
practice is integrating theory and practice, thought and action, as Schon (1987)
described, a "dialogue of thinking and doing" to become more skillful (p. 31).
Through reflective journal writing, I was able to identify issues related to
the classroom and get insights into what I thought about. I realized that tension
often led to reflective self examination. With additional reexamination, I was
able to create possible solutions and then explore which possible option I might
try. For me reflection led to action. I considered what wasn't working well,
reflected, read materials which provided me with information related to my
concern, and then tried implementing a new idea or strategy. I believe that all
teachers benefit from a similar process. Reflective practice and teacher efficacy
guide my practice and are also beneficial to other teachers (Brunner, 1994;
Brubacher, Case, & Reagan, 1994; Osterman & Kottkamp, 1993; Guskey &
Passaro, 1994).
Teachers establish the particular climate of each classroom (Emmer,
Evertson, & Anderson, 1980). Given identical classrooms, materials, resources,
and student population, each teacher creates a unique learning environment
based on a unique set of expectations, beliefe, attitudes, knowledge, effort, and
repertoire of teaching strategies and skills (Eby with Kujawa, 1994). Reflective
practice enables teachers to consider new ideas and explore classroom
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practices. Professional readings are a part of reflective practice and were a
significant part of my thinking. Time after time I noted how reading and
journaling helped me to consider others' perspectives, provided additional
information, and helped me to consider my own beliefs and practices.
Considering theory and practice is important in the reflective process.
Part of the process of becoming a reflective practitioner involves an active
commitment on the part of the educator to go beyond routine behaviors and
patterns of day-to-day functioning (Brubacher, Reagan, & Case, 1994).
Reflective practice has no beginning and no end, but is an ongoing commitment
to growth, change, development, and improvement. Journal writing is one way
to be reflective. Many teachers are frustrated with time constraints related to
their job. If they tried reflective writing to record and to keep track of their issues
and concerns related to their teaching it might help reduce some of their
frustrations.
Teachers need to be encouraged to try keeping some form of a reflective
journal so that they might come to see the value in writing as a tool for thinking
and learning. I had not kept a journal until I was asked to as part of my graduate
course work. It was only after exploring the use of journals over a period of time
that I used the journal as a tool for my learning and thinking. One way to
encourage others to begin keeping a reflective journal might be to keep a journal
for one's self. Here the teacher would log in topics or events which are relevant
to the individual. Setting a personal goal for writing might be beneficial, perhaps
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once a week might not seem ovenrt/helming. Some teachers schedule this into
their weekly calendar. Others write in a journal when their students write in
theirs during a language block time or at the end of the day when students
reflect on class experiences in a learning log.
Another journal option could be one shared with a colleague or principal.
This type of journal encourages dialogue between the two participants. Topics
and concerns are shared and discussed. Two perspectives enable multiple
brainstorming of ideas. Dialogue journal entries should focus on suggestions,
not telling another what to do. Individuals should be encouraged to respond and
suggest what has worked for them instead of stating specific actions to carry out.
For me, the give and take of a dialogue journal was extremely valuable. Sharing
ideas and receiving input from Kathy helped me to think through possible
experiences for my classroom and to consider my beliefs. Kathy did not tell me
specifically to try this or that but shared her personal stories of what had or had
networked for her and gave me possible suggestions to consider.
Another way to keep a reflective journal might be as part of a study group
or a professional inservice. Participants could revisit their writing and thinking
related to the study group or inservice and also share their insights with others.
Keeping a journal needs to be viewed as part of the process of learning and
thinking and incorporated into what people are currently doing. For reflective
journals to be effective they need to be viewed as a tool and purposeful to the
teachers, not as something added on "to do". Teachers need to explore the
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possibilities of journal writing. Once teachers experience reflective writing they
may find it useful as I did and the writing will become valuable and a part of their
regular practice and not simply an exercise.
Those who do not enjoy written journals may want to try other options for
reflection. Additional considerations for reflective practice include talking with
an other (Fenstermacher, 1994, see Chapter Two), professional development,
teacher research projects, or portraiture (Brubacher, Case, & Reagan, 1994).
Portraiture is where teams of teachers have the opportunity to observe each
other in their classrooms. Teachers then write portraits of what they observed
and share their insights with the other team members. The focus is on the
nature of teaching and learning, and one's own teaching practice. This process
enables teachers to share and discuss the nature of teaching and learning in a
reflective and constructive manner. Using portraiture encourages teachers to
focus on their own teaching practice and also talk with others about practical
issues related to teaching.
The opportunities to be a reflective teacher are many. The challenge,
however, is in deciding to make the commitment to become reflective educators.
Teachers need time to reflect. Time to think and reflect about current practice,
work, question, and create conditions for change within their individual
environments (Fox, 1993; Grossman, 1992; Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1990).
Schon (1991) states that the only solution is "that the whole school—all
individuals—must get into the change business; if individuals do not do this, they
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will be left powerless...Massive effort is required but it must come from
individuals putting pressure on themselves and those around them" (p. 353). If
Schon is right, then perhaps our hope of reforming schools and empowering
teachers lies in the programs which support teachers and provide professional
development through utilizing teacher narrative and reflective practice as a basis
for promoting professional growth.
At my school site, the desire to have more time to think with others and
prepare for the experiences of our daily teaching encouraged the staff to
consider a change in the school day. In an effort to provide a larger block of
time once a week for staff gatherings and personal planning, we have
lengthened four school days by fifteen minutes. One day a week, Wednesday,
students are dismissed one hour earlier. The change in the school day provides
the opportunity for the staff to meet as a whole or in interest groups for longer
periods of time. The staff has brainstormed possible professional topics and
issues to read and discuss together. Teachers have also chosen to use some of
the time for small group collaboration based on personal interests or topics and
to discuss curricular components by grade levels. In addition, the faculty spends
one hour each month discussing a professional book. Providing a change in the
school day enables teachers the opportunity to dialogue, collaborate, and share
ideas, materials, and professional readings. During this time, teachers reflect
through formal and informal ways on their beliefs and practices as they consider
the information and conversations with their colleagues.
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I am a part of a team which plans the use of our Wednesday afternoons.
We take into consideration the topics brainstormed as a staff and pull from a
variety of resources to bring in local speakers, district personnel, and current
research to share with the staff. In addition, I facilitate the monthly meeting for
the shared reading of a professional book. I also support others' professional
growth through facilitating a study group which meets biweekly. The participants
in this group are receiving district credits for professional development.
Flexibility in scheduling and on-site meetings have provided teachers with
additional options for their own professional growth.

Implications for Teacher Educators and Professional Development
Questions about teachers' beliefs and how teachers see the practice of
schooling are integral to professional development. As individuals explore their
own personal histories, their social, political, economic, and cultural realities,
their dispositions tend to become more apparent. Recognizing what one
believes is important, how those beliefs affect future practices needs to be
considered when examining teacher education and professional development
programs.
For teacher education programs and professional development to be
effective, efforts should be made to reach out to the individual participants and
connect new material to their current belief structures (Richardson, 1995,1994;
Carter, 1994, 1993; Hollingsworth, 1989). Participants need to be involved and
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be considered collaborators in planning. Creating an environment of trust is
essential to creating a community of learners. Once participants feel that trust
has been established, they will be more likely to take risks and share their
perspectives.
Creating Opportunities for Professional Development
Study groups, coaching, and staff networking are support systems for
teachers who come together to think, analyze and create conditions for change
within their specific circumstances and in ways that meet their own needs (Matlin
& Short, 1996; Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1990). Teachers who are dedicated to
creating change in their classrooms need reassurance from their peers and
community. Support and encouragement can be found by seeking out other
teachers and educators to share ideas, problems, and solutions, by attending
workshops, and by reading professional books and articles (Ahuna-Ka'ai'ai,
Wong-Kam, & Au, 1991).
Teacher networks and study groups should be viewed through an
occupational rather than an organizational lens (Lieberman & McLaughlin,
1992). Organizational perspectives focus on questions of administration, report,
incentives, "delivery," and outcomes. Switching to an occupational lens moves
the policy focus from a concentration on "what works," framed solely In student
outcomes, to an examination of the meaning of work for teachers.
Study groups, coaching, networking, and peer collaboration are ways to
support professional development within one's own setting. Outside personnel
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do not have to be brought in to begin professional dialogues. Meetings at grade
level or across grade levels encourage collaboration. Similarly, teacher
networks (Lieberman & McLaughlin, 1992) inspire teachers to put in additional
hours and to struggle with educational change.
Shared experiences from study groups, peer collaboration, and networks
encourage teacher learning and also serve as organizing tools to support
teachers working together, sharing and learning from one another over time
(Matlin & Short, 1996; Lieberman & McLaughlin, 1992). Participation gives
teachers first-hand knowledge of the constructivist notion of teaching and
learning. When they construct ideas about practice with their colleagues,
teachers act as both experts and apprentices. Developing emotional and
intellectual stimulation gives courage to teachers to engage their students
differently in the classroom.
Supporting the Professional Development of Others
As a teacher, I wonder about my role as a professional developer within
my school. I struggle with how to provide information. I want to share and
inform, not dictate. I want to respect teachers and their beliefe. Yet, at the
same time 1 want them to consider the possibility of change.
Currently schools provide few opportunities for teachers to read
professional literature and to discuss information related to the field of
education. Little time is provided for professional development or professional
"talk" within the structure of the school day. Time, specifically, lack of time, is
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among the biggest complaints of teachers and professional development
facilitators. Because I value professional development for myself and others, I
want to encourage others to grow professionally.
Previously, I discussed how my school has changed the school day in an
effort to provide more time for teachers to engage in conversations as a staff. I
support other teachers in a variety of ways. I offer meetings through the mentor
program. This program is for teachers who have taught three years or less and
who have questions about our school operation, district regulations, or their
classrooms. Often I am a sounding board, a place where they can ask what
they think is "silly" but what they want to know.
I also facilitate a study group at my school site on inquiry based learning.
Because our new pay scale requires three district credits or university units to
receive a financial increment, I proposed a site study group. Having the group
meet at our school saves time and is more convenient for the participants.
Although I initiated the study group's organization, meeting times and content
were agreed upon by all who chose to participate in ttie group. We have a
common text and read sections for each meeting. Each person selects how he
or she wishes to come prepared for the meetings. Some take notes in a log and
others highlight selected passages in their books. We meet biweekly for two
hours and discuss how the readings relate to us as teachers. Often teachers
share personal stories of classroom experiences and engagements which are
related to the topic. During the meetings, discussions consider both theory and
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practice as people give and receive ideas related to curriculum and learning. At
the end of each meeting we plan for the next time. We decide if we want to
continue the discussion on the section read, to bring in other materials to
explore which support the present discussion, or to read another portion of the
book. Additional materials discussed include children's literature, assessment
documentation, samples of children's work, class experiences, professional idea
books, and lesson plans.
As part of a school cadre, I also help plan professional development days.
This includes considering speakers, topics, and professional readings. Being a
part of this group enables me to hear others' views and to voice my opinions on
possible experiences for the staff to consider. Input from all staff is considered
when the committee comes together to make decisions.
Sipes (1995) found that working with adult learners was like a journey
with hills and valleys and like a rock climbing expedition. She suggests that a
person must have passion for the climb and an exhilaration from the adventure.
Professional development, like climbing rocks, takes courage and a willingness
to take risks and trust others. In working with teachers at my school, it is not a
role to consider lightly. I agree with Sipes (1995) when she states, "When
shaping and supporting learning experiences of others, one touches the most
vital fibers of the individual; one participates in the potentially powerful
transformative process that inevitably comes through intensive learning" (p. 1).
While 1 cannot say that every staff member embraces learning and professional
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development with the same zest and zeal of exhilaration as a rock climber, i can
attest for my own excitement as our school moves towards a more flexible
schedule and consideration of teachers' voices.
Providing larger periods of time enables teachers to meet and expresses
a value for teacher learning. Sipes (1995) found that many of the teachers she
worked with felt frustration when teachers' learning was not valued by their
employer. The lack of attention to the needs of teachers as learners has
contributed to the current unprecedented job dissatisfaction among teachers.
Cadiz (1989) points out that, "many schools treat teachers as factory workers
whose job it is to dispense education in small compartments of time. As
teachers become dissatisfied with the realities shaped by education institutions,
they often leave the profession or experience burnouf (p. 10). For schools to be
able to engage in meaningful and lasting reform, staff members must be able to
engage in identifying and solving problems (Sipes, 1995; Lieberman & Miller,
1992). To address the demands for change, it will be important that institutions
at all levels support and nurture creative and risk-taking staff members.
Reflecting as part of the Process for Professional Development
Professional development must also have a component which
encourages and provides time for educators to reflect (Richardson, 1995,1994;
Osterman & Kottkamp, 1993; Short et al, 1992; Schon, 1991,1983; Richert,
1991; Lester & Onore, 1990). Reflective practice is useful because it empowers
teachers. Reflective practice is a tool for individual teachers to improve their
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own teaching practice and to become better, more proficient, and more
thoughtful professionals in their own right.
If the relationship between belief, practice, and professional development
is as complex and cyclical as I believe it to be (see Figure 5), then time and
support will be major factors in assisting teachers as they consider change in
either belief or practice. The workplace is key to achieving change (DarlingHammond, 1993; Schon, 1991). Schools will need to consider the traditional
day-to-day routines and think about alternatives which will enable teachers,
parents, administrators, and other support staff to have more opportunities for
dialoguing, reading professional materials, reflecting, sharing, and observing
each other. Individuals and groups must create a new ethos of innovation that
permits and stimulates personal responsibility and encourages collective
engagement in continuous initiative (Sipes, 1995; Schon, 1991).
Current professional development often assumes all teachers have the
same, or similar, learning needs and preferences (Sipes, 1995). Many inservice
sessions provide training to facilitate mastery of institutionally selected
objectives with little attention directed to the education, or personal and
professional learning, of teachers. Few professional development programs
have attempted to expand the time frame of learning, exhibit more teacher based
characteristics, or permit personal pursuit of questions of significance to the
learner (Sipes, 1995; Lester & Onore, 1990; Short, 1989).
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Teachers must be viewed as part of the process for professional
development to be successful. Factors such as self-initiation, self-selection, and
self-direction must be a part of the program. Opportunities must be provided for
individuals to create and reflect on their own learning situations and for
collaborative discussions and involvement in decision making. Individual
educators must be encouraged to share their expertise with others through
teacher leader positions, curriculum development efforts, and mentoring
relationships (Sipes, 1995). Monthly meetings where teachers share their
expertise related to previously agreed upon topics and issues is one way that
educators can teach each other. Half days where students are dismissed early,
also provide teachers the time to discuss, reflect, and share information related
to teaching practice and professional development.
The process of becoming a reflective practitioner, is a long and
sometimes, difficult journey. Becoming a reflective practitioner is similar to the
process of becoming "real" as the Skin Horse explained it to the Rabbit in the
children's story. The Velveteen Rabbit (Williams, 1981). Teachers, no matter,
what their years of experience, should strive to be reflective and analytic
educators. It is through this effort, just as every toy knows that being loved by a
child is the only way to become "real", that good teachers become "real"
(Brubacher, Case, & Reagan, 1994).
Through this study I have learned about myself as a learner and I believe
that my process of learning is the same as the process of any aged learner.
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What I have learned about myself as a learner will guide me as I continue to
work in the classroom and facilitate study groups and inservices for teachers.
The people with whom I work need to be valued and considered as part of the
process of learning. Decisions about what is to be learned needs to be
negotiated by all participants. The environment needs to encourage sharing and
discussing within risk-firee conditions that value the diversity of learners. In my
effort to share my expertise with others, I hope to encourage others to use
written journals in some form to share their own thinking and to help others see
the value of writing as a tool for thinking and learning. I also hope to share what
I have learned from this experience through inviting others to hear and respond
to my story. I want others to think about my story as one possibility to consider,
not as a step-by-step guideline to follow. Sharing my story and encouraging
others to become a part of the story is what makes narrative such a powerful
tool.

Conclusion
This has been my story of my professional life. In it I have examined my
recent professional growth as documented in sixteen reflective journals.
Throughout this dissertation I have shared my thoughts related to how I think
and learn and how journaling has helped me to consider my beliefe and
practices. My own learning process has guided my personal discoveries of what
it means to be a teacher.
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It is my hope in sharing my story that others may consider using reflective
journals and becoming reflective practitioners. In addition I hope that my story
encourages a dialogue regarding beliefs and practice and how one informs the
other. I believe that it is only through the sharing of each others' stories that
learning will take place. In the end our students become the beneficiaries of our
new knowledge. As we empower ourselves as teachers and learners, we create
environments which encourage students to empower themselves. This part of
my story is over but continues in my perpetuation of professional growth and as
part of your story. For what I have written and you have read are forever
interlocked in the transaction which we call The Poem" (Rosenblatt, 1978).
At the close of Schubert and Ayers (1992) they include an ancient
admonition; "She who thinks she knows does not know; she who knows she
does not know, knows." There is much I could learn from looking at this data
with other questions. One possible study might be to identify what was or wasn't
helpful in Kathy's written responses in the dialogue journals I wrote with her. I
also could look at Kathy's responses to identify what language she used to guide
and not push her thinking on me. Future studies might also include gathering
additional data sources. Possible data might include students' artifacts gathered
over time, student self evaluations, records of conversations with colleagues,
grade level and cross-grade level dialogues, study group notes or tapes, and
journals with an administrator. This study has left me with lingering questions.
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1. What will my role be in supporting others as they develop
professionally?
2. How will I incorporate the components of successful professional
development programs within the study groups I facilitate?
3. In using the authoring cycle as a curricular framework how do I create
and support education for democracy?
4. What will my role be in transforming school to be a more reflective
place for all learners?
5. As an agent for change in valuing the diversity of all people how will I
help the dialogue begin so that individual strengths are acknowledged
and not viewed from a deficit model?
This ends as it starts with wanderings and wonderings. Eve Merriam
(1991) wrote in The Wise Woman and Her Secret,
"Because, you see, the secret of wisdom is to be curious-to take
the time to look closely, to use all your senses to see and touch and taste
and smell and hear. To keep on wandering and wondering."
"Wandering and wondering." Jenny repeated softly.
"And if you don't find all the answers, you will surely find more to
marvel at in this curving, curling world that spins around and around amid
the stars" (p. 25).
My inquiries encourage me to continue reflecting and learning. Like the young
girl expresses in the last stanza of the poem "Yesterday" (Little,1986), I have
more questions to consider and pursue as I think about my teaching life.
But today...everything's changing.
I suddenly have a million unanswered questions.
Everybody I meet might become a friend.
I tried eating snails with garlic sauce—and I liked them!
And I know the delicate shadings that lie between
Good and evil—and I face their dilemma
Life is harder now...and yet, easier...
And more and more exciting! (p.88)
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